
ABSTRACT 

GAO, YUNFEI. Ethylene Production with Active Lattice Oxygen under a Cyclic Redox Scheme. 

(Under the direction of Dr. Fanxing Li). 

 

Ethylene is a key building block of the chemical industry. At present, ethylene is primarily 

produced through steam cracking of ethane and naphtha. The high endothermicity of cracking 

reactions as well as the complex cryogenic separation schemes make these processes highly energy 

and carbon intensive. Chemical looping processes offer more efficient, cost effective and 

environmentally friendly routes for ethylene and C2+ olefin production from ethane and naphtha. 

This is achieved through a cyclic redox scheme and by replacing the gaseous oxidants with the 

oxygen in the lattice of a redox catalyst. Applications for ethylene production include chemical 

looping oxidative (CL-ODH) of ethane and redox oxidative cracking (ROC) of naphtha. In CL-

ODH and ROC, thermodynamic predictions point out that CO and CO2 are much more favored to 

form instead of ethylene. Thus, the effective performance of ethylene production via cyclic redox 

scheme greatly depends on the rational design of active and selective redox catalyst. Effective 

redox catalysts are typically bi-functional: a metal oxygen reservoir to provide active lattice 

oxygen and a catalytically-active surface for ethylene selective production. Therefore, the 

reactivity performance of the redox catalysts can be tuned by both changing their intrinsic 

properties and catalytic surface modification to enhance their kinetic properties. This study focuses 

on development of more active and selective redox catalysts through investigations on (i) using 

alkali promotion to improve redox selectivity of iron-based redox catalysts, (ii) alkali doped iron-

based redox catalysts with higher lattice oxygen capacity, (iii) molten carbonate layer as a design 

principle to achieve better redox properties on iron-based redox catalysts and (iv) high-

performance zeolite-assisted redox catalysts through a bi-functional composite material. 

 



Alkali promotion (Li, Na and/or K) are proved to increase the CL-ODH selectivity of 

LaxSr2−xFeO4−δ substrate with Ruddlesden-Popper phase (LSF-RP). While unpromoted LSF-RP 

exhibits poor ethylene selectivity, addition of alkali promotion achieves up to 61% ethane 

conversion and 90% ethylene selectivity. The alkali-promoted LSF-RP exhibits a core-shell 

structure: core material is LSF-RP substrate and shell material is enriched with alkali metal. The 

surface enrichment of alkali metal increases the resistance for O2- diffusion from the bulk and its 

subsequent evolution into non-selective electrophilic oxygen species. Co-promoting LSF-RP with 

Li and K renders a redox catalyst with both higher lattice oxygen capacity and higher CL-ODH 

selectivity. The synergistic effects are investigated: K promotion increases redox catalyst oxygen 

capacity by doping into the LSF-RP structure and the CL-ODH selectivity is increased with Li 

promotion.  

 

The core-shell design principle is further engineered into a molten Li2CO3 coated La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 

(Li2CO3@LSF) redox catalyst with better redox properties. The Li2CO3@LSF is a significant 

improvement to the alkali-promoted LSF-RP redox catalyst and can achieve up to 87% ethylene 

selectivity and 52% ethane conversion in a much larger(~10 to 30 times) ethane processing 

capacity. Additionally, the liable oxygen species in Li2CO3@LSF facilitate exothermic operation 

in both redox steps as confirmed by TGA-DSC measurements. Reaction pathways indicate that 

peroxide type oxygen species (O2
2-) are formed with the help of lattice oxygen reduced from Fe4+ 

to Fe3+ and these peroxide oxygen species are the active/selective species for ethane ODH. 

  

Ethylene and C2+ olefin production from naphtha is investigated in zeolite-assisted ROC. This 

process uses a bifunctional composite material composed of modified-zeolite catalyst and Mn-



based redox catalyst. Zeolite-assisted ROC achieves high olefin yields and high propylene to 

ethylene (P/E) ratios at lower temperatures (550-750 °C) via an autothermal approach. Synergistic 

effects are discovered: both olefin yields and lattice oxygen usage are increased with the composite 

redox catalysts. Alkali earth exchanged zeolites are used to increase P/E ratios and this trend is 

associated with decreased acidic site numbers but increased acidic site strength. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Production of ethylene: an overview  

Ethylene is a key building block of the chemical industry. It is widely used in the production of 

various chemical intermediates including polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, ethylene oxide and 

styrene.1 As a result, worldwide consumption for ethylene exceeded 150 million tons per year in 

2017.2 At present, ethylene is primarily produced through steam cracking of ethane and naphtha. 

Depending on the length of the carbon chain in the feedstock, different steam‐cracking processes 

are utilized. In Western Europe and Japan, naphtha is the main feedstock for ethylene production 

due to its abundance.3 On the other hand, ethane as a feedstock for ethylene production is becoming 

the mainstream in the United States and the Middle East. This is due to the rapid increase of shale 

gas production especially in North America and ethane is the second largest component in shale 

gas.4 

 

In steam cracking processes, the hydrocarbon feedstocks are thermally converted, via gas phase 

radical reactions, into ethylene and other light olefins as well as hydrogen co-product at high 

temperatures (> 750 °C).5 The high endothermicity of cracking reactions as well as the complex 

cryogenic separation schemes make these processes highly energy and carbon intensive, emitting 

1 to 2 tons of CO2 for each ton of ethylene produced depending upon the feedstock. Meanwhile, 

conventional steam cracking is near optimal from a thermodynamic first law standpoint, claiming 

over 90% thermal efficiency but accompanied with significant exergy loss (>13 GJ/tons of 

ethylene).6 This indicates limited room for further optimization of these conventional technologies 

without significant process intensification. At the same time, many other approaches have shown 

promise for process intensification and emission reduction in the ethylene production. These 
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approaches include both oxidative and non-oxidative conversion of C2+ alkanes, chemical-

looping, electrochemical, and membrane-based technologies. These will be elaborated in the 

following sections. 

 

1.2. Alternative Approaches for Ethylene Production 

Due to the large amount of shale gas production, it is desirable to utilize the light alkanes in shale 

gas and convert them into valuable products. In shale gas composition, ethane is the second largest 

component. As a result, it is very important to convert ethane into ethylene via a more energy- and 

capital-saving approach. Naphtha, which is a flammable oil containing various hydrocarbons, is 

also one of the most abundant feedstock for steam cracking, especially in Europe and the Asia-

Pacific region. Similar to ethane steam cracking, naphtha steam cracking also has large energy 

penalties. Thus, it is desirable to seek naphtha conversion to ethylene in a more economical novel 

approach. Based on these considerations, this section will be focused on two parts: (1) alternative 

approaches for ethylene production from ethane and (2) alternative approaches for ethylene 

production from naphtha. 

 

1.2.1. Ethane Based Ethylene Production 

Among the alkane feedstocks, ethane is the most suitable for ethylene production due to their 

compositional, structural and chemical similarity. Methods for ethylene production from ethane 

are quite similar to methane based approaches. Aside from the commercial ethane (non-oxidative) 

thermal cracking technology which will not be covered in this perspective, ethane can be converted 

into ethylene via thermochemical, electrochemical, and membrane-based approaches. Among 

these, the thermochemical based approach, i.e. ethane oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH), can be 
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considered as a counterpart to OCM and is the most extensively investigated topic. Similar to 

OCM, ODH can be carried out under both oxygen co-feed and redox mode. In addition, CO2 was 

also explored as a soft oxidant for ethane ODH. The following sections aim to provide a brief 

account on the various ethane based ethylene production approaches and the key findings.  

 

1.2.1.1. ODH in the Presence of Gaseous Oxygen: 

In the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODH), ethylene is partially oxidized to ethylene and 

water using an oxidant. ODH is a thermodynamically favorable exothermic reaction (105.5 

kJ/mol) when gaseous oxygen is used as an oxidant. A large number of catalytic systems have 

been demonstrated for ODH including supported nickel (~35-38% yield),7,8 V and V/Mo catalysts 

(23-32% yield),9,10 La/Sr/Nd and Cl doped La/Sr/Fe oxides (~55% yields),11,12 Sn doped Pt (>55% 

yield),13–16 Mo/V/Te/Nb/O17,18 (Up to 78% yield) and many others.19 Typical ODH reaction occurs 

in presence of oxygen in the temperature range of 300–700 °C and atmospheric conditions using 

appropriate catalysts. Two of the most studied systems are the platinum monolith system first 

proposed by Schmidt et. al.13–16 and mixed metal oxide consisting of molybdenum (Mo), vanadium 

(V), tellurium (Te), and niobium (Nb) in atomic proportions of 1:0.15:0.16:0.17, commonly known 

as M1 catalysts. The Pt monolith system involved contacting an ethane oxygen mixture with Pt or 

doped Pt deposited upon the walls of a ceramic monolith.13–16 Mechanistic studies of this system 

have suggested that the Pt based catalysts function by producing heat though non-selective 

oxidation “igniting” the hydrocarbon-oxygen mixture while initiating a selective gas phase ODH 

reaction.14 The M1 catalysts, when heat treated at 600-650C, are found to be extremely active and 

highly selective in the ethane ODH.20 Selectivities over 90% at ethane conversion levels of 65% 

or above were obtained at relatively low reaction temperatures (360 C) with best catalysts.21 
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The exothermic nature of the ODH reaction, together with the lower operating temperature 

requirements, can lead to more than 30% energy savings22 compared to the conventional steam 

cracking process. In addition, the ODH process leads to reduced number of unit operations unlike 

the conventional steam cracking process.23 The reduction of unit operations are due to the high 

ethylene selectivity (98+%) and the other product being CO2, which can be removed with 

membranes. Compact Membrane Systems (CMS) is commercializing a membrane that separates 

CO2 from C2 process stream and ethylene from ethane by facilitative transport. Thus, there is no 

need for expensive and energy intensive distillation towers and related equipment. Additionally, 

the coke deposition is largely eliminated due to the presence of oxygen, which can oxidize coke to 

carbon dioxide, preventing the routine de-coking procedures necessary in current commercial 

reactors.24 There are, however, a number of current challenges preventing oxidative 

dehydrogenation from being widely implemented. Being exothermic in nature, the oxidative 

dehydrogenation (ODH) reaction requires an inert atmosphere to keep the reaction mixture out of 

the flammable zone. Techno-economic analysis indicates that using the inert gases (e.g., nitrogen, 

argon, and helium) not only increases the equipment size, thereby increasing the CAPEX, but also 

increases the risk of safety hazards.24 Other challenges of retrofitting the ODH process in the 

petroleum industries are the costs associated with the production of pure oxygen and the lower 

ethylene selectivity at elevated pressures (2 bars is the typical commercial reactor operating 

pressure). Experimental studies indicate that staged feeding of the oxygen at different positions of 

the reactor at limiting amounts of oxygen not only eliminate the use of inert requirement, but also 

improve the ethylene selectivity.19 Techno-economic and safety analysis also indicate that staged 

oxygen feeding not only reduces the safety hazard, but also makes the ODH process profitable.24 

Besides staged oxygen feeding, more process optimization are under development in terms of 
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catalyst structure modification for selectivity improvement and novel reactor configurations such 

as membrane-packed bed reactors for controlled dispersion of oxygen in the reaction mixture.19 

 

1.2.1.2. Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane in the Presence of CO2: 

At present, the oxygen-mediated ODH cannot compete with the conventional steam cracking 

processes because of the relatively high price of feedstock oxygen and the highly exothermic 

reaction in the presence of oxygen, which calls for an appropriate diluent for safe operations. One 

potential solution to these problems is replacing oxygen with other low-cost oxidants such as CO2. 

CO2 is a softer oxidant than O2 and it avoids burning of valuable hydrocarbons.22 Compared to 

steam used in cracking processes, CO2 utilization in ethane ODH can also be more attractive from 

both economics and environmental standpoints. Moreover, the presence of CO2 can convert the 

H2 co-product from ethane dehydrogenation via the reverse water-gas-shift reaction, thereby 

elevating the equilibrium limitation for ethylene production. The typical CO2-mediated ODH 

reactions occur in the temperature range of 550-850 °C and atmospheric conditions using 

appropriate catalysts. The CO2-mediated ODH is a relatively new approach comparing to the O2-

mediated ODH. Hence, innovation of highly active catalysts is still under development with many 

exciting, recently published results. Cr2O3-based catalysts were reported to be the most effective 

to convert ethane in the presence of CO2, with support effect and doping effect studied.25–27 

However, it lacks selectivity (<50%) at high ethane conversion cases (>70%). Also, CO2 

conversion is very low (<20%), causing a large increase in downstream gas separation cost. 

Additionally, Cr2O3 suffers from coke formation issues, leading to relatively low life time.28 Other 

metal oxide-based catalysts were also reported for CO2-ODH, including Ga2O3 and V2O5,
29 Ca-

doped ThO2,
30 and Mn-based molecular sieve (OMS-2) catalyst28. Up to 18.6% ethylene with 
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94.5% ethylene selectivity was obtained with Ga2O3 at 650 °C but CO2 conversion was not 

reported. Ca-doped ThO2 could achieve 45% ethylene yield with 97% selectivity (at 725 °C) and 

OMS-2 could achieve 64% ethylene yield with 86% ethylene selectivity (at 800 °C). Both catalysts 

exhibited CO2 conversion at around 45% but they both suffered coke formation to some degree. 

In a recent development, activated carbon-supported magnesium vanadate-based catalysts showed 

promising activity at a relatively lower temperature (550C). Activated carbon-supported 

magnesium pyrovanadate exhibited 11.2% ethane conversion and 53% ethylene selectivity at 

550C without using any inert in the reaction mixture.31 Besides metal oxide-based catalyst, 

molybdenum carbide and bimetallic catalysts are also reported as possible candidates for CO2-

ODH at lower temperatures (<600 °C). Chen and co-workers first reported a molybdenum carbide 

catalyst (Mo2C) for CO2 activation below 600 °C.32,33 Inspired by this, they applied the same 

catalyst for CO2-ODH of ethane. Yao et. al. reported ethylene yields of up to 7% at 70% 

selectivity34,35 but maintaining high selectivity at high conversions is a challenge as the dry 

reforming of ethane to syngas can compete with the ODH reaction.34,36 Chen et al. reported 2.1% 

ethane conversion and 51.6% ethylene selectivity using alumina supported molybdenum carbide 

catalysts at a reaction temperature of 600 °C and they studied the stability of the catalysts.36 The 

same research group reported 9.1% ethane conversion and 31% ethylene selectivity using cerium 

supported Fe-Ni bimetallic catalysts using reaction temperature of 600C.37 Despite utilizing CO2 

and avoiding the need for dilution gases, this relatively newer process could face practical 

challenges such as the endothermic nature of the reaction and the costs associated with the 

downstream CO2 separation. A techno-economic analysis indicates that in order to make the CO2-

mediated ODH process profitable, a minimum of 50% ethane conversion and 70% ethylene 

selectivity is required.38 
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1.2.1.3. Ethylene production from electrochemical dehydrogenation (EDH) of ethane 

To reduce both the energy consumption and the carbon footprint for ethylene production, 

especially from abundant natural gas (NG) and natural gas liquids (NGLs) resources, simple 

process optimization may not be sufficient, owing to the maturity of the manufacturing industry 

(centralized and vertically integrated), where materials and energy efficiencies have been 

extensively optimized with a long track record of reliable operation.39 Therefore, it is vital to 

develop transformative methods that are capable of fully exploiting the potential of NG as a 

feedstock. An ideal ethylene production process through activation of NG or NGLs should feature 

a lower operating temperature and higher energy efficiency, since the operating temperature and 

the energy efficiency are two key factors dominating the energy intensity in NG/NGLs related 

manufacturing. Electrochemistry approaches hold great potential in NG and NGLs manufacturing 

and offer several potential advantages: first of all, electrochemical reactions can be carried out at 

lower temperatures with fairly low thermal energy requirement; secondly, the Faraday efficiency 

for most industrial electrochemical processes is close to unity (e.g. electroplating or protective 

coating where every electron is used), resulting in potentially higher energy efficiency compared 

with the conventional thermochemical processes. Due to these advantages, EDH has been 

extensively explored. There are two primary categories for the EDH process, depending on 

whether oxygen containing species are present or not in the feedstock side: electrochemical 

oxidative dehydrogenation (EODH) and electrochemical non-oxidative drhydrogenation (ENDH) 

processes of ethane. Well-known case of electrochemistry in C2H4 production is room temperature 

carbon dioxide reduction on cupper-based catalysts in aqueous solutions.40–42 But the corrosive 

electrolyze solution is a big problem. Li et al. reported a proton exchange membrane fuel cell 

(PEMFC) using 20% carbon-supported platinum as catalyst to produce ethylene from ethane, also 
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at room temperature.43 Since its performance largely depends on the Pt loading, this process on 

PEMFC lacks economic attractiveness. Solid oxide electrochemical membrane reactors 

(SOEMRs), which is suitable to operate at elevated temperatures to incorporate less expensive 

catalysts, has become a potentially attractive alternative.44–46 The advantages include: (1) C2H4 

conversion rate is no longer subject to the thermodynamic equilibrium when one or more product 

species are removed47 and (2) electrochemical potential to tailor the thermodynamics and kinetics 

of the desired reaction. EDH using SO-EMRs also has two approaches: oxidative ethane 

dehydrogenation (EODH) and non-oxidative dehydrogenation (ENDH). Under each approach, 

EDH can be further divided into membrane-EDH and SOFC-EDH, depending on whether external 

power is consumed or not.  

 

Based on the electrolyte charge carrier type, the SO-EMRs can be divided into two categories: 

oxygen ion-conducting membrane reactor (SO-OEMR) and proton-conducting membrane reactor 

(SO-PEMR). SO-OEMRs are typically used in EODH process, while SO-PEMRs are used in 

ENDH process. Figure 1.1 show the SOFC-EDH processes in SO-OEMR and SO-PEMR. In 

SOFC-EODH process, ethane is dehydrogenated to ethylene, electrons and protons at the anode. 

Oxygen is reduced to oxygen ions at cathode and transfer through the membrane to the anode, 

where they combine with protons and electrons to produce water; while electrons go through 

external circuit to produce electricity. While in SOFC-ENDH process, water forms at the cathode 

side when protons transfer through the membrane and react with oxygen introduced from 

externally.  
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Figure 1.1. Operation Schematics of SOFC-EDH using (a) SO-OEMR and (b)SO-PEMR. 

 

The presence of oxygen containing species at the methane feedstock side in EODH could cause 

undesirable deep oxidation of C2H6 and/or C2H4 to CO and/or CO2. Moreover, SO-OEMRs usually 

require high operating temperature (typically ≥ 750 oC) at which side reactions including coking 

are accelerated and possibly decrease the C2H4 selectivity.48 Hibino et al. compared the 

performance of EDH at 700 °C among electrochemical membrane reactors using three different 

kinds of ionic conductors (proton, oxygen ion, and mixed ionic conductors), and found that the 

proton-conducting EMR had the highest current efficiency.49 Consequently, SO-PEMR hold the 

promise for EDH due to the relatively lower operating temperature range. In SOFC-ENDH 

process, when ethane is supplied as feedstock, it will be dehydrogenated to ethylene, electrons and 
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protons at the feedstock side. Different from SOFC-EODH, protons conduct through electrolyte 

and react with oxidant species to form water. When oxygen act as the oxidant, the ideal overall 

reaction would be identical to ethane ODH. 

 

In 2007, Wang et al. reported an ethane/oxygen fuel cell using BaCe0.85Y0.15O3–δ (BCY15) as 

electrolyte support and platinum as both anode and cathode catalysts. Two major protonic current 

resources were proposed: (i) conversion of hydrogen arising from dehydrogenation of ethane at 

650oC and (ii) direct conversion of ethane at 700oC.45 34% ethane conversion with 96% ethylene 

selectivity was achieved rate in this Pt/BCY15/Pt PEMR system at 700oC.46 Similar follow-on 

work were conducted by the same group using different anode catalysts like SrMo0.8Co0.1Fe0.1O3-

δ
50, Co2CrO4

51, Co−Fe alloy52 and nano-Cr2O3
53 with reasonable performance improvement above 

650oC. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the proton conductors are actually a mixed oxygen-

ion and proton conductor above 600 oC.54,55 Thus, oxidation of C2H6 and/or C2H4 to CO or CO2 is 

highly possible in the anode side when SO-PEMR is operated above 600oC, resulting in low C2H4 

selectivity. As a result, the process must be operated at low conversions in order to reach high 

selectivity56, especially due to the fact that the product subjected to catalyst surfaces is often 

oxidized more easily than the feedstock.57,58 In addition, side reactions (e.g. C2H6 thermal 

cracking) and coking on catalysts remain challenging at high operating temperatures.59,60 

Moreover, the relatively low energy efficiency and additional safety concerns may also be 

challenges if issues like oxygen production and product combustion are taken into account.61  

 

In order to overcome the drawbacks of oxidative hydrogenation processes, especially when the 

protonic solid oxide electrolyte were used at temperatures above 600oC, Ding et al. reported an 
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oxygen-species-free ENDH process to co-produce ethylene and hydrogen.39  The bench scale work 

demonstrated a co-production of ethylene and hydrogen from ethane through an ENDH process at 

400oC usinsg BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.1Yb0.1O3-δ (BZCYYb), PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5+δ (PBSCF) and Ni-

BZCYYb as electrolyte, anode and cathode, respectively. The operation schematic and cell 

configuration are demonstrated in Figure 1.2(a) and 1.2(b). Ethane is fed into the anode and 

deprotonated to produce ethylene and protons, which passed through the electrolyte membrane to 

the cathode and combined with electrons to form hydrogen. Due to the reduced temperature 

operation and small overpotential, the team reported a 65% savings in processing energy and a 

72% reduction in CO2 emission compared with steam cracking, shown in Figure 1.2(c) and 1.2(d).  
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Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic of the co-production of ethylene and hydrogen via an ENDH process 

of ethane in an electrode supported SO-PEMR. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of an actual 

electrochemical cell after testing at 400 °C. (c) A comparison of the process energies for ethylene 

production from ethane; (d) A comparison of the carbon footprint for ethylene production from 

ethane. The ENDP was carried out at 400 °C whereas the steam cracking was performed at 

850 °C.  

 

It is also worth noting that the hydrogen generated in this ENDH process is pure and can be directly 

used. If we take the heating value of generated hydrogen into account, this ENDP process would 

be even more attractive. Considering the numerous advantages of ENDH over the industrial steam 

cracking54,62,63, the development of highly-selective catalysts as well as their incorporation into the 
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electrochemical reactor could open new doors in further improving electrochemical performance 

or decreasing the operating temperatures.  

 

The working principle of EDH processes is to use the electrochemical membrane reactor to 

produce ethylene, with certain co-product(s) when electricity is consumed or generated. The 

electrochemical processes hold promises on lowering the operating temperature and controlling 

the reaction kinetics and product types, in order to reduce thermal budget and overcome 

thermodynamic limitations. Furthermore, the modular application of solid oxide cells favors 

distributed shale gas as the feedstock, providing a new prospect when integrated with renewable 

energies, in particular for nuclear derived heat and power. Given that the electrochemical system 

is more complicated than the conventional thermochemical counterpart, many challenges still 

remain, largely due to the limitation of highly selective electrocatalysts towards conversion of 

ethane into ethylene and unproved material system for durable operations. Scale-up/stacking of 

the reactors could bring uncertainties on performance reproducibility and optimal operating 

conditions are required to balance ethane conversion and ethylene selectivity. Effective 

combination of experiment, modeling, and techno-economic analyses is crucial for further 

development and implementation of the electrochemical approaches. 
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1.2.1.4. Chemical Looping – ODH 

As discussed in O2 ODH section, conventional ethane ODH requires the co-feed of gaseous O2. 

This can lead to increased cost (for air separation) and safety concerns (for concurrently handling 

of ethane and O2). To address the potential challenges related to O2 co-feed, the chemical looping 

ODH (CL-ODH) approach uses lattice oxygen from a metal oxide based oxygen carrier, also 

known as redox catalyst, to facilitate ethane conversion. The CL-ODH scheme is consisted of two 

sub-steps via a cyclic mode (Figure 1.3): (1) a reduction step where ethane is converted to ethylene 

and water, with simultaneous reduction of the metal oxide and (2) re-oxidation of the metal oxide 

with air to complete the redox loop and to release heat required for ethane conversion. Although 

the overall reaction for CL-ODH is identical to that for convention ODH, the chemical looping 

redox catalyst eliminates the needs for air separation and oxygen co-feed.64 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic drawing of two different routes for CL-ODH of ethane  
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To evaluate the potential advantages for CL-ODH compared to conventional steam cracking, 

Haribal et al. performed detailed ASPEN Plus simulations. The results indicated that oxidation of 

70% or more hydrogen co-product would ensure autothermal operation for CL-ODH65. Such a 

conversion is deemed to be practical based on a number of recent experimental studies64,66. From 

a process efficiency standpoint, in-situ oxidation of hydrogen not only leads to superior energy 

integration for ethane conversion but also reduces the volumetric flow rates of the gaseous 

products by approximately 40%. The latter resulted in significantly lowered compression and 

separation loads. Overall, 82% reduction in energy consumption and CO2 emission reduction was 

predicted using the CL-ODH approach.65 Although the process analysis confirm the excellent 

potential advantages for the chemical looping approach, the key to CL-ODH performance resides 

in the activity, selectivity, and stability of the redox catalyst particles. Extensive research has been 

conducted for redox catalyst development and optimization67–71. 

 

Based on the literature published to date, ODH reactions can be facilitated by the redox catalysts 

via one of the following two routes, i.e. thermal cracking of ethane with in-situ selective hydrogen 

combustion or surface catalyzed ethane conversion to ethylene and H2O. The first route requires a 

redox catalyst that is selective for hydrogen combustion at thermal cracking temperatures (i.e. 

>750 °C) and under a cyclic redox mode. Dudek et al. screened CaMnO3, SrMnO3 and Mg6MnO8 

mixed oxide as SHC material in the presence of ethylene at temperatures between 550 and 850 °C, 

with and without 20 wt% of Na2WO4 promotion72. Na2WO4 promotion resulted in more selective 

redox catalysts capable of high-temperature SHC and Na2WO4/CaMnO3 showed steady SHC 

performance (89% H2 conversion, 88% selectivity) at 850 °C over 50 redox cycles. Applying 

similar principles, Neal and Yusuf et al. used Na2WO4 promoted Mn-Mg and Mn-Si oxides in CL-
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ODH under ethane thermal cracking conditions (850 °C)66,73. They obtained ethylene yields up to 

68%, CO2 selectivity as low as 1.9 % and high SHC selectivities. In these systems, Na2WO4 

promotion is necessary to maintain a low CO2 selectivity. It is likely to form a molten layer on the 

oxide surface under operating conditions and act as a suppressing layer to deactivate C-H bond 

surface activation. Besides thermal cracking, catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane in parallel (or 

followed with) SHC has also been attempted. This approach can significantly decrease the 

operating temperatures for CL-ODH. However, the compatibility issues between DH catalyst and 

SHC redox catalyst have yet to be successfully addressed based on the studies carried out to date74–

77. 

 

An alternative scheme of CL-ODH is to catalytically convert ethane into ethylene and H2O in a 

single step. As it doesn’t require the thermal cracking of ethane, the reaction temperature is usually 

much lower (below 700 °C). This requires an ODH redox catalyst. As is covered in the previous 

section, supported V and Mo-based oxide conduct O2 ODH via a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism78, 

where lattice oxygen plays a significant role. Inspired by this, many studies utilize lattice oxygen 

to conduct ethane ODH and separate reduction and oxidation into two sub-steps as identical to CL-

ODH operation. For example, Hossain and de Lasa developed a number of VOx catalysts with γ-

Al2O3 support79–82 as well as co-supported VOx-MoOx
83 in a circulating fluidized bed simulation. 

At 500–650 °C temperature range, steady cycles of 55%-85% ethylene selectivities can be 

achieved but ethane conversions were relatively low (7%-28%). Another research group from 

Russia also tested a wide range of Al2O3 supported VOx and MoOx and with other types of support 

materials (Ga2O3 or Y2O3) in a pulse reactor84–87. Promising results were obtained on MoOx/Al2O3 

and an ethylene selectivity at 94.5% can be achieved at ethane conversion at 66.5%. The oxygen 
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capacity of this supported MoOx catalyst is relatively low (<0.4 wt%) and ethylene yield decreased 

significantly after several pulses. Novotny et al. impregnated MoO3 onto an α-Fe2O3 support. 

Ethylene selectivity at 62% can be achieved at 600 °C88. Ethylene selectivity was increased by 

forming a MoO3 and Fe2(MoO4)2 enriched surface layer on Fe2O3 substrate. Additionally, oxygen 

capacity was also increased from 0.28 wt% to 0.62 wt% comparing to un-impregnated MoO3. 

Other than commonly used V and Mo-based catalysts, Gao et al. developed alkali metal promoted 

LaxSr2−xFeO4−δ (LSF) redox catalyst and achieved 90 % ethylene selectivity at 61 % ethane 

conversion in a fixed bed reactor, while unpromoted LSF only favors ethane unselective 

conversion to CO2 and H2O
89,90. An alkali enriched surface layer is formed on LSF substrate and 

it suppresses surface electrophilic oxygen species, which are responsible for unselective 

oxidations. 

 

1.2.1.5. Membrane based ODH 

Similar to CL-ODH, membrane based ODH is also capable of addressing the air separation and 

safety concerns related to O2 co-feed. Instead of a redox catalyst, a dense mixed (O2-) ionic–

electronic conductor (MIEC) membrane is integrated with ODH catalysts for oxygen permeation 

(in the forms of O2- and electrons) and air separation. The MIEC membrane divides the reactor 

into two sides: reaction side and oxygen-rich side. A general principle of a dense catalytic 

membrane reactor is illustrated in Figure 1.4: on the reaction side, ethane is oxidized by surface 

O2− and the surface oxygen is depleted; on the oxygen rich side, gaseous O2 is first reduced to O2− 

and diffuses towards the reaction side. The driving force is the oxygen partial pressure gradient 

across the membrane. The membrane reactor operations are advantageous in: (1) they offer in situ 
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air separation, (2) there is possibility of increasing yield and selectivity comparing to the 

thermodynamic limitations and (3) they can be more efficient and relatively safe to operate. 

 

Figure 1.4. Schematic drawing of the membrane ODHE principle (Redrawn from [91]) 

 

In 2002, Akin et al. first reported a fluorite structure Bi1.5Y0.3Sm0.2O3 (BYS) and investigated its 

application as a high temperature membrane reactor for ODHE91. At 875 °C, per pass ethylene 

yield of 56% with ethylene selectivity of 80% was obtained. Later that year, Wang et al. developed 

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3- δ (BSCF) and reported an ethylene selectivity of 80% at 84% ethane 

conversion at 800 °C92. Since then, this BSCF MIEC material has been adopted and modified by 

many other studies. For example, instead of using bare BSCF, Rebeilleau-Dassonneville et al. 

catalytically modified it by depositing V/MgO micron grain or Pd nano cluster on the reaction 

side93. They were able to achieve similar ethylene yield at lower temperatures comparing to bare 

BSCF. A best result was achieved on Pd-modified BSCF with ethylene yield of 76% at 777 °C. 

Lobera et al. coated the bare BSCF with another layer of A-site or B-site partially substituted doped 

strontium ferrite/cobalites (A0.6Sr0.4Co0.5Fe0.5O3- δ and Ba0.6Sr0.4BO3- δ, A = La, Sm, Nb or Ce, B = 
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Fe) and were able to achieve higher ethylene yield comparing to bare BSCF94. By the same authors, 

they also simulated a natural gas condition where ethane is mixed with methane and investigated 

the effect with the presence of methane95. They also developed a number of catalytic coating which 

can achieve high ethylene yield and sustain good stability in high temperature methane and CO2-

rich conditions96. The compositions of these catalytic coating materials are Ce1-xLnxO2 (x=0.1 or 

0.2; Ln=Tb, Pr, Er, Gd, and Tb+Er) and a best ethylene yield (up to 84%) was achieved with 20% 

Tb-doped ceria at 850 °C. Liang et al. investigated Ce-baed catalytic coating on cobalt-free MIEC 

materials and they obtained an ethylene yield of 63% at 725 °C, steadily operated for over 200 h97. 

The composition is Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ on BaFe0.9Mg0.05Ce0.05O3-δ (CGO-BFMC). Caro and co-workers 

investigated the membrane reactor design and they developed a hollow fiber membrane 

reactor98,99. Comparing to disk-shaped membrane reactor, it offers much larger membrane area per 

unit volume for oxygen permeation and can solve the problem of the high temperature sealing by 

adopting a long hollow fiber and keeping the two sealing ends away from the high temperature 

zone. Using the same BSCF hollow fiber reactor, they explored coupling water splitting and ethane 

ODH in one reactor, producing hydrogen and ethylene at the same time with potentially improved 

energy efficiency88 (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5. Hollow fiber membrane reactor that couples water splitting and ethane ODH 

(Reproduced by permission from [100]) 

 

1.2.2. Naphtha-Based Ethylene Production 

Steam cracking of naphtha accounts for approximately 45% of the ethylene produced 

worldwide.101 As a highly endothermic thermal cracking process, conventional naphtha based 

ethylene production is also subjected to intrinsic challenges such as equilibrium limitation, high 

energy intensity, significant CO2 emissions, and tendency for coke formation. In fact, steam 

cracking of naphtha, which consumes up to 22 GJ of energy per ton of ethylene produced, is more 

energy intensive than its ethane counterpart. To address these limitations, oxidative conversion of 

naphtha, also known as oxy-cracking, has been studied as an alternative to conventional cracking. 

Similar to ethane ODH, oxy-cracking of naphtha can be carried out either under an oxygen co-

feed or a chemical looping (redox) scheme.  

 

Most of the oxy-cracking research to date focused on co-feeding gaseous oxygen with naphtha. 

Both catalytic and non-catalytic oxy-cracking approaches have been investigated. Compared to 

conventional thermal cracking, non-catalytic oxy-cracking can increase the rate of cracking 

reaction, shift the reaction equilibrium, and inhibit the formation of heavy products. Meanwhile, 
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the non-catalytic approach tends to form significant amount of COx byproducts with high CO/CO2 

ratio, resulting in low alkene selectivity. Experimental evidences indicate that oxygen directly 

participates in the chain initiation reaction as well as partial oxidation of reaction intermediates 

and products.102 Compared to the non-catalytic route, the use of heterogeneous catalysts offers the 

potential to lower the reaction temperature and improving olefin selectivity. Therefore, the 

catalytic routes are more extensively studied with the focus on developing effective catalysts. The 

oxy-cracking approach shares many similarities with methane OCM and ethane ODH. In fact, 

most of the oxy-cracking catalysts reported to date function as a radical initiator, i.e. the catalyst 

surface abstracts hydrogen from the alkanes to form alkyl radicals, which subsequently react in the 

gas phase. Representative catalysts include alkali/alkali earth/rare earth oxides (e.g. Li doped 

MgO)103–111, gold containing catalysts (e.g. Au/La2O3)
112,113, boria catalysts114–116, and 

oxychlorides (e.g. BiOCl)117. Besides the radical initiators, Mo and V containing catalysts, which 

are active for ethane ODH, are also active for oxy-cracking reactions.118 Pt or other precious metal 

(Ag, Rh)-containing monolith is also active for oxy-cracking of alkanes.119–126 However, the 

primary function of the Pt catalyst is for catalytic combustion which generates heat for gas phase 

thermal cracking. Although extensive research has been conducted on this topic, COx selectivity 

is generally high (>20%) and the olefin yield is rather limited (<55 wt.%). Controlling the oxygen 

partial pressure, e.g. by staged injection of oxygen, is believed to be effective to improve the olefin 

selectivity. Given the high COx selectivity for the existing oxy-cracking catalysts, catalytic oxy-

cracking approach is not economically competitive against thermal cracking. Future research 

should focus on minimizing COx formation and maximizing light olefin selectivity through a 

combination of catalyst design and reactor optimizations. 
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Similar to chemical looping ethane ODH versus ethane ODH, naphtha oxy-cracking can be 

conducted via a chemical looping approach. In this context, lattice oxygen in a transition metal 

oxide replaces gaseous oxygen, resulting in a much safer and more efficient operation. Similar to 

chemical looping ethane ODH, chemical looping oxy-cracking can be conducted via an SHC redox 

approach where hydrogen from naphtha thermal cracking is combusted in-situ. Li and coworkers 

investigated perovskite (CaMnO3, SrMnO3) and hexaaluminates (BaFexAl12-xO19, x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) 

as base material and Na2WO4 as a promoter.127,128 They demonstrated a higher olefin yield 

comparing to naphtha steam cracking. In these experiments, hexane was used as the model 

compound of naphtha. Up to 58% olefin yield and 100% H2 combustion was reported at 725 °C in 

the case of perovskite. Comparatively, hexaaluminate were more active at a lower reaction 

temperatures 600–700 °C but also demonstrated lower olefin yields (6% - 32%). In both cases, 

Na2WO4 promoter is important as it suppress COx formation. A separate process simulation study 

by Haribal et al. demonstrated that this approach has the potential to reduce the overall thermal 

energy demand by 52% and produce 28% more ethylene and propylene per kilogram naphtha 

feedstock comparing to steam cracking at 650 °C.129 Besides the SHC redox approach, a second 

approach involves a naphtha catalytic cracking step and a following catalytic ODH step using 

lattice oxygen. Hossain and coworkers developed a VOx/CeOx–Al2O3 redox catalyst and 

conducted chemical looping hexane oxy-cracking experiments in a circulating fluidized bed 

simulator. At temperature of 525 to 600 °C, they demonstrated a 30% hexane conversion at 60% 

olefin selectivity130.  
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1.3. Summary 

Most of these emerging ethylene production approaches address one or more of the limitations of 

the commercial steam cracking technologies. Such limitations include high reaction 

endothermicity, limited equilibrium conversion, complex product separation, coke formation, and 

inability to use the more abundant methane as the feedstock. In addition, a number of technologies 

offers the potential to co-produce valuable byproducts with built-in product separation. A number 

of promising approaches have excellent potential to intensify ethylene production. For instance, 

ODH and CL-ODH of ethane can address the limitations of ethane cracking in both ethane 

conversion and downstream product separations, resulting from the exothermicity of ODH 

reaction, significantly improved single pass-ethylene yield, and conversion of H2 into water. 

Oxidation of hydrogen co-product is a frequently overlooked benefit from a separation 

perspective: cryogenic product separation in conventional ethylene production processes requires 

extensive compression and decompression of product gases. Therefore, oxidative removal of H2 

can significantly reduce the downstream compression and separation loads.  

 

Generally speaking, oxidative approaches can address the endothermicity concerns over 

conventional cracking, with the exception of CO2 based ODH approach. However, cryogenic air 

separation system, which is costly from capital, energy, and emission standpoints, is often 

required. Oxidative chemical looping stands out as a promising alternative for ethane and naphtha 

conversion, offering potential cost and emission savings as well as safer process operation. An 

effective chemical looping process for ethylene production requires rational design of stable, 

active, and selective redox catalysts. Understanding the mechanisms through which the redox 

catalysts interact with the fuels, therefore, is of utmost importance. This work covers redox catalyst 
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designs and mechanistic studies for ethane and naphtha conversion into ethylene via an oxidative 

redox scheme.  

 

Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 talk about ethylene production of ethane via an oxidative redox scheme. 

The second chapter focuses on the design of a Li promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ redox catalyst with 

Ruddlesden-Popper phase (LSF-RP) for CL-ODH with high selectivity and activity. While LSF-

RP without Li promoter exhibit low ethylene selectivity, addition of Li leads to high 

selectivity/yield and good regenerability. Up to 61% ethane conversion and 90% ethylene 

selectivity are achieved with Li promoted LSF-RP. XPS and TEM characterizations show that the 

surface of the redox catalyst is enriched with Li cation. It is also determined the LaSrFe phase 

contributes to oxygen storage and donation whereas activity and selectivity of the redox catalysts 

are modified by the Li promoter: while oxygen for the CL-ODH reaction is supplied from the 

lattice of the LSF-RP phase, the enrichment of Li cation on the surface increases the resistance for 

O2- diffusion from the bulk and its subsequent evolution into electrophilic oxygen species on the 

surface. The non-selective nature of the surface oxygen species and the inhibition effects of Li 

promoter on O2- diffusion are further confirmed by pulse experiments. Based on such findings, it 

is concluded that Li promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ is an effective redox catalyst for ethane ODH in 

absence of gaseous oxygen. Moreover, the selectivity of the redox catalysts can be enhanced by 

the alkali metal oxide promoters.  

 

Chapter 3 expands the alkali promotion to Na and K. The substrate material is still LSF-RP. It is 

discovered that Na and K exhibit similar promotion effects with Li: addition of Na or K promoter 

achieved up to 61% ethane conversion and 68% ethylene selectivity at 700 °C. The Na or K 
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promoted LSF-RP also exhibit a core-shell structure, as characterized by XPS and TEM. Similar 

to Li promotion, the selectivity improvement is ascribed to the inhibiting of O2- conduction rate 

and its evolution through this surface layer, as proved by O2-TPD, H2-TPR and 18O2 exchange 

experiments. With this reactivity performance as a basis, further catalyst optimizations are 

conducted by varying the promotion compositions and by doping the LSF-RP substrate materials. 

It is discovered that Li and K co-promotion has synergistic effects: K can be doped into the LSF-

RP substrate structure to increase lattice oxygen capacity and Li can be used to further improve 

CL-ODH selectivity. As a result, Li and K co-promotion resulted in 86% ethylene selectivity and 

60% ethane conversion while maintaining an oxygen capacity of ca. 0.65 wt%. 

 

Chapter 4 broadens the alkali promotion to a molten carbonate coated La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 

(carbonate@LSF) redox catalyst. Alkali carbonate including Li2CO3, Na2CO3, K2CO3 and 

carbonate eutectics are tested and Li2CO3 coating exhibits the best redox properties. The 

Li2CO3@LSF is a significant improvement to the alkali-promoted LSF-RP redox catalyst and can 

achieve up to 87% ethylene selectivity and 52% ethane conversion in a much larger(~10 to 30 

times) ethane processing capacity. Additionally, the liable oxygen species in Li2CO3@LSF 

facilitate exothermic operation in both redox steps as confirmed by TGA-DSC measurements. The 

reaction pathways and active/selective oxygen species are also systematically studied in the molten 

Li2CO3@LSF system. It is discovered that peroxide type oxygen species (O2
2-) are formed with 

the help of lattice oxygen reduced from Fe4+ to Fe3+ and these peroxide oxygen species are the 

active/selective species for ethane ODH.   
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Chapter 5 branches out to ethylene production via a zeolite-assisted redox oxidative cracking of 

naphtha (using n-hexane as a representative). This process uses a bifunctional composite material 

composed of modified-zeolite catalyst and Mn-based redox catalyst. Zeolite-assisted ROC 

achieves high olefin yields and high propylene to ethylene (P/E) ratios at lower temperatures (550-

750 °C) via an autothermal approach. Synergistic effects are discovered: both olefin yields and 

lattice oxygen usage are increased with the composite redox catalysts. Alkali earth exchanged 

zeolites are used to increase P/E ratios and this trend is associated with decreased acidic site 

numbers but increased acidic site strength. 
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Chapter 2 Iron-Containing Mixed-Oxide Composites as Oxygen Carriers for Chemical 

Looping with Oxygen Uncoupling (CLOU) 

2.1. Abstract 

Chemical looping oxidative dehydrogenation (CL-ODH) of ethane utilizes a transition metal oxide 

based oxygen carrier, also known as redox catalyst, to convert ethane into ethylene under an 

autothermal cyclic redox scheme. The current study investigates a Li promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ 

(LaSrFe) redox catalyst for CL-ODH reactions. While LaSrFe without Li promoter exhibit low 

ethylene selectivity, addition of Li leads to high selectivity/yield and good regenerability. Up to 

61% ethane conversion and 90% ethylene selectivity are achieved with Li promoted LaSrFe. 

Further characterization indicates that the Li promoted LaSrFe redox catalyst consists of LiFeO2 

(disordered rocksalt) and LaSrFe (Ruddlesden-Popper) phases. Moreover, the surface of the redox 

catalysts is enriched with Li cation. It is also determined the LaSrFe phase contributes to oxygen 

storage and donation whereas activity and selectivity of the redox catalysts are modified by the Li 

promoter: while oxygen for the CL-ODH reaction is supplied from the lattice of the LaSrFe phase, 

the enrichment of Li cation on the surface increases the resistance for O2- diffusion from the bulk 

and its subsequent evolution into electrophilic oxygen species on the surface. The non-selective 

nature of the surface oxygen species and the inhibition effects of Li promoter on O2- diffusion are 

further confirmed by pulse experiments. Based on such findings, it is concluded that Li promoted 

LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ is an effective redox catalyst for ethane ODH in absence of gaseous oxygen. 

Moreover, the selectivity of the redox catalysts can be enhanced by the alkali metal oxide 

promoters. 
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2.2. Introduction 

The increase in shale gas supply has stimulated renewed interests for efficient and economical 

approaches to convert ethane, the second largest constituent of shale gas following methane. The 

production of ethylene from ethane is very attractive with the former being an important feedstock 

for many functional chemicals such as polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, ethylene oxide and 

styrene.1 Compared to conventional steam cracking which is energy and pollutant intensive, the 

oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODH) represents a promising alternative due to the 

exothermicity of the reaction and its potential to achieve high single-pass ethane conversion.1,2 

 

A number of catalyst systems are shown to be active for the ODH reaction. These include 

supported V and Mo based oxides,3,4,5,6 rare-earth-metal oxides,7,8 Pt group metals,9,10 and many 

other mixed oxides11,12. Most ODH reactions are carried out in the presence of gaseous oxygen 

between 400 and 700 °C. While still remaining a focal research area, catalytic ODH with oxygen 

co-feed faces several challenges: (i) Co-feeding gaseous oxygen with ethane leads to potential 

safety hazards; (ii) Oxygen produced from cryogenic air separation is costly and energy-intensive; 

(iii) Electrophilic surface oxygen species such as O- and O2
- formed from surface adsorbed gaseous 

oxygen can limit the selectivity of the ODH reaction.13,14 Due to these issues, alternative process 

schemes that are capable of converting ethane in absence of gaseous oxygen are highly desirable. 

 

In addition to oxidation reactions in the presence of gaseous oxygen, a cyclic reduction-

regeneration (redox) scheme has been investigated for both combustion and selective oxidation 

reactions under a so-called chemical looping process.15,16 Such an approach can circumvent the 

needs for air separation by splitting an oxidation reaction into two steps: In step one, hydrocarbon 
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feedstock is oxidized with the lattice oxygen of an oxygen carrier, also known as redox catalyst. 

The (partially) reduced redox catalyst is subsequently regenerated with air in step two, regaining 

its lattice oxygen while producing heat. One such example is the vanadium pyrophosphate (VPO) 

redox catalyst developed by DuPont for oxidation of butane to maleic anhydride.13 A major 

challenge for this process was the low activity and oxygen capacity of the redox catalysts.17 

Supported vanadium oxides were also investigated for ethane ODH under the redox mode: a study 

using VOx/c-Al2O3 redox catalyst under fluidized bed condition achieved an ethylene selectivity 

of 84.51% at 6.47% ethane conversion.18,19 The selectivity decreased with increasing conversion 

due to CO and CO2 formation (57.6% ethylene selectivity at 27.6% ethane conversion). Attempts 

have also been made through the addition of promoters such as MoOx
20 or ZrO2

21 to the VOx-based 

redox catalysts. Although slightly improved performances were obtained, the 

selectivity/conversions were still unsatisfactory due to the lack of activity for the redox catalysts. 

 

First row transition metal oxides such as those containing Fe22,23 and Mn24 are frequently 

investigated for chemical looping processes due to their satisfactory oxygen carrying capacity and 

low cost. However, they tend to be non-selective, leading to complete oxidation of hydrocarbons.  

One strategy to improve the selectivity of iron based redox catalyst is to enclose iron oxide within 

a selective and mixed-conductive perovskite shell.25,26 As such, the iron oxide core is used to store 

and supply lattice oxygen without direct contact with the fuel. Since the selectivity of this core-

shell structured redox catalyst is determined by the perovskite-structured shell rather than the iron 

oxide core, higher syngas selectivity from methane oxidation can be achieved. In addition to 

methane oxidation, perovskites can catalyze a number of other oxidation reactions.27,28,29 Dai et al. 

doped chloride into LaSrFe to occupy oxygen vacancies and achieved good selectivity for ODH 
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reaction under an oxygen co-feed mode.29 However, the stability of this catalyst and its application 

under a chemical-looping mode was not reported. In addition to halides, alkali metals are also 

widely studied for ODH reactions. Lunsford et al. investigated chloride and lithium promoted MgO 

and achieved an ethylene yield of 45% in the presence of gaseous oxygen.30 Chloride was reported 

to reduce the charge on O- centers and increase the selectivity. The active center in this system was 

generally ascribed to [Li+O-].31 Gärtner et al. reported a MgO/Dy2O3 supported molten alkali metal 

chloride with ethylene selectivity up to 95%.32 The active center was proposed to be OCl- rather 

than coordinatively unsaturated cations.32,33 

 

In the current work, lithium promoted perovskite redox catalysts are synthesized and characterized 

for CL-ODH of ethane. The redox catalysts are tested under both a transient pulse mode as well as 

a step redox mode, up to 61% ethane conversion and 90% ethylene selectivity is achieved. Powder 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization shows that the redox catalyst is a composite of B-site 

deficient LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ (LaSrFe) perovskite and LiFeO2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

analysis indicates lithium enrichment on the redox catalyst surface, which is determined to be Li2O 

by TEM. The XPS O 1s spectra and O2-TPD (temperature-programmed desorption) show a 

suppression of surface oxygen species after Li addition. This suppression is likely to be due to a 

Li cation enriched surface layer. Under reactive conditions, surface enrichment of Li cation 

decreases the rate of O2- conduction from the bulk and its evolution into the non-selective 

electrophilic (surface) oxygen species. Broadened ethane pulse with sharp oxygen pulse injection 

is further performed to confirm the non-selective nature of surface oxygen species in ODH 

reaction. The findings indicate that that ODH selectivity can potentially be improved by surface 

modification and controlling the O2- conduction and evolution in redox catalysts. 
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2.3. Experimental 

2.3.1. Redox Catalysts Preparation 

Addition of Li to LaxSr1-xFeO3-δ perovskites leads to formation of a B-site deficient LaxSr2-xFeO4-

δ phase and a LiFeO2 phase. To ensure comparability of the redox catalyst samples, Li-promoted 

redox catalysts are synthesized with varying ratios of LiFeO2 and LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ. All redox 

catalysts were prepared by a modified Pechini method25. To synthesize LaSrFe, stoichiometric 

amounts of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (98%, Sigma–Aldrich), La(NO3)3·6H2O (99.9 %, Sigma–Aldrich), 

Sr(NO3)2 (99%, Noah chemical) were dissolved in deionized water under stirring at 30 °C. Citric 

acid was then added to the solution at a 3:1 molar ratio to metal ions (Fe3+, La3+ and Sr2+). The 

solution was kept stirring at 50 °C for 0.5 h to form a chelating solution. Ethylene glycol was then 

added to the solution to promote gel formation. The molar ratio between ethylene glycol and citric 

acid was 2:1. The solution was kept at 80 °C under stirring until a viscous gel formed. The gel was 

dried overnight at 130 °C in a convection oven. The sample was then calcined in a tube furnace at 

950 °C for 12 h under continuous air flow. In synthesis of Li promoted LaSrFe, an additional 

amount of LiNO3 (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the solution with stoichiometric amounts 

of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, La(NO3)3·6H2O, Sr(NO3)2. As mentioned earlier, the amount of lithium 

precursor was expressed on the basis of the molar ratio between LiFeO2 and LaSrFe phases. The 

Li promoted redox catalysts were named as x-LiFeO2/LaSrFe, where x corresponded to the 

LiFeO2/LaSrFe molar ratio. LiFeO2/MgAl2O4 was also synthesized as the reference sample. 

MgAl2O4 was chosen as the inert support material to increase the mechanical strength of redox 

catalyst. In the synthesis of LiFeO2/MgAl2O4, 1 g of LiFeO2 (95%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved 

in water and incipient wet impregnated onto 1 g of MgAl2O4 (99.9%, Noah Chemicals). The 
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sample was dried in a convection oven at 130 °C overnight and then calcined in a tube furnace at 

950 °C for 12 h under continuous air flow.  

 

2.3.2. Redox Catalyst Characterization 

XRD was conducted with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer to determine the redox catalyst 

crystal phases in oxidized and reduced states. The radiation source was a monochromatic CuKα 

(λ=0.1542) with an operating condition at 40 kV and 44mA. A step size of 0.05° and a scan step 

time of 1 s at 2θ=15–85° was used to generate the XRD patterns. The XRD patterns were processed 

using the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database in HighScore plus software. 

 

XPS was used to analyze the near-surface composition of pure LaSrFe and LaSrFe promoted with 

different amounts of Li. The sample powder was pressed onto a carbon tape and outgassed at 10-5 

Torr for overnight before it was introduced into the ultrahigh vacuum chamber for scanning. The 

XPS patterns were recorded on a PHOIBIS 150 hemispherical energy analyzer (SPECS GmbH) 

equipped with a non-monochromatic MgKα excitation source (1254 eV). The data treatment was 

performed with the CasaXPS program (Casa Software Ltd., UK). The C 1s line at 284.6 eV was 

taken as a reference for binding energy calibration. Near surface compositions were calculated 

based on characteristic peak areas and their respective atomic sensitivity factors. It is noted that Li 

1s and Fe 3p characteristic peaks overlap in the region of 52-59 eV. To calculate Li concentrations, 

the Fe 3p peak area was first calculated from the area ratio between Fe 2p and Fe 3p peaks of pure 

LaSrFe. The Li 1s peak area was then obtained by subtracting the calculated Fe 3p peak area from 

the total peak area in the region of 52-59 eV.  
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BET surface areas were obtained with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 accelerated surface area and 

porosity system via a multipoint physical adsorption measurement. Nitrogen was used as the 

adsorbate gas at the temperature of 77 K. Prior to analysis, 0.5–1 g of sample was degassed at 200 

°C and 10 μm Hg for overnight. 

 

O2-TPD was carried out using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) instrument to study the oxygen 

uncoupling of the redox catalysts.34 50-100 mg of sample was placed in a crucible inside the 

instrument chamber. Prior to analysis, the sample was pretreated at 850 °C for one hour and cooled 

down to room temperature under a continuous flow of 20% O2 (100 ml·min-1, balance Ar). The 

chamber was purged with pure Ar for another hour after the oxygen pretreatment. Then, the 

temperature was ramped up to 950 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min under the flow of 100 ml·min-1 pure 

Ar. H2-TPR (temperature-programmed reduction) was also done by using 10% H2 (200 ml·min-1, 

balance Ar) with TGA instrument to determine the reducibility of the redox catalysts.29 Prior to 

analysis, sample was pretreated at 850 °C for one hour and cooled down to room temperature under 

a continuous flow of 20% O2 (100 ml·min-1, balance Ar). The chamber was purged with 100 

ml·min-1 pure Ar for one hour after the oxygen pretreatment. Then, the temperature was ramped 

up to 750 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min under the flow of 10% H2 (200 ml·min-1, balance Ar). The 

average chemical compositions of redox catalysts was determined by inductively couple plasma 

(ICP). TEM (JEOL JEM 2010F) was also performed at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV to 

obtain morphological information of the core-shell particle.  
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2.3.3. Reactive testing 

Reactivity tests were carried out under both a transient pulse mode and a continuous flow mode. 

In both testing modes, 0.5 g of the redox catalyst was placed in a fixed-bed quartz U-tube reactor 

(I.D. = 1/8 inches) at atmospheric pressure. In order to minimize thermal conversion of ethane, 

inert silicon carbide or aluminum oxide was loaded on both sides of the U-tube to reduce the void 

volume.35  

 

Transient pulse experiments were performed at 650, 675 and 700 °C. The experimental setup was 

similar to what has been reported before.36 25 ml·min-1 of helium was used as carrier gas, giving 

a space velocity of 3000 h-1. Other space velocities were also tested. Pulses of 37.5% C2H6 (0.1 

mL, balance Ar) were injected with 1 minute loading and 1 minute injection time. To investigate 

the behavior of the redox catalyst in ODH reaction and to confirm its regenerability, each C2H6 

pulse was followed with a regeneration step of 37.5% oxygen (15 ml·min-1, balance Ar) for 1 

minute. Five reduction pulses and five oxygen regeneration steps were conducted on each redox 

catalyst to test its regenerability and repeatability. To study the evolution of catalytic 

performances, 10 consecutive ethane pulse were injected to reduce the redox catalysts, followed 

with a final step of oxygen regeneration. Finally, a broadened C2H6 pulse (broadened by sending 

a 0.1 mL injection through a 150 mL broadening tube) was injected coupled with a sharp pulse 

injection of O2 (1 mL, balance Ar) to determine the role of gaseous oxygen in ODH reactions. The 

experimental setup was similar to a previous report.36 

 

Continuous flow experiments were performed at 700 °C. In reduction steps, the feed gas 

composition was 15 ml·min-1 of ethane and 25 ml·min-1 of Ar, giving a space velocity of 4800 h-
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1. An oxidation step was followed with each reduction step, using 10% oxygen (5 ml·min-1, balance 

Ar). To investigate the on-time redox catalyst behavior and to measure the redox oxygen capacity, 

each reduction and oxidation step was performed for 5 minutes for 8 cycles, with a 5 minutes of 

Ar purging in between. 

 

All products formed were monitored by a downstream quadruple mass spectrometer (QMS, MKS 

Cirrus II). They were quantified by integrating characteristic peaks of each species obtained from 

quadruple mass spectrometer. C2H4 formation was calculated by deducting the contribution of 

C2H6 to the mass 26 peak calculated by the characteristic ratio of mass 30 to mass 26 before 

calculating C2H4 concentration from mass 26. Coke formation was calculated by integrating the 

amount of CO and CO2 formed during the regeneration step.26 CO formation was calculated by 

deducting the contribution of C2H6, C2H4, and CO2 characteristic peaks (Mass 30, Mass 26 and 

Mass 44, respectively) from CO characteristic peak (Mass 28). H2 formation was also monitored 

by the quadruple mass spectrometer. However, the amount of hydrogen formation in pulse 

experiments was negligible, i.e. within the noise level of quadruple mass spectrometer 

measurements. To verify the data obtained from quadruple mass spectrometer, gas 

chromatography (GC, Agilent Technologies, 7890B) with Ar and He thermal conductivity detector 

(TCD) channels was also used to examine the formation of H2, CO and coke. It was observed on 

quadruple mass spectrometer and GC that the amount of CO formation and coke formation were 

negligible for both pulse and continuous flow experiments. Ethane appears to be converted under 

two routes, the selective oxidation from ethane to ethylene and the deep oxidation from ethane to 

CO2. The molar ratio of ethylene and CO2 product formation to redox catalyst active oxygen 

consumption were stoichiometrically estimated to be 1/1 and 1/3.5, respectively. The oxygen 
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capacity of redox catalysts were calculated by using such an oxygen mass balance. H2O is 

calculated from a hydrogen balance. To examine the selective combustion of H2, H2O selectivity 

is calculated on the basis of the amount of H2O formation to the overall H2 formation from 

cracking.35 Ethylene selectivities and ethane conversions were calculated from product species 

distributions. 

 

2.4. Results and discussions 

2.4.1. Reactive Testing of the Redox Catalysts 

The primary function of the proposed redox catalysts is to selectively oxidize ethane into ethylene 

and water in absence of gaseous oxygen. Since ethylene can also be formed via thermal cracking 

of ethane at high temperature, the reaction temperature in this work is limited to 700 °C. Blank 

experiments indicate that thermal ethane conversion is less than 5% at this temperature. The 

proposed redox ODH concept relies on active lattice oxygen in the redox catalyst. For the current 

LiFeO2-LaSrFe system, active lattice oxygen is primarily provided by a B-site deficient LaSrFe 

phase, which has limited oxygen capacity. This, coupled with the relatively high activity of the 

redox catalyst, make the redox ODH reaction highly dynamic, i.e. ethane conversion and ethylene 

selectivity quickly change as active lattice oxygen gets consumed. In order to accurately 

characterize the redox behavior of the redox catalyst, a transient pulse analysis is performed since 

it is shown to be particularly effective to characterize reducible oxides.36,37,38 In such experiments, 

the amount of ethane in each pulse is small enough such that changes in the bulk and surface 

properties of the redox catalyst is minimal between consecutive pulses. Figure 2.1(a) shows the 

reactivity data for LaSrFe with different Li loadings. For comparison purposes, the 

abovementioned values are also determined for a blank tube, pure LaSrFe, and an inert (MgAl2O4) 
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supported LiFeO2 under identical conditions. In that figure, we included five discrete dots for each 

dot shape/color. Each type of dots stands for a distinct redox catalyst and the five dots represent 5 

pulses with regenerations. These dots fall into the same region, indicating a stable catalyst 

regenerability. Blank experiment shows insignificant thermal conversion of ethane at 700 °C (less 

than 5%) albeit at a high selectivity. In contrast, approximately 95% conversion is achieved with 

LaSrFe but selectivity towards ethylene is less than 10%, with CO2 being the primary product. 

This indicates that unpromoted LaSrFe is effective for ethane combustion. In comparison, the Li 

promoter significantly changes the activity and selectivity of the redox catalysts. Merely 1.42 w.t. 

% Li promoting in LaSrFe (0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe) shifts the ethylene selectivity from less than 10% 

to over 60%. Meanwhile, ethane conversion decreases from 95% to 50-60%. With increasing 

amounts of Li promoter (from 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe to 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe), the selectivity increases 

from ca. 70% to ca. 90%. The highest ethylene yield (55%) is obtained on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. 

Comparable selectivity can also be achieved with MgAl2O4-supported LiFeO2. However, the 

conversion is low (12%), which can be explained by the low oxygen carrying capacity and activity 

of LiFeO2. A typical gas product profile in a transient pulse on LiFeO2-LaSrFe is shown in Figure 

2.1(b). Ethylene, CO2 and unreacted ethane are the main product components with Ar being the 

dilution gas. At 700 °C, the amount of hydrogen formed in all the experiments are negligible based 

on quadruple mass spectrometer and GC measurements. This indicates close to 100% selectivity 

towards H2O. A high H2O selectivity is desired since the effective combustion of H2 in the ODH 

step results in increased heat release from regeneration and contributes to overall heat balance of 

the proposed CL-ODH process.35  
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Figure 2.1. (a) Selectivity/conversion/yield of ( ) pure LaSrFe ( ) 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe ( ) 

LiFeO2-LaSrFe ( ) 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe ( ) LiFeO2/MgAl2O4 ( ) blank experiment obtained in 

five redox cycles. (b) Gas product profile in a transient pulse on LiFeO2-LaSrFe: Temperature = 

700 °C; Space velocity = 3000 h-1 

 

Temperature effects are investigated for all Li promoted redox catalysts. Figure 2.2 shows the 

catalytic performances of redox catalysts at three different temperatures (650 °C, 675 °C and 700 

°C). It is observed that the selectivity slightly increases with decreasing temperatures but the 

corresponding conversion drops more significantly. This indicates that the activity and selectivity 
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of oxygen species in the redox catalysts are highly temperature dependent. At higher temperatures, 

more lattice oxygen is transported to the redox catalyst surface at higher rates. This leads to 

increased active oxygen species on the redox catalyst surface for higher ethane conversion. We 

note that the abundance of oxygen on the surface can lead to increased non-selective surface 

oxygen species via oxygen evolution (O2-  O-  O2
2-  O2

-), this can cause deep oxidation as 

reported by Neal and Shafiefarhood et al. for Fe2O3@LaSrFe based redox catalysts in methane 

conversion.26,36 The effects of oxygen type on redox catalyst selectivity is further discussed in later 

sections. Higher reaction temperatures are not studied in the current manuscript due to increased 

thermal cracking at higher temperatures (~15% ethane conversion at 750 °C). 
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Figure 2.2. Selectivity/conversion/yield of ( ) 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe ( ) LiFeO2-LaSrFe ( ) 

2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. Black: 700 °C. Red: 675 °C. Blue: 650 °C: Space velocity = 3000 h-1 

 

Besides temperature, the effect of space velocity is also studied by varying the gas flow rate. Figure 

2.3 shows the catalytic performance with different space velocities on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. As 
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anticipated, a higher conversion can be obtained at a lower space velocity with a decrease in 

selectivity. The change in conversion/selectivity can be explained by increasing electrophilic 

oxygen species and readsorption of ethylene species on redox catalyst surface at lower space 

velocities. The highest ethylene yield is observed at a space velocity of 3000 h-1. Such a space 

velocity is used in most of the reactivity tests. 
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Figure 2.3. Selectivity/conversion/yield obtained on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe with different space 

velocities: Temperature = 700 °C 

 

In order to investigate the dynamic conversion/selectivity trend with the consumption of active 

lattice oxygen, 10 consecutive ethane pulses without regeneration are introduced onto 2.5LiFeO2-

LaSrFe (Figure 2.4a). With increasing number of pulses, the selectivity gradually increases and 

conversion decreases. This is consistent with the loss of active lattice oxygen over multiple redox 

cycles. Overall ethylene yields remain above 35% in all 10 pulses. Figure 2.4(b) shows the average 

selectivity/conversion/yield obtained within the first 10 pulses for each Li promoted sample. 
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Similar to the results for the first pulse (Figure 2.1), 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe is the best-performing 

redox catalyst, with an average selectivity of 94% and average yield of 44%. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Selectivity/conversion/yield on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe from consecutive pulse 1 to 10 

without regeneration. (b) Overall selectivity/conversion/yield for Li promoted LaSrFe in the first 

10 pulses: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 3000 h-1 

 

Oxygen carrying capacity of a redox catalyst is crucial for all cyclic redox processes. The oxygen 

capacity can be calculated using an oxygen mass balance. 8 redox cycles are repeated to confirm 

the reproducibility of the calculated oxygen capacity. Negligible change in redox catalyst 

performance is observed in terms of ethane conversion, ethylene selectivity, and oxygen carrying 

capacity. Figure 2.5 shows the oxygen capacity with each redox catalyst, including pure LaSrFe 

and LiFeO2. The oxygen capacity of LiFeO2 is obtained on LiFeO2/MgAl2O4 and normalized to 
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the amount of pure LiFeO2. As shown in the figure, the oxygen capacity decreases from 0.73 w.t.% 

to 0.26 w.t.% with the increasing of Li promoter amount. It can be explained by the low oxygen 

carrying capacity of LiFeO2 (0.24 w.t.%). This indicates that the oxygen capacity in Li promoted 

LaSrFe is mostly contributed by the LaSrFe phase. We note that redox catalyst with 1:1 molar 

ratio of LiFeO2 and LaSrFe exhibits significantly higher oxygen carrying capacity than the redox 

catalysts with 1:10 ratio of LiFeO2 and LaSrFe. This may be due to a phase cooperation effect 

between LaSrFe and LiFeO2 phases. A similar phase cooperation mechanism was also proposed 

by Ozkan et al. on the basis of contact synergy mechanism.39 It is noted that the oxygen carrying 

capacity of the LaSrFe containing redox catalysts are in line with that for CaMnO3 based oxygen 

carriers for chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling.40 Such an oxygen carrying capacity range, 

although relatively low, is practical for the proposed redox operations. The stability of the redox 

catalysts is further confirmed with 30 redox cycles on LiFeO2-LaSrFe as a model redox catalyst, 

which shows stable product distributions and ethylene yields (Figure A1.6). 
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Figure 2.5. Oxygen capacity of pure LaSrFe, 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, LiFeO2-LaSrFe, 2.5LiFeO2-

LaSrFe and LiFeO2 at 700 °C. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval from 8 redox cycles 

 

To further investigate the ODH performance of the redox catalysts, 37.5% ethane (40ml·min-1, 

balance Ar) is used as reducing gas to react with a fixed bed of redox catalysts for a 3 min reduction 

half-cycle. Figure 2.6(a) illustrates the 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe redox catalyst’s 

selectivity/conversion/yield and cumulative oxygen release as a function of reduction time. The 

dashed line stands for blank yield at 700 °C, which represents the background thermal conversion 

of ethane. As can be seen, selectivity increases from around 70% and remains constant around 

90%. Conversion and yield decrease with the consumption of active lattice oxygen and reach the 

blank yield line at the end of the reduction step. In a practical operation, the redox catalyst 

residence time can be limited to the first 10, 20 or 30 seconds, which can give cumulative 

selectivity/conversion/yield of 84.7%/38.3%/32.4%, 88.1%/29.1%/25.6% and 
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89.7%/23.7%/21.2%, respectively. We note that 70 wt% of the available oxygen is released within 

the first 30 seconds, which indicates fast oxygen release kinetics. Figure 2.6(b) shows the 

cumulative selectivity/conversion/yield as a function of time.  Also, slightly lower ethylene 

selectivity is observed at the beginning of the reduction half-cycle. A similar phenomenon has 

been reported by Neal and Shafiefarhood et al.,26,36 which indicates that the redox catalyst surface 

contains high concentration of electrophilic oxygen species that accounted for deep oxidation. It 

is noted that the calculated cumulative H2O selectivity is close to 100% during the reduction step. 

This indicates that the redox catalyst is very effective for selectively combusting H2 into H2O.  
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Figure 2.6. (a) Instantaneous selectivity/conversion/yield (Left Y-axis) and cumulative oxygen 

release (Right Y-axis) obtained and (b) cumulative selectivity/conversion/yield obtained on 

2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe as a function of time: Temperature = 700 °C; Cycle number = 8 
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2.4.2. Redox Catalyst Characterizations 

In order to further understand the role of Li and corresponding ODH reaction pathways, the redox 

catalysts are investigated using a number of characterization tools. Figure 2.7 illustrates the XRD 

patterns for all the as-prepared samples. As can be seen, all the Li promoted samples exhibit two 

crystalline phases, i.e. a B-site deficient perovskite (Ruddlesden-Popper, LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ) phase and 

a LiFeO2 phase (disordered cubic rocksalt, ICDD PDF#: 00-002-1237). The formation of LiFeO2 

and B-site deficient perovskite phases are likely to be due to Li binding with Fe cations within the 

pristine LaxSr1-xFeO3 phase. For comparison purpose, pure La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (LaSrFe) and pure α-

LiFeO2 samples are also included in this study. The main perovskite phase in LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 

0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe is identified to be La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (ICDD PDF#: 01-072-7578). This is further 

confirmed by comparing with the X-ray diffraction pattern with a reference La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 sample. 

In the case of 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe, LaSr3Fe3O9.88 is determined as the main crystalline phase (ICDD 

PDF#: 04-007-9523). The formation of a LaSr3Fe3O9.88 phase may be due to a crystalline distortion 

of La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 structure.41 We note that the XRD pattern of LaSr3Fe3O9.88 shares similar peak 

positions and relative intensities of the La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 phase. A new peak between 30 and 35 

degrees forms in the case of LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe. This new peak can be 

assigned to a minor strontium ferrite (SrFeO3) phase. The formation of this relatively stable phase 

is likely to result from the high Sr: La ratio used in the current study. A similar effect was reported 

by Neal et al..42 To conclude, the Li promoted LaSrFe sample is characterized to be a composite 

of LiFeO2 and an Fe-deficient LaSrFe phase. Surface area analyses using BET are also conducted, 

which shows comparable low surface areas within the range of 1 – 6 m2/g for all the as-prepared 

samples (Table 2.1). 
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Figure 2.7. XRD pattern of as-prepared (a) La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (b) 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe (c) LiFeO2-

LaSrFe (d) 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe (e) LiFeO2. : LiFeO2; : La0.6Sr1.4FeO4. 

 

Table 2.1. BET surface areas for calcined pure LaSrFe, 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 

2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe 

 Pure LaSrFe 0.1LiFeO2-

LaSrFe 

LiFeO2-

LaSrFe 

2.5LiFeO2-

LaSrFe 

BET surface area (m2/g) 4.377 1.095 2.709 5.576 

 

Even though bulk lattice oxygen is a crucial reactant, the ODH reaction happens on the redox 

catalyst surface.29 It is therefore important to investigate the surface properties of the redox 

catalysts in addition to their bulk structural properties. Figure 2.8(a) shows the near surface cation 

compositions of the as-prepared redox catalysts as determined by XPS. All concentrations are 

presented in atomic concentrations and are reported in two significant digits. Pure LiFeO2 is also 

examined as a reference. Consistent with previous reports on the LaSrFe system26,42, the surface 
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of LaSrFe shows significant Sr enrichment (73% of cations). Addition of even small amount of 

lithium, e.g. 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, decreases surface Sr concentration to ~40% with little to no 

decrease in Fe and La cation concentrations. Such drop in Sr concentration is due to the enrichment 

of Li on the surface. Near surface Li concentration becomes more pronounced with higher amount 

of Li addition: Li becomes the largest near surface component on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe (52% of 

cations) while Sr drops to 21%. Fe and La cation concentration remain similar in all Li promoted 

redox catalysts except in 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe where Fe is slightly higher than La. We note that Fe 

concentration does not drop much with Li promotion and even increases for 2.5 LiFeO2-LaSrFe 

sample. This inconsistency with Li2O enrichment may be attributed to the coexistence of LiFeO2 

phase on the surface. It is supported by comparing the detailed Fe 2p 3/2 XPS scan of redox 

catalysts. The Fe spectra in LiFeO2 is consistent with 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe but differs much from 

LaSrFe (Figure A1.1). Similar concentration changes are also observed on cycled redox catalysts 

(after 8 cycles, ending in oxidation) and the near surface lithium concentrations are slightly higher 

than as-prepared samples. Since redox reactions promotes ionic diffusions43, further enrichments 

of Li on the surface after redox cycles indicate that Li cation enrichment reduces surface energy 

of the redox catalysts. The degree of Li surface enrichment can also be quantified by calculating 

the near surface Li concentration to bulk concentration ratio. The bulk lithium concentration can 

be estimated by assuming the redox catalysts to be a homogeneous mixture of LiFeO2 and LaSrFe. 

Based on the ratio between measured surface concentration and bulk concentration, a surface 

elemental enrichment (ratio > 1) or deficiency (ratio < 1) can be obtained. From Figure 2.8(c), a 

significant surface enrichment of lithium can be observed on all cycled Li promoted redox 

catalysts. In fact, near surface Li content is overexpressed by as much as 770% for 0.1LiFeO2-

LaSrFe, showing that Li cation is selectively enriched on the surface. Although surface termination 
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by a Li layer could contribute to Li cation enrichment, it cannot explain the degree of enrichment 

observed since XPS detects the first several nanometers of the sample.44 One possible explanation 

is that the redox catalyst surface is covered with a Li2O and/or LiFeO2 layer, which is too thin to 

be detectable by XRD. TEM analysis as discussed later, is used to probe this possibility.  
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Figure 2.8. Near surface cation concentrations for (a) as-prepared and (b) cycled redox catalysts, 

and (c) ratios between surface Li concentration relative to bulk cation concentration for cycled 

0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. Dashed line for ratio of 1. 
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The Li cation surface enrichment is further examined by detailed analysis of O 1s XPS spectra. 

Figure 2.9 shows the O 1s profiles for as-prepared redox catalysts. Pure LiFeO2 and pure LaSrFe 

O 1s profiles are also examined as references. As can be seen, two major peaks and one minor 

peak are identified on LiFeO2. The major peak located at 531.9 eV can be assigned to hydroxide 

and carbonate species and the other major peak at 529.8 eV can be ascribed to lattice oxygen in 

Li2O.45 The minor peak at around 528 eV is attributed to a minor oxygen deficient phase. LaSrFe 

also shows two similar major peaks at different binding energies than in LiFeO2. The major peak 

located at 531.5 eV can be assigned to hydroxide and carbonate species, and the peak at 527.8 eV 

can be assigned to lattice oxygen species from LaSrFe. A minor, low binding energy peak is 

observable at 525 eV, which is characteristic of this B-site deficient LaSrFe. Both sets of oxygen 

peaks from LiFeO2 and LaSrFe are visible in LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe. Over half of 

the oxygen visible in the near surface region of 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe is similar to those on the surface 

of LiFeO2, consistent with the enrichment of Li identified from XPS. This indicates that the near 

surface oxygen species become similar to those in LiFeO2 upon Li addition. This is consistent with 

the significant selectivity increase observed in 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe redox catalyst. Higher Li 

concentration pushes the oxygen peaks closer to those identified in LiFeO2. The major oxygen 

peaks identifiable on the 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe are entirely consistent with LiFeO2, which explains 

the highest selectivity obtained on this sample. As an additional evidence, deconvolution of the Fe 

2p peaks leads to phase assignments entirely consistent with O 1s analysis (see supplemental 

Figure A1.1), i.e. the surface compositions of Li promoted LaSrFe are quite similar to those of 

LiFeO2.  
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Besides the abovementioned characteristic peaks, the surface enrichment of Li cation has a strong 

effect on electrophilic surface oxygen species as indicated by the change in intermediate binding 

energy (B.E.) oxygen species on the redox catalysts. These intermediate B.E. oxygen species are 

located in the region of 530 eV to 531 eV and they are usually identified as electrophilic surface 

oxygen species.46 Such oxygen species have been associated with deep oxidation.47 On pure 

LiFeO2, we do not observe this intermediate oxygen species peak. Such peak appears for LaSrFe 

and but decreases with fraction of the LiFeO2 phase. On pure LaSrFe, the intermediate oxygen 

peak area is comparable to either of the major peaks. The suppression of such surface oxygen 

species can explain the increased selectivity for Li promoted redox catalysts. 
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Figure 2.9. Detailed O 1s XPS scan for (a) LaSrFe, (b) 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, (c) LiFeO2-LaSrFe, 

(d) 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe and (e) LiFeO2. Arbitrary blue line for majors peaks characteristic of 

LiFeO2. Arbitrary red line for majors peaks characteristic of LaSrFe. Green peaks for 

intermediate oxygen species. 
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The LaSrFe@Li2O core-shell structure is further characterized by a high resolution TEM. Figure 

2.10(a) shows a typical micrograph of 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. A particle size with approximately 100 

nm diameter is observed. Higher magnification micrograph further verifies the enrichment of Li 

cation on the surface. As shown in Figure 2.10(b), both the shell and core materials are well-

crystallized with distinct d-spacings. The shell material has a d-spacing of 2.67 Å, which can be 

ascribed to the (111) plane of Li2O (ICDD PDF#: 00-012-0254). The bulk material has a d-spacing 

of 3.90 Å, which can be assigned to the (101) plane of La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (ICDD PDF#: 01-072-7578). 

These results indicate that bulk LaSrFe is covered by a layer of Li2O with a thickness less than 5 

nm. Such a thickness is consistent with XPS observations and can explain the absence of Li2O 

phase in XRD characterizations.  

 

 

Figure 2.10. (a) TEM and (b) high resolution TEM micrograph on 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe 
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2.4.3 The effect of Li cation enriched surface on oxygen evolution 

O2-TPD is also performed to characterize relative amounts of chemisorbed and lattice oxygen 

species. Figure 2.11(a) shows the O2-TPD profiles for each sample. The intensities of the signals 

are normalized based on LaSrFe content. For pure LaSrFe, there is a significant peak at ca. 410 

°C, which can be assigned to the chemisorbed alpha-oxygen peak.29 The high intensity of the 

alpha-oxygen peak in pure LaSrFe corresponds well with XPS findings and can explain its high 

selectivity towards complete oxidation. In the cases of all Li promoted sample, the peak intensity 

significantly declines, forming shoulders stretching from ca. 350 to 450 °C. This again confirms 

that the amount of electrophilic surface oxygen species is significantly reduced due to the effect 

of Li promoting. While XPS data indicates that Li cation enrichment on catalyst surface decreases 

the amount of electrophilic surface oxygen species at ambient temperature, TPD result suggests 

that such an overlayer may serve as a barrier to inhibit outwards diffusion of O2- and its evolution 

into surface oxygen species.  

 

To investigate the reducibility of the redox catalysts, H2-TPR is performed on pure LaSrFe and Li 

promoted LaSrFe. The intensities of the signals are also normalized based on LaSrFe content. As 

is shown in Figure 2.11(b), the TPR experimental profiles present two main reduction peaks at 350 

– 500 °C and above 700 °C. The low temperature reduction peaks correspond to changes in iron 

valence states from 4/3+ to 3/2+ whereas the high temperature reduction peak should correspond 

to the formation of metallic iron from Fe2+.  The positions of the initial reduction peaks follow the 

sequence LaSrFe < 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe ≈ LiFeO2-LaSrFe < 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe and the peak 

intensities with LaSrFe ≈ 0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe > LiFeO2-LaSrFe > 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe, both with 

temperature increasing from left to right. These results clearly indicate that addition of Li 
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promoters decreases the reducibility of the LaSrFe phase. The relationship between the reducibility 

of bulk oxygen and ODH selectivity has been reported by Blasco and Nieto.48 Lower reducibility 

generally corresponds to higher ODH selectivity. Since increasing Li promoter amount leads to 

increased Li enrichment near the surface, decreased redox catalyst reducibility for samples with 

high Li loading can be explained by the presence of Li cation enriched surface layer which inhibits 

O2- diffusion from the bulk. Oxygen flux from redox catalysts can be calculated in light of the 

reactivity data and specific surface area. It is calculated that unpromoted LaSrFe and 2.5LiFeO2-

LaSrFe have a maximum oxygen flux of 0.12 mg·s-1·m-2 and 0.04 mg·s-1·m-2, respectively. This 

further confirms the slowed O2- diffusion rate with Li addition. Compared with the aforementioned 

TPD results, moderating the O2- diffusion rate to the redox catalyst surface can in turn lead to 

decreased electrophilic surface oxygen species via oxygen evolution. It is noted that a similar core-

shell effect has been reported in MgO/Dy2O3 supported molten alkali metal chloride catalysts.32 In 

such catalysts, active intermediate OCl- diffuses through the LiKCl overlayer and reacts selectively 

with ethane. The molten layer can avoid direct contact of ethane with surface electrophilic oxygen 

species.  
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Figure 2.11. (a) O2-TPD and (b) H2-TPR profiles and characteristic peaks for pure LaSrFe, 

0.1LiFeO2-LaSrFe, LiFeO2-LaSrFe and 2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe. Both temperature ramping rate = 5 

°C/min 

 

The aforementioned results indicate that regulating the rate of lattice oxygen transport to the redox 

catalyst surface and inhibiting O2- evolution to electrophilic surface oxygen species can lead to 

increased redox catalyst selectivity for redox ODH reactions. To further confirm such findings, a 
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broadened ethane pulse coupled with an injection of sharp oxygen pulse is performed. Since 

gaseous O2 molecule can evolve on the oxide surface via a O2
-  O2

-  O2
2-  O-  O2- pathway, 

one would anticipate higher ethane conversion and lower C2H4 selectivity if: 1. O2- conduction is 

the rate limiting step for ethane oxidation in absence of gaseous oxidant; 2. Electrophilic oxygen 

species are responsible for CO2 formation. As is shown in Figure 2.12, the oxygen pulse causes 

ethane conversion to increase by nearly 130%. Meanwhile, 40% decrease in ethylene selectivity 

is observed. These results confirm that the electrophilic oxygen species is primarily responsible 

for non-selective oxidation and the Li cation enriched surface layer inhibits O2- conduction and 

evolution to such oxygen species. 
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Figure 2.12. Response to a broadened pulse of ethane combined with a sharp pulse of oxygen on 

2.5LiFeO2-LaSrFe at 700 °C at 50 ml·min-1 total flow rate 
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2.5. Conclusion 

The current study investigates Li promoted, B-site deficient iron containing perovskites as redox 

catalysts for ethane oxidative dehydrogenation under a cyclic redox CL-ODH scheme. The 

proposed redox scheme allows auto-thermal ethane dehydrogenation without using gaseous 

oxygen, rendering a more efficient, environmentally friendly, and safer route for ethylene 

production. While perovskites without Li promoter exhibit high selectivity towards CO2 formation, 

addition of Li leads to high ethylene selectivity/yield and good regenerability. Up to 90% ethylene 

selectivity and 61% conversion are observed. Li-promoted redox catalysts exhibit oxygen carrying 

capacity up to 0.6 w.t.% with near 100% H2O selectivity, making it potentially suitable for the 

proposed CL-ODH operations. Mechanistic investigation indicates that selectivity of the redox 

catalyst can be enhanced by regulating the rate of O2- conduction and evolution through surface 

enrichment of Li cation on the redox catalyst. This is evidenced by XPS, TEM, O2-TPD and H2-

TPR studies. XPS study indicates Li enrichment on the oxide surface, which is confirmed by TEM. 

Detailed O 1s XPS scans show a decreased amount of electrophilic surface oxygen species with 

Li promotion. Further investigation with O2-TPD also confirms that Li promoter reduces the non-

selective electrophilic oxygen species. Moreover, the presence of Li cation enriched surface layer 

decreases the reducibility of the redox catalyst. Since CL-ODH reaction involves the oxygen 

species supplied from bulk lattice oxygen species, it is hypothesized that the presence of Li cation 

enriched surface increases the resistance of O2- diffusion from the bulk and its subsequent 

evolution into electrophilic oxygen species on the surface. The non-selective nature of the surface 

oxygen species and the inhibition effects of Li promoter on O2- diffusion are also confirmed by 

pulse experiments. Based on such findings, it is concluded that Li promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ can be 

an effective redox catalyst for ethane ODH in absence of gaseous oxygen.  
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Chapter 3 Alkali Metal Promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ Redox Catalysts for Chemical Looping 

Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane 

3.1. Abstract 

Chemical looping oxidative dehydrogenation (CL-ODH) represents a redox approach to convert 

ethane into ethylene under an autothermal scheme. Instead of using gaseous oxygen, CL-ODH 

utilizes lattice oxygen in transition metal oxides, which acts as an oxygen carrier or redox catalyst, 

to facilitate the ODH reaction. The oxygen deprived redox catalyst is subsequently regenerated 

with air and releases heat. The current study investigated alkali metal (Li, Na and/or K) promoted 

LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ (LaSrFe) as redox catalysts for CL-ODH of ethane. While unpromoted LaSrFe 

exhibited poor ethylene selectivity, addition of Na or K promoter achieved up to 61% ethane 

conversion and 68% ethylene selectivity at 700 °C. The promotional effect of K on LaSrFe was 

characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Low-

energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEIS), Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), O2-

temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), H2-temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), and 

18O2 surface exchange. XPS and XRD showed that K incorporates into the mixed-oxide structure 

at low loading levels (e.g. 0.1K-LaSrFe) whereas the surface of LaSrFe was enriched with K cation 

at high loading levels. LEIS indicates that the outermost surface layer was covered by potassium 

oxide. This surface layer was characterized to be amorphous under TEM. It was further determined 

that the surface layer increased the resistance for O2- diffusion from the bulk and its subsequent 

evolution into electrophilic oxygen species on the surface. As such, non-selective oxidation of 

ethane is inhibited. The synergistic effect of co-promoting LaSrFe with Li and K was also 

investigated.  Li and K co-promotion improved the redox catalyst performance to 86% ethylene 
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selectivity and 60% ethane conversion while maintaining an oxygen capacity of ca. 0.65 wt%, 

making it a promising candidate for CL-ODH. 

 

3.2. Introduction 

Ethane can represent up to 20 vol.% of shale gas, far exceeding the 1.5 – 5 vol.% levels allowable 

in dry natural gas pipelines and commercial burners.1 As a result, the recent increase in shale gas 

production in the U.S. has led to ethane market gluts and significant drop in ethane prices compared 

to historical levels.2,3 On the other hand, ethylene is an important building block for a large number 

of chemical compounds including polymers, oxygenates and other important chemical 

intermediates.4 This has led to increased demand to convert ethane to ethylene. State-of-the-art 

ethane steam cracking process, which accounts for 60 million tonnes/year ethylene production 

capacity, converts ethane into ethylene with a single-pass yield of approximately 50% at elevated 

temperatures (850 °C and above).5 Although higher ethane conversion and ethylene yield are 

desirable, the endothermic cracking reactions are equilibrium limited. Moreover, this thermally-

driven cracking process is both energy and pollutant intensive. It also suffers from coke formation, 

requiring periodic shut down of cracker furnaces for coke burnout.6 To address these limitations 

in commercial ethane cracking processes, ethane oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) has been 

extensively investigated. ODH converts ethane and gaseous oxygen into ethylene and water in the 

presence of a heterogeneous catalyst. The in-situ oxidation of hydrogen from ethane 

dehydrogenation renders an exothermic overall reaction that is not subject to equilibrium-

limitations.4,7 As a result, significantly enhanced single-pass ethylene yield can potentially be 

achieved. Since side reactions such as COx formation are thermodynamically favored in the 

presence of O2, the catalyst plays a critical role in modifying ethylene selectivity and yield for 
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ODH processes. Commonly studied ODH catalysts include V and Mo containing oxides,8–11 rare-

earth-metal oxides,12,13 Pt group metal14,15 and complex oxides containing V, Mo, Te, Nb, etc7,16,17. 

Significant progress has been made in terms of mechanistic understanding of the ODH reactions 

and ODH catalyst optimization. Single-pass ethylene yields higher than 60% have also been 

reported. However, high single-pass ethylene yields are often achieved with low ethane partial 

pressures. For example, zirconia-supported lithium chloride demonstrated ethane 

conversion/ethylene yield of 97.6%/68.1% but nitrogen consisted 80% of the feed.18 In another 

case, Li-Na-Mg-Dy-O-Cl system achieved more than 70% ethylene yield but with helium 

composing 86% of the feed.19 The needs for large dilution gas fraction (>80% in the feed) can 

potentially be challenging from a commercial standpoint. Moreover, cofeeding oxygen with ethane 

imposes several challenges such as safety hazards, capital and energy intensive air separation units 

(ASU), and limited ethylene selectivity. These limitations hampered the commercial 

implementation of the ODH technology. 

 

To address these challenges, we proposed an alternative, chemical looping – oxidative 

dehydrogenation (CL-ODH) approach.6,20,21 CL-ODH is conducted under a cyclic reduction-

regeneration (redox) scheme to avoid direct contact between ethane and gaseous oxygen.20 The 

ODH reaction is facilitated by lattice oxygen from an oxygen carrier (also known as redox catalyst) 

to oxidize ethane feedstock in a first step. The (partially) reduced redox catalyst is reoxidized with 

air in a subsequent regeneration step. Since gaseous oxygen is no longer needed in CL-ODH, costly 

cryogenic air separation and the hazards for direct contact between O2 and ethane are avoided. 

Moreover, this process does not require a large fraction of inert dilution gas to maintain a low 

ethane partial pressure. In a study on sodium tungstate promoted Mn/MgO redox catalyst system, 
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a single-pass ethylene yield close to 70% was achieved at 850 °C with 80% ethane in the feed.20 

It is noted, however, that the Na2WO4 promoted Mn/MgO redox catalysts are only active at 

temperatures much higher than those in most of the traditional ODH systems,20 since the reactions 

proceed via thermal cracking of ethane with in-situ hydrogen combustion by the Na2WO4-

Mn/MgO redox catalysts.22 Although the high temperature operations are shown to be highly 

effective, redox catalysts that are active for CL-ODH at significantly lower temperatures are highly 

desirable from a practical standpoint.  

 

A few recent studies investigated vanadium and molybdenum oxide based redox catalysts for 

ethane ODH under a cyclic redox mode at 700 °C or lower.21,23–26 Although these redox catalysts 

were shown to be active for CL-ODH, the single-pass ethylene yield was generally limited to 20%. 

In addition to oxides of vanadium and molybdenum, Li-promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ (LaSrFe) redox 

catalysts were reported for low temperature CL-ODH.21 While Ruddlesden-Popper (R-P) 

structured LaSrFe itself has poor ethylene selectivity and yield, addition of Li led to up to 61% 

ethane conversion and 90% ethylene selectivity. The promotional effect of Li was ascribed to the 

formation of a Li2O shell, which inhibits bulk lattice oxygen (O2-) conduction and hence its 

subsequent evolution to electrophilic surface oxygen species. Although the results from this study 

are promising, the lattice oxygen carrying capacities of these redox catalysts are relatively low (< 

0.3 w.t.% for the best performing redox catalyst). Moreover, the low XPS sensitivity to Li 1s and 

its overlap with Fe 3p make it difficult to obtain accurate surface analysis of these redox catalysts. 

Therefore, thorough understanding of the alkali metal oxide promoted R-P oxide redox catalysts 

is highly desirable in order to further optimize their CL-ODH performance.  
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The current study investigates the effect of other Group IA promoters (Na and K) on LaxSr2-xFeO4-

δ based redox catalysts. Na and K promoters were selected since they have higher XPS sensitivity 

and can be characterized by LEIS, a more surface sensitive characterization technique.27 Similar 

to Li, both Na and K promotors were shown to increase ethylene selectivity/yield. The 

performance of the redox catalyst was improved by co-promotion of Li and K on LaSrFe, showing 

up to 60% ethane conversion and 86% ethylene selectivity while maintaining a 0.65 w.t.% oxygen 

carrying capacity. Surface characterizations were conducted on K promoted LaSrFe. XPS analysis 

showed near surface K enrichment at higher K loadings. LEIS further indicated that the outermost 

surface layer of K promoted LaSrFe was covered with K2O. This surface layer was determined to 

be amorphous via TEM. The effect of this surface layer was investigated by O2-TPD, H2-TPR and 

18O2 exchange experiment: O2-TPD showed a suppression of surface oxygen species; H2-TPR 

indicated that the reducibility of the redox catalysts were decreased with K promotions. This 

phenomenon was ascribed to the inhibition of lattice oxygen conduction to the surface, which was 

confirmed and quantified with 18O2 exchange experiments. 

 

3.3. Experimental 

3.3.1. Redox catalyst preparation 

Our previous study on Li promoters indicated that addition of Li to pristine LaSrFe perovskite led 

to the formation of a secondary LiFeO2 phase.21 Current study indicated that a secondary AFeO2 

phase also formed with Na and K promoters as confirmed by XRD (see the XRD section). For the 

purpose of consistency and comparability, all alkali metal promoted redox catalysts were 

synthesized in the basis of nominal ratios between AFeO2 and LaSrFe. A modified Pechini method 

was used in redox catalysts synthesis.28 In synthesis of LaSrFe, precursors of La, Sr and Fe were 
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added into one solution, dried to form a gel and sintered at 950 °C. Detailed synthetic process was 

described in a previous study.21 K or Na promoted LaSrFe were synthesized via the same method 

by putting in additional stoichiometric KNO3 (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) or NaNO3 (99.9%, Sigma-

Aldrich) along with other metal-containing (La, Sr and Fe) precursor salts, respectively. K and Li 

co-promoted LaSrFe were synthesized by co-adding stoichiometric amount of KNO3 and LiNO3 

(99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) along with other metal-containing (La, Sr and Fe) precursor salts. The 

samples were named as x-A/LaSrFe, where x corresponds to the molar ratio between alkali metal 

and LaSrFe. Alkali metal promoted samples synthesized in this study are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 3.1. Alkali metal promoted LaSrFe synthesized via the modified Pechini method. 

Na promoted LaSrFe 

samples: 

Not synthesized Not synthesized 2.5Na-LaSrFe 

K promoted LaSrFe 

samples: 

0.1K-LaSrFe K-LaSrFe 2.5K-LaSrFe 

K and Li co-promoted 

LaSrFe samples: 

0.1K-0.1Li-LaSrFe 0.5K-0.5Li-LaSrFe Not synthesized 
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3.3.2. Redox catalyst characterization 

XRD (Rigaku SmartLab) was used to analyze the crystalline phases of redox catalysts. The 

radiation source was a monochromatic CuKα (λ=0.1542) with an operating condition at 40 kV and 

44mA. XRD patterns were generated within 2θ=15–80° at a step size of 0.05° and a scan step time 

of 1 s. HighScore plus software was used to process the XRD patterns with reference to 

International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database. 

 

XPS was used for near-surface composition analysis. Sample powders were pressed onto a carbon 

tape and outgassed for overnight at 10-5 Torr before it was transferred into the analysis chamber 

under ultrahigh vacuum. The excitation source was a non-monochromatic MgKα (1254 eV) and 

the XPS patterns were recorded using a PHOIBIS 150 hemispherical energy analyzer (SPECS 

GmbH). XPS patterns were analyzed with CasaXPS software (Casa Software Ltd., UK). A 

standard C 1s B.E. at 284.6 eV was used for calibration. 

 

LEIS was conducted at the Surface Analysis Center at Lehigh University with an ION-TOF Qtac100 

for surface compositional analysis and depth profiling. Prior to analysis, samples were exposed to 

thermalized O atoms for 60 mins. Charge neutralization was invoked during spectra acquisition 

and sputtering. A 3 keV He+ (5 × 1014 cm-2 cyc-1, 1.5 × 1.5 mm raster) or 5 keV Ne+ (1 × 1014 cm-

2 cyc-1, 1.5 × 1.5 mm raster) was used as the detection source. A 1.0 keV Ar+ (1.0 × 1015 cm-2 cyc-

1, 2 × 2 mm raster) was used as the sputtering source. 

 

BET surface areas were obtained with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 accelerated surface area and 

porosity system via a multipoint physical adsorption measurement. Samples were degassed at 200 
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°C and 10 μm Hg for overnight before analysis. Nitrogen at temperature of 77 K was used as 

adsorbate gas. TEM (JEOL JEM 2010F) was used to obtain high resolution microscopic images 

of core-shell particles at an acceleration voltage of 200 keV. 

 

O2-TPD was conducted using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA, Q600, TA Instuments) 

instrument to study the oxygen uncoupling of the redox catalysts. The samples were first pretreated 

at 850 °C and cooled back to room temperature under continuous flow of oxygen. Then, the 

chamber was purged with Ar and ramped to 850 °C at the rate of 10 °C/min under a flow of 100 

ml min-1 pure Ar. H2-TPR was also conducted via the TGA instrument to study the reducibility of 

the redox catalysts. After same pretreatment step as in the O2-TPD, the chamber was purged with 

Ar and ramped to 650 °C at the rate of 10 °C/min under a flow of 10% H2 (200 ml min-1, balance 

Ar). The signals were recorded with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) in the TGA. 

 

Oxygen exchange experiments were conducted with a pulse experiment setup using the 

temperature range of 400-700 °C. A 6-port valve was used to inject pulses into the carrier gas flow 

stream. Detailed pulse experiment setup of the 6-port valve was reported elsewhere.29 A constant 

flow of 10% 16O2 (50 ml min-1, balance He) was used as carrier gas and 10% 18O2 (1 ml, balance 

He) was pulsed through the reactor. The main products of the effluent were 16O2, 
16O18O and 18O2. 

They were characterized and quantified with a downstream quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS, 

MKS Cirrus II) by taking integral of characteristic peak Mass 32, Mass 34 and Mass 36, 

respectively. The pulse experiment was first conducted at room temperature to obtain a non-

exchange background. It was then ramped up to 400 °C. Pulses were then taken between 400 °C 
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and 700 °C, with 50 °C as a step size. Three consecutive pulses were taken at each temperature 

and the average peak area was taken during data analysis. 

 

3.3.3. Reactivity testing 

Both transient pulse mode and continuous flow mode were used to test the reactivity performance 

of redox catalysts. 0.5 g of the redox catalysts were placed in a fixed-bed quartz U-tube reactor 

(I.D. = 1/8 inches). Silicon carbide particles were loaded on both sides of the U-tubes to reduce 

the void space. In transient pulse experiments, pulses of 37.5% C2H6 (100 μL, balance Ar) were 

injected into the U-tube reactor using 25 ml·min-1 helium as carrier gas at 650, 675 and 700 °C. 

Continuous flow experiments were performed at 700 °C. In continuous flow experiment, a 

reduction step was conducted first, with 15 mL min-1 ethane and 25 mL min-1 Ar. An oxidation 

step was conducted in a following step using 10% oxygen (5 mL min-1, balance Ar). Each reduction 

and oxidation step was performed for 5 mins, with 5 mins of Ar purging in between. 30 redox 

cycles were conducted for the stability test. Products from either the pulse or continuous flow 

experiments were monitored by a downstream QMS. Detailed experimental setup, calculation of 

catalyst reactivity, coke formation and oxygen capacity were described in the supplemental file. 

 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane 

The reactive results for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane on alkali metal-promoted LaSrFe 

are shown in Figure 3.1(a). Unpromoted LaSrFe was also tested for comparison purpose. Reaction 

temperature was limited to 700 °C to minimize thermal cracking of ethane. Blank tests showed 

less than 5% of ethane conversion at 700 °C. As the CL-ODH reaction utilizes lattice oxygen from 
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a redox catalyst and is limited by its oxygen capacity, its activity is highly dynamic, i.e. ethane 

conversion and ethylene selectivity change quickly with consumption of lattice oxygen. Therefore, 

a transient pulse experiment was used to investigate this fast response. In pulse experiments, 

ethylene and CO2 were the main reaction products. CO and other oxygenated products were 

negligible according to mass spectrometry and GC results. GC measurements with a gas bag 

indicates around 1% or less CH4 selectivity and negligible C3+ formation. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. (a) Conversion/selectivity/yields of the blank test, unpromoted LaSrFe and alkali 

metal-promoted LaSrFe. (b) Gaseous product profile obtained from a transient pulse on 2.5K-

LaSrFe: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 3000 h-1 

 

As shown in Figure 3.1(a), unpromoted LaSrFe achieved high ethane conversion (90%) but poor 

ethylene selectivity (5%). The main product was CO2 from deep oxidation of ethane. Na and K 

promotion significant increased ethylene selectivity and yield. About 70% ethylene selectivity at 

60% ethane conversion was obtained on 2.5Na-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe. The typical product 

distributions from an ethane pulse are shown in Figure 3.1(b). Ar peak position/shape was in line 

with those of C2H6 and C2H4. The extended CO2 tail can be explained by further oxidation of 
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absorbed ethylene on redox catalyst surface or strong adsorption of CO2. Focus was further given 

to K promoted LaSrFe as a model compound because it is more sensitive to surface 

characterization techniques such as XPS and LEIS. The amount of K promotion was varied in 

Figure 3.1(a). With decreasing amount of K promotion from 2.5K-LaSrFe to K-LaSrFe, ethylene 

selectivity decreased from ca. 70% to 60% with ethane conversion decreasing from ca. 60% to 

50%. However, a significant change in the trend was observed when K promotion was further 

decreased to 0.1K-LaSrFe: ethylene selectivity dropped sharply to below 5% and ethane 

conversion increased to about 90%. This result was very similar to the reactivity of unpromoted 

LaSrFe. The resemblance of 0.1K-LaSrFe and LaSrFe indicated that the low loading of K was 

inadequate to prevent ethane from deep oxidations. The effect of K at various loading levels will 

be discussed in the next Section. Temperature and space velocity effects were also studied on K-

LaSrFe redox catalysts. Best redox catalyst performance (ethane conversion/ethylene selectivity = 

50.6%/61.3%) was obtained at 700 °C with a space velocity of 3000 h-1. Detailed reactivity results 

on other temperatures and space velocities can be found in the supplemental file (Figure A2.1).  

 

Besides pulse experiments, continuous flow experiments were also conducted to determine the 

oxygen capacities of K promoted LaSrFe redox catalysts. As shown in Figure 3.2, 0.1K-LaSrFe 

exhibited slightly higher oxygen capacity (0.72 wt%) than unpromoted LaSrFe. As shown in 

Figure 3.1(a), this redox catalyst exhibited poor ODH selectivity. In comparison, medium loading 

of K promoter (e.g. K-LaSrFe) exhibited improved ODH selectivity while maintaining oxygen 

capacity of 0.66 wt%. K-LaSrFe only exhibited about 7% smaller oxygen capacity than LaSrFe. 

However, ethylene selectivity increased from 5% to 60%. Considering the doping of other alkali 

metal promoters such as Li led to sharp decrease in oxygen capacity21, it is interesting to see that 
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K promotion somewhat maintained the oxygen capacity of unpromoted LaSrFe. One possible 

explanation is that K is incorporated into the pristine LaSrFe and forms an A-site substituted 

(LaxSryK1-x-y)2FeO4-δ. Such an oxide can exhibit higher oxygen capacity than unsubstituted 

LaSrFe. The incorporation of K in the lattice of R-P phase was supported by XRD and XPS data 

in later sections. It is noted that the oxygen capacity dropped to 0.35 wt% when the loading of K 

increased to 2.5K-LaSrFe. With same amount of alkali metal promotion (molar basis), K promoted 

LaSrFe exhibited higher oxygen capacities than Li promoted LaSrFe. However, the ethylene 

selectivity/yields were not as satisfactory: ethylene selectivity for K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe 

were 25% and 22% lower compared to the previously reported Li-LaSrFe and 2.5Li-LaSrFe, 

respectively21. 

 

Figure 3.2. Oxygen capacity and ethylene selectivity trends of K-promoted LaSrFe and Li-

promoted LaSrFe (solid lines corresponds to oxygen capacity and dashed lines corresponds to 

ethylene selectivity). Results for Li-LaSrFe can be found in reference 21. 
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3.4.2. Redox Catalyst Characterization 

3.4.2.1. XRD Characterization 

XRD characterizations were conducted on all the K promoted LaSrFe and 2.5Na-LaSrFe. 

Diffraction pattern of unpromoted LaSrFe (La0.6Sr1.4FeO4) was also taken as a reference. These 

results are shown in Figure 3.3. It is noted that no visible K-containing phase was observed on 

either 0.1K-LaSrFe or K-LaSrFe. 0.1K-LaSrFe exhibited a La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 phase, a same phase 

observed in unpromoted LaSrFe (Ruddlesden-Popper, ICDD PDF#: 01-072-7578). On K-LaSrFe, 

the phase was identified to be a strontium iron oxide phase (SrFeO2.75, ICDD PDF#: 01-077-9154). 

Since K+ (r =1.45 Å) and La3+ (r =1.36 Å) have similar ionic radii, the lack of K-containing phase 

on both samples may be due to K incorporating into pristine LaSrFe structure and/or replacing La. 

Incorporation of K into the R-P phase was further confirmed by XPS analysis as provided in the 

next section. Potassium ferrite phase started to appear with higher K loading. A secondary KFeO2 

phase (ICDD PDF#: 04-013-8446) was identified on 2.5K-LaSrFe and the bulk phase was also 

determined as SrFeO2.75. Similarly, two phases were identified on 2.5Na-LaSrFe: a NaFeO2 phase 

(ICDD PDF#: 04-002-3172) and bulk SrFeO2.75 phase. These phenomena showed a bulk pristine 

LaSrFe phase distortion and the formation of a secondary alkali ferrite phase at higher alkali metal 

loadings. BET was conducted to measure the surface area of these synthesized redox catalysts. 

The results are listed in Table 2, which indicate comparable low surface areas in the range of 1-6 

m2/g. 
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Figure 3.3. XRD pattern of as-prepared (a) La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (b) 0.1K-LaSrFe (c) K-LaSrFe (d) 

2.5K-LaSrFe (e) 2.5Na-LaSrFe. 

 

Table 3.2. BET surface areas for as-prepared unpromoted LaSrFe, 0.1K-LaSrFe, K-LaSrFe, 2.5K-

LaSrFe and 2.5Na-LaSrFe  

 Unpromoted 

LaSrFe 

0.1K-

LaSrFe 

K-

LaSrFe 

2.5K-

LaSrFe 

2.5Na-

LaSrFe 

BET surface area 

(m2/g) 

4.38 5.07 5.08 5.11 5.23 
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3.4.2.2. Surface Characterizations 

While oxygen in CL-ODH is provided from a bulk (mixed) metal oxide, its selectivity is often 

modified by the surface. Thus it is important to get surface information such as surface 

composition, depth profile, morphology, and surface reaction pathway. In the current study, a 

number of tools were used to characterize redox catalysts surface including XPS, LEIS, TEM, O2-

TPD, H2-TPR, and 18O2 surface exchange. Although (Li, K) co-promoted catalyst is a better redox 

catalyst for CL-ODH (as will be discussed in later sections), Li is difficult to characterize. Thus, 

K promoted LaSrFe was characterized as a model material. XPS were conducted to determine near 

surface cation compositions of K promoted LaSrFe and unpromoted LaSrFe. The results are shown 

in Figure 3.4(a). Unpromoted LaSrFe reference sample showed a Sr-enriched surface: the 

concentration of Sr was higher than all the other cations. A very similar surface composition was 

observed on 0.1K-LaSrFe with a low K concentration (0.66%). This is consistent with the XRD 

results which indicate potential substitution of K into the perovskite structure. However, a sharp 

change in surface cation composition was observed from K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe. On both 

samples, K became the most abundant surface cation (89% in K-LaSrFe and 93% in 2.5K-LaSrFe), 

with all the other cations being suppressed. Sr was the second most abundant surface cation in both 

cases. Cycled K promoted samples ending in oxidation showed similar results (see supplemental 

Figure A2.2). Surface to bulk K concentration ratio was calculated to quantify the degree of near 

surface K enrichment/deficiency. A ratio larger than 1 indicates a K-enriched surface and a ratio 

smaller than 1 indicates a K-deficient surface. Dotted line in Figure 3.4(b) stands for a ratio equal 

to 1. As can be seen, K was deficient on 0.1K-LaSrFe by about 80% but over-expressed on K-

LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe by 350% and 200%, respectively. This showed that K was enriched on 

K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe. Although surface termination of K atom is possible to contribute to 
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the surface enrichment, it still cannot explain the extent of such enrichment. A more plausible 

explanation that the surface is covered with multiple K-containing layers such as K2O. The 

promotion effect of alkali metal on ODH reaction has been reported in (mixed) metal oxide 

catalytic systems such as LaSrFe21 and V2O5
30–32, where alkali metal promoter increased ODH 

selectivity by inhibiting deep oxidations. We note that this trend was consistent in our study: 0.1K-

LaSrFe exhibited poor selectivity but K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe saw significant increase in ODH 

selectivity. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) Near surface cation concentrations of as-prepared redox catalysts; (b) Ratios 

between near surface to bulk K concentrations for as-prepared redox catalysts. Dashed line 

corresponds to a ratio of 1. 

 

ODH activity is largely affected by the properties of near-surface oxygen species, which can be 

revealed by detailed O 1s XPS scan. Figure 3.5(a) shows the scans of unpromoted LaSrFe and K-

promoted LaSrFe. Two major peaks appeared in unpromoted LaSrFe: the major peak around 531.4 

eV was assigned to its hydroxide and carbonate species and a secondary peak at around 528.6 eV 
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was assigned to lattice oxygen species.21 An intermediate peak appeared at around 529.4 eV and 

this peak has been associated with electrophilic oxygen species responsible for deep 

oxidations.33,34 0.1K-LaSrFe showed a similar peak pattern but with a slightly larger intermediate 

peak than that of unpromoted LaSrFe. This could explain the poor ODH selectivity observed in 

both LaSrFe and 0.1K-LaSrFe. The XPS patterns changed significantly for K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-

LaSrFe. Both sample exhibited two other distinct major peaks: one at around 532.4 eV and the 

other at around 530.3 eV. These peaks have been reported in O 1s scans of K2O-containing 

glasses35,36 and they are likely to be resulted from the presence of K2O. No other intermediate 

peaks were observed. It is also noteworthy that the featured major peaks of LaSrFe and 0.1K-

LaSrFe still remained in K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe but their relative intensities were both 

suppressed significantly. This is better illustrated with the evolution of the 528.6 eV peak (green 

peak): K-LaSrFe showed a much smaller 528.6 eV peak and it became almost negligible in 2.5K-

LaSrFe. Thus, it is possible that the surface of K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe were covered with a 

layer of K2O. As such layer did not completely block the XPS signal from the LaSrFe bulk, its 

thickness could be estimated as smaller than or in the order of 1 nm due to the escape depth of 

XPS (1-3 mm). Meanwhile, the incorporation of K+ into A-site of 0.1K-LaSrFe can also be 

illustrated by detailed scan of Fe 2p 3/2. As K+ has a lower valancy than La3+, one would anticipate 

that the replacement of K+ with La3+ would give rise to the presence of more Fe4+ species. This is 

consistent with the XPS results shown in Figure 3.5(b), where Fe 2p 3/2 binding energy shifted to 

about 0.2 eV higher in 0.1K-LaSrFe.37 
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Figure 3.5. (a) Detailed O 1s XPS scan of LaSrFe, 0.1K-LaSrFe, K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe. 

The arbitrary blue and green lines were used to illustrate major peak characteristics of LaSrFe 

and 0.1K-LaSrFe. Arbitrary cyan and red lines were used to illustrate major peak characteristics 

of K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe. (b) Detailed Fe 2p 3/2 XPS scans of LaSrFe and 0.1K-LaSrFe. 

 

Although XPS analyzes near surface region a redox catalyst (1-3 nm), a catalyst’s selectivity 

should be determined by its top few atomic layers38. This would require more surface sensitive 

tools such as LEIS, which has an escape depth of about 0.3 nm. In the current study, LEIS was 

conducted on 2.5K-LaSrFe to further determine the composition of its outermost surface layer. A 

depth profile was obtained by using Ar+ as the sputtering source. It was estimated that 

approximately 1×1015 keV Ar+ sputtering is needed to remove one atomic layer. A detailed 

explanation of the calculation method can be found in the supplemental file. The surface coverage 

of K cation can be illustrated by the evolution of the peak areas as a function of the depth profile. 

As seen in Figure 3.6(a) and (c) using a He+ detection source, only K and O peaks were observed 
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on pristine 2.5K-LaSrFe. The removal of the first few atomic surface layers revealed Fe and Sr 

peaks. The areas of Fe and Sr peaks increased with further Ar+ sputtering, meanwhile K peak area 

kept decreasing. La exhibited a shoulder peak at ~2700 eV and could not be accurately quantified 

by the He+ source. To increase the sensitivity and visibility of heavier elements such as La, a Ne+ 

detection source was also used. As shown in Figure 3.6(b) and (d), pristine 2.5K-LaSrFe showed 

no clear peaks of Fe, Sr and La. Similar to He+ detection source experiment, the removal of first 

few atomic layers revealed these peaks and their peak areas increased with Ar+ sputtering. These 

results clearly demonstrate that the outermost surface layers of 2.5K-LaSrFe is covered by 

potassium oxide.  
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Figure 3.6. LEIS peak signal and peak area evolution with sputter cycles on as-synthesized 2.5K-

LaSrFe using (a) and (c) He+ detection source and (b) and (d) Ne+ detection source. 

 

The layered structure of K promoted LaSrFe was further characterized by a high resolution TEM. 

A typical 2.5K-LaSrFe particle with a particle size of about 30-50 nm diameter is shown in Figure 

3.7(a). Higher magnification micrograph verified the layered structure. As shown in Figure 3.7(b), 

the bulk structure was well crystallized and exhibited a d-spacing of 2.86 Å. This can be assigned 

to the (103) plane of La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (ICDD PDF#: 01-072-7578). There was a layer covering the 

bulk material, with a thickness up to 8-10 nm. However, this surface layer had poor crystallinity 
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and its phase could not be determined. As XPS and LEIS results indicated that K promoted LaSrFe 

was covered with K and O, the surface layer is likely to be an amorphous potassium oxide layer. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. (a) TEM and (b) high resolution TEM micrograph of 2.5K-LaSrFe 

 

3.4.2.3. Effects of the surface layer 

Since redox catalysts utilize lattice oxygen to convert hydrocarbons, it is important to understand 

lattice oxygen diffusion and its subsequent evolution on the surface. These were investigated by 

O2-TPD and H2-TPR and was further quantified by 18O2 exchange experiments. O2-TPD was 

conducted to characterize the relative amount of adsorbed oxygen species. The intensities of the 

signals were normalized based on the nominal LaSrFe content. As shown in Figure 3.8(a), a large 

peak at about 410 °C was observed on unpromoted LaSrFe. This peak was associated with weakly-

bonded “surface” oxygen species. With K (0.1K-LaSrFe), such peak was significantly suppressed 

and widened from about 350 °C to 750 °C. The overall oxygen released from 0.1K-LaSrFe is 

comparable, if not higher, than that from unpromoted LaSrFe. The intensity of this peak became 

much smaller in K-LaSrFe and eventually became negligible in 2.5K-LaSrFe. This showed that 

the weakly-bonded oxygen species were suppressed with K promotion and the results were 

consistent with XPS observations. It was reported that the abundance of such weakly-bonded 
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surface oxygen species led to non-selective oxidations.21,37 This was consistent with the 

observation that unpromoted LaSrFe and 0.1K-LaSrFe exhibited poor ethylene selectivity whereas 

K-LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe had much improved selectivity. 
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Figure 3.8. (a) O2-TPD and (b) H2-TPR profiles of unpromoted LaSrFe, 0.1K-LaSrFe, K-LaSrFe 

and 2.5K-LaSrFe. Temperature ramping rate = 5 °C/min. 

 

H2-TPR was performed to characterize the reducibility of the redox catalysts. As shown in Figure 

3.8(b), unpromoted LaSrFe had a single reduction peak at about 380 °C. This peak corresponds to 

transitions in iron valence states from 4/3+ to 3/2+. The TPR profiles of K promoted LaSrFe were 

compared with unpromoted LaSrFe. 0.1K-LaSrFe also exhibited a slightly extended reduction 

peak at about 380 °C. With increasing K promotion, K-LaSrFe exhibited a doublet peak:  one 

major peak at about 390 °C and a minor peak at 475 °C. The positions of these two peaks were 

consistent with the reduction peaks of 2.5K-LaSrFe. 2.5K-LaSrFe had a major peak at about 475 

°C and a minor second peak at about 400 °C. The shift of the peaks clearly indicated that K 

promotion decreased the reducibility of LaSrFe. Although the reduction of LaSrFe with H2 is a 
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surface reaction, the lattice oxygen removed during the reduction was supplied from the bulk. As 

K cation is enriched on the surface with K promotion, one could ascribe the decreased reducibility 

to the inhibition of lattice oxygen (O2-) conduction by the K enriched surface. Another possibility 

is the decreased surface reactivity. To determine the role of the K enriched surface, oxygen 

exchange experiments were performed.   

 

According to Bouwmeester et al.39, interactions between gaseous oxygen and lattice oxygen in 

mixed oxide proceeds via a two-step exchange mechanism: 

Step 1: *i

i
lattice adO O





   

Step 2: * *

22
a

a
adO O





   

where a  and i  stands for the oxygen dissociative adsorption rate and its subsequent 

incorporation rate into the oxide lattice, respectively. Lumping these two factors together, one can 

get the overall oxygen exchange rates 0 via relationship 
0

1 1 1

a i

 
  

. These oxygen exchange 

rates can be calculated by quantifying pulse products (16O2, 
16O18O and 18O2) from isotopic oxygen 

exchange experiments. In this study, pulse experiments were conducted on unpromoted LaSrFe 

and 2.5K-LaSrFe. The oxygen isotope fractions from pulse products as a function of temperature 

were obtained for each sample and are shown in the supplemental file (Figure A3.3). Based on 

these fractions and detailed calculation methods/mechanisms reported in elsewhere39, the 

exchange rates were plotted as a function of temperature for unpromoted LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe 

in Figure 3.9(a). As seen in Figure 3.9(a), at temperature from 550 °C to 700 °C, unpromoted 

LaSrFe had a much larger lattice oxygen incorporation rate than 2.5K-LaSrFe. This would also 

indicate a smaller lattice oxygen evolution rate in 2.5K-LaSrFe as it is essentially the reverse step 
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of lattice oxygen incorporation. As seen in Table 3, apparent activation energy was also calculated 

for each exchange step. While the activation energy for dissociative adsorption stayed almost the 

same in both samples, the activation energy for lattice oxygen incorporation was significantly 

larger for 2.5K-LaSrFe. As a result, the overall exchange activation energy was also larger. Since 

lattice oxygen evolves on the oxide surface via an O2- (lattice)  O2- (surface)  O-  

O2
2-  O2

- pathway, one would anticipate less electrophilic or weakly-bonded surface oxygen 

species if O2- conduction/evolution rate is decreased. It is also noted that the pre-exponential factor 

for a  in 2.5K-LaSrFe is significantly smaller. This may indicate a smaller number of surface 

sites for oxygen dissociative adsorption. Besides oxygen exchange, bulk O2- conduction rate can 

also be quantified by calculating normalized oxygen fluxes of unpromoted LaSrFe and 2.5K-

LaSrFe in Figure 3.9(b). The normalized oxygen flux was calculated based on an oxygen mass 

balance during a 3 min ethane ODH half-cycle and the sample BET surface area. Both samples 

had a maximum oxygen flux peak at around 15 s. Unpromoted LaSrFe had a much larger peak 

than 2.5K-LaSrFe, indicating an inhibited bulk O2- conduction/evolution with K promoter. 
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Figure 3.9. (a) Overall oxygen exchange rate (R0), oxygen dissociative adsorption rate (Ra) and 

lattice oxygen incorporation rate (Ri) of LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe as a function of temperature. 

(b) Calculated oxygen flux for unpromoted LaSrFe and 2.5K-LaSrFe as a function of reduction 

temperature. 
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Table 3.3. Apparent Arrhenius activation energies for surface exchange of LaSrFe and 2.5K-

LaSrFe 

Redox catalyst Activation Energy (kJ/mol) 

 R0 Ra Ri 

LaSrFe 53.5 38.3 63.7 

2.5K-LaSrFe 68.4 39.1 82.2 

 

Due to its incorporation into the LaSrFe lattice, low level of K promotion can maintain and even 

improve its oxygen capacity. In comparison, Li cation is too small to be an A-site cation in LaSrFe. 

However, Li is highly effective to increase the selectivity of LaSrFe since it preferably enriches 

on the surface of the composite oxide. It is therefore interesting to explore co-promoted Li and K 

on LaSrFe to potentially allow increased oxygen capacity as well as ethylene selectivity. In this 

study, two Li and K co-promoted LaSrFe were synthesized: 0.1Li-0.1K-LaSrFe and 0.5Li-0.5K-

LaSrFe as shown in Figure 3.10. We note that the co-promoted samples both maintained oxygen 

capacity similar to that of K-LaSrFe (ca. 0.65 wt%). Albeit still relatively low, this oxygen capacity 

is practical for the proposed CL-ODH and for chemical looping processes in general.40,41 

Moreover, Li promotion significantly increased ethylene selectivity for both samples. 0.1Li-0.1K-

LaSrFe exhibited significantly higher ODH selectivity (45% ethylene selectivity at 70% ethane 

conversion) than 0.1K-LaSrFe. In another sample, 0.5Li-0.5K-LaSrFe achieved up to 86% 

ethylene selectivity at 60% ethane conversion (space velocity = 1500 h-1) and the overall ethylene 

yield was about 70% higher than K-LaSrFe. The performance enhancement of this co-promoted 

sample are two-folds: (1) K substituted LaSrFe maintained a higher oxygen capacity and (2) Li 

promotion maintained a higher ethylene selectivity. Stability tests were also conducted on the best-
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performing redox catalyst (0.5Li-0.5K-LaSrFe) within 30 redox cycles. No deactivation was 

observed in terms of ethane conversion and ethylene selectivity (Figure 3.11). Long-term redox 

cycles with continuous ethane flow were also conducted to prove the stability of the redox catalysts 

(Figure A3.4). The instantaneous selectivity/conversion/yield was dynamically changing due to 

consumption of lattice oxygen but the cumulative yield maintained at approximately 40% within 

the first minute of the reduction step (Figure A3.5). Based on these results, Li and K co-promoted 

LaSrFe is considered as a promising redox catalyst for CL-ODH of ethane. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Oxygen capacity and yields of unpromoted LaSrFe, 0.1K-LaSrFe, K-LaSrFe, 2.5K-

LaSrFe, 0.1Li-0.1K-LaSrFe and 0.5Li-0.5K-LaSrFe at 700 °C. 
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Figure 3.11. Product distributions (bars) and ethylene yields (line) obtained on 0.5K-0.5Li-

LaSrFe. Cycle number from 1 to 30. Temperature = 700 °C. 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

The current study investigates alkali metal (Li, Na and/or K) promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ (LaSrFe) 

redox catalysts for ethane oxidative dehydrogenation under a cyclic redox CL-ODH scheme. 

While unpromoted LaSrFe exhibited poor ethylene selectivity, Na or K promoted LaSrFe achieved 

up to 61% ethane conversion and 68% ethylene selectivity but exhibited relatively low oxygen 

capacity (<0.35 wt%) at 700 °C. The promotional effect of K on LaSrFe redox catalysts was 

characterized with XRD, XPS, LEIS and TEM. XPS and XRD showed that K incorporates into 

the Ruddlesden-Popper structured mixed-oxide at low loading levels (e.g. 0.1K-LaSrFe) whereas 

the surface of LaSrFe was enriched with K cation at high loading levels. LEIS indicates that the 

outermost surface layer was covered by potassium oxide. This surface layer was characterized to 

be amorphous under TEM. Further mechanistic investigations indicated that the ethylene 
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selectivity of the redox catalyst was enhanced by inhibiting the rate of O2- conduction and 

evolution through this surface layer. This was confirmed by O2-TPD and H2-TPR. It was therefore 

concluded that the amorphous K2O layer inhibited lattice oxygen conduction to the surface and 

suppressed its subsequent evolution to weakly-bonded surface oxygen species. This was further 

confirmed and quantified with 18O2 exchange experiments. The synergistic effect of co-promoting 

LaSrFe with Li and K was also investigated.  Li and K co-promotion resulted in 86% ethylene 

selectivity and 60% ethane conversion while maintaining an oxygen capacity of ca. 0.65 wt%. 

These findings not only offer mechanistic insights on alkali metal promoted LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ for CL-

ODH of ethane but also resulted in promising redox catalysts for this novel process scheme.  
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Chapter 4 Peroxide-Type Oxygen as Active and Selective Intermediate Species for 

Chemical Looping Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane on a Molten Carbonate@ 

La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 Core-Shell Redox Catalyst 

4.1. Abstract 

Chemical looping oxidative dehydrogenation (CL-ODH) of ethane utilizes a transition metal oxide 

based oxygen carrier, also known as redox catalyst, to convert ethane into ethylene under a two-

step cyclic redox scheme. Compared to conventional ODH, CL-ODH eliminates the needs for 

gaseous oxygen, rendering a potentially more efficient process. This study reports a Li2CO3 coated 

La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 (Li2CO3@LSF) as an efficient redox catalyst for CL-ODH. Unlike previously 

reported redox catalysts which are typically endothermic during the lattice oxygen assisted ethane 

ODH step, the labile oxygen species in Li2CO3@LSF facilitate exothermic operation in both redox 

steps as confirmed by TGA-DSC measurements (-69.5 kJ/mol [O] during the ODH step and -40 

kJ/mol [O] during the re-oxidation step). Up to 87.3% ethylene selectivity and 52.1% ethane 

conversion were obtained. TEM, XPS, XRD characterizations and DSC measurement indicate that 

the redox catalyst is composed of a layer of molten Li2CO3 covering the solid LSF substrate. 18O2-

exchange experiments and EIS measurements indicate that the molten Li2CO3 layer facilitates 

lattice oxygen shuttling from LSF bulk to the molten carbonate layer surface while blocking the 

non-selective sites for ethane oxidation. Further investigations of the potential reaction pathways 

indicates that peroxide type oxygen species (O2
2-) are the most likely active species for CL-ODH. 

TGA measurements and in-situ XRD indicate that Fe4+ species reduction to Fe3+ is responsible for 

the formation of the active peroxide species, which are subsequently transported to the outer 

surface of the molten Li2CO3 layer for the ODH reaction. With high activity/selectivity and 

favorable heat of reactions, the Li2CO3@LSF redox catalyst has excellent potential to be effective 
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for a practical CL-ODH system. Moreover, mechanistic findings provide a generalized approach 

for designing CL-ODH redox catalysts. 

 

4.2. Introduction 

Resulting from the recent increase in shale gas production, the supply of ethane, the second largest 

component in shale gas, has increased by more than 15 folds over the past decade in the United 

States.1 Meanwhile, the distributed nature of shale gas production, coupled with the insufficient 

infrastructure for ethane transportation, has led to significant suppression in ethane selling price as 

well as rejection of this valuable chemical feedstock as a fuel or through flaring. Although the 

thermal cracking technology is well established in terms of converting ethane into value-added 

chemicals such as ethylene, it is highly complex and energy/capital intensive.2 As such, economy 

of scale requires large ethane processing capacity (e.g. >1 million tonnes/year) for conventional 

thermal cracking plants. Therefore, existing thermal cracking processes lack the flexibility and 

sustainability needed to address the increasing concerns over CO2 emissions and the changing 

market conditions in ethane supply. 

 

Among the alternative ethane conversion approaches, oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane 

(ODHE) represents one of the more promising candidates as it can produce ethylene via an 

autothermal approach by combusting the hydrogen by-product. The disadvantages of ODHE, 

however, are also impinging: (1) ODHE requires co-feed of pure oxygen, which is usually obtained 

from expensive cryogenic air separation and (2) ODHE has significant safety hazards when mixing 

gaseous combustible ethane and oxygen in one reactor. These disadvantages can be mitigated via 

a so-called chemical looping ODHE approach (CL-ODH).3 In CL-ODH, instead of gaseous 
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oxygen, lattice oxygen from a redox metal oxide catalyst is utilized to selectively oxidize ethane 

into ethylene in an ODHE step. The reduced redox catalyst is re-oxidized with air in a following 

step and active lattice oxygen is replenished. This two-step operation integrates air separation with 

ethane ODH while avoiding the direct contact between ethane and gaseous oxygen, rendering a 

potentially safer and more efficient process. ASPEN Plus simulation indicated that 82% reduction 

in energy consumption and CO2 emission can be achieved by CL-ODH when compared to steam 

cracking.4 The process intensified CL-ODH approach is also potentially suitable for packed bed, 

modular-scale ethane to liquids system as reported in a recent study.5  

 

Based on the literature published to date, CL-ODH can be facilitated by the redox catalysts via one 

of the following two routes. In Route (1), a redox catalyst is used to selectively combust hydrogen 

at ethane thermal cracking temperatures (i.e. > 750 °C). Neal and Yusuf et al. reported Na2WO4 

promoted Mn-based oxide in CL-ODH under 850 °C and obtained ethylene yields up to 68% with 

CO2 selectivity as low as 1.9 %.6,7 It was also determined that Na2WO4 forms a molten layer on 

the oxide surface under operating conditions and the surface redox transition between WO4
2- and 

WO3
- is responsible for the high hydrogen combustion selectivity.8 In Route (2), CL-ODH is 

conducted at temperatures significantly lower than thermal cracking temperatures (<700 °C) via 

surface activation of ethane, in the presence of active oxygen species supplied by the redox 

catalyst. V and Mo-based oxides, which are commonly used for conventional ODHE with oxygen 

co-feed, have been investigated for CL-ODH applications.9–16 Pulse reactions on MoOx/Al2O3 

showed promising ethylene selectivity (~94%) and ethane conversion (~66%). However, the 

oxygen capacity of the redox catalyst is relatively low and more significantly, ethylene yield 

quickly dropped down after only several ethane pulses. Other than commonly used V and Mo-
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based catalysts, Gao et al. reported alkali metal promoted LaxSr2−xFeO4−δ redox catalyst with 

Ruddlesden-Popper phase (LSF-RP) and achieved 90 % ethylene selectivity at 61 % ethane 

conversion.17,18 In that system, an alkali enriched surface layer forms on LSF-RP substrate and 

suppresses unselective surface electrophilic oxygen species. High ethylene yield, however, is still 

achieved only within the first few ethane pulses (0.04 – 0.4 mL of ethane feed). Such a narrow 

operating window limits the practical application of CL-ODH.  

 

Further improvement of the low-temperature catalytic CL-ODH requires better understanding of 

redox catalyst including structural design and active phase identification. While a number of 

studies have been focused to understand the active phase and reaction pathway of conventional 

ODHE catalysts19–25, few studies have been conducted done on characterizing CL-ODH redox 

catalysts. Specifically, the functions of the surface active phase are usually unclear and its reaction 

pathway with the bulk lattice oxygen is more enigmatic. In this work, the reactivity performance 

and the active phase for CL-ODH are systematically investigated on a Li2CO3@La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 

(Li2CO3@LSF) core-shell redox catalyst. The Li2CO3@LSF is a significant improvement to the 

previously reported LiFeO2@LSF-RP redox catalyst and can achieve up to 87.3% ethylene 

selectivity and 52.1% ethane conversion with a much larger ethane processing capacity (10 to 30 

times larger than LiFeO2@LSF-RP). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement 

showed that both ethane reaction and air re-oxidation step on Li2CO3@LSF are exothermic. TEM 

and XPS showed a core-shell structure of Li2CO3@LSF, where core material is crystalline LSF 

and shell material is amorphous Li2CO3. DSC measurement showed that the surface carbonate 

layer is a molten phase under reaction temperature. 18O2-exchange experiments showed that the 

molten carbonate layer enhances surface oxygen exchange rate by facilitating bulk oxygen 
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dissociation rate. This is further confirmed with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), 

which showed that molten Li2CO3 facilitates oxygen ionic conductivity. CO2 and H2 cofeed 

experiments showed that peroxide (O2
2-) oxygen species are most likely the active species for 

ethane ODH meanwhile other possible reaction pathways are rejected. TGA measurement and in-

situ XRD at CL-ODH reaction condition further explained the reduction degree of Li2CO3@LSF 

and LSF and it was determined that Fe4+ species reduction to Fe3+ is associated with the formation 

of redox active species. H2-TPR showed that bulk lattice oxygen starts to release when surface 

carbonate becomes a molten phase and ethane-TPR showed that the released oxygen are highly 

selective. Based on these results, a potential reaction mechanism is proposed as supported by the 

experimental data. Overall, peroxide oxygen species are formed with the help of lattice oxygen 

reduced from Fe4+ to Fe3+ and these peroxide oxygen species are the active/selective species for 

ethane ODH. 

 

4.3. Experimental 

4.3.1. Redox catalyst preparation 

Commercial La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 (LSF) substrate material was purchased from Praxair Surface 

Technologies. A wet impregnation method was used to synthesize Li2CO3@LSF. Calculated 

amount of Li2CO3 (ACS reagent, ≥99.0%) was dissolved in 10 mL of D.I. water, heated at 50 °C 

and stirred to form a solution. Then 10 g of LSF was transferred into the solution, heated and 

stirred at 80 °C until dried. The dried particle was then sintered in a muffle furnace under air at 

800 °C for 8 h. Two Li2CO3@LSF redox catalysts were synthesized: 10 wt% Li2CO3 on LSF 

(10Li2CO3@LSF) and 20 wt% Li2CO3 on LSF (20 Li2CO3@LSF). LiFeO2@ LaxSr2−xFeO4−δ were 

also synthesized. The synthetic method was reported elsewhere.17 
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4.3.2. Redox Catalyst Characterization 

XRD was conducted with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer to analyze the crystalline 

phases of redox catalysts. The radiation source was a monochromatic CuKα (λ=0.1542) with an 

operating condition at 40 kV and 44mA. XRD patterns were generated within 2θ=15–80° at a step 

size of 0.05° and a scan step time of 1 s. HighScore plus software was used to process the XRD 

patterns and the database is from International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 

 

XPS was used to determine the near-surface elemental composition and chemical states of LSF 

substrate and Li2CO3@LSF. The excitation source was a non-monochromatic MgKα (1254 eV) 

and the XPS patterns were recorded using a PHOIBIS 150 hemispherical energy analyzer (SPECS 

GmbH). Before analysis, sample powders were pressed onto a carbon tape and outgassed for 

overnight at 10-5 Torr. CasaXPS software (Casa Software Ltd., UK) was used to analyze XPS 

patterns and C 1s B.E. peak at 284.6 eV was used for calibration. 

 

LEIS was conducted at the Surface Analysis Center at Lehigh University with an ION-TOF Qtac100 

for surface compositional analysis and depth profiling. Charge neutralization was invoked during 

spectra acquisition and sputtering. The detection source is 3 keV He+ (5 × 1014 cm-2 cyc-1, 1.5 × 

1.5 mm raster) or 5 keV Ne+ (1 × 1014 cm-2 cyc-1, 1.5 × 1.5 mm raster) and the sputtering source is 

1.0 keV Ar+ (1.0 × 1015 cm-2 cyc-1, 2 × 2 mm raster). 

 

BET surface areas were obtained with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 accelerated surface area and 

porosity system via a multipoint physical adsorption measurement. Before analysis, samples were 
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degassed at 200 °C and 10 μm Hg for overnight. Nitrogen at temperature of 77 K was used as 

adsorbate gas. 

 

DSC measurement was conducted with a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA, Q600, TA 

Instruments) instrument. Prior to analysis, samples were treated at 700 °C for 30 mins and cooled 

to 100 °C under air. The sample chamber was then purged with Ar for 30 mins and ramped to 750 

°C at 5 °C/min under Ar.  

 

TEM (JEOL JEM 2010F) was used to obtain high resolution microscopic images of core-shell 

particles at an acceleration voltage of 200 keV. 

 

EIS was conducted test and deconvolute the electrical conductivity of Li2CO3. First a dense Li2CO3 

pellet was prepared with its conductivity measured in an oxygen concentration cell configuration. 

Li2CO3 powders was poured to an 11 mm ID Al2O3 short tube. This tube was sealed on one end to 

an Al2O3 plate by ceramic paste (Aremco Ceramabond 552), and heated to 740oC in air to melt 

Li2CO3 powders and densify the pellet. A 10 mm filled segment was cut out from the short tube. 

Silver ink (Fuel Cell Materials Co.) was applied to Li2CO3 on both ends. Silver wires were used 

as lead wire. This sample was sealed to a long and bigger Al2O3 tube with ceramic paste. One side 

of the tube was exposed to flowing 3 vol. % H2O containing H2, the other side to flowing dry air. 

The open circuit voltage (OCV) and AC impedance of this sample at temperature range from 600 

to 720oC were measured using Metrohm Autolab b.v. Impedance was collected over a frequency 

range from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz with an AC perturbation of 10 mV. The high frequency intercept on 

the real axis corresponds to the electrical resistance from the dense Li2CO3 pellet. The electrical 
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conductivity (σ), was calculated and normalized to this dimension of the sample. The theoretical 

potential, E, of this concentration cell can be calculated by Nernst equation:  
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Ionic and electronic conductivity can be derived from this oxygen ion transport number: 
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where ti is ion transport number, σ the measured electrical conductivity including electronic 

conductivity (σe) and ionic conductivity (σi).  

 

18O2-exchange experiments were conducted using a pulse experiment setup reported in [26]. The 

carrier gas was a constant flow of 10% 16O2 (50 ml min-1, balance Ar) and 1 mL of 10% 18O2 

(balance He) was pulsed onto samples for oxygen isotopic exchange. Three isotopes were obtained 

after the exchange: 16O2, 
16O18O and 18O2. They were monitor and quantified with a downstream 

quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS, MKS Cirrus II) by taking the integration of the 

characteristic peak Mass 32, Mass 34 and Mass 36, respectively. Detailed experimental methods 

were reported in [18]. 

 

H2-TPR was conducted with a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA, Q600, TA Instruments) 

instrument to study the reducibility of the redox catalysts. Prior to analysis, samples were treated 

at 700 °C for 30 mins and cooled to 100 °C under air. The sample chamber was then purged with 

Ar for 30 mins and ramped to 700 °C at 5 °C/min under 10% H2 (100 ml min-1, balance Ar). 

Catalyst weight changes were recorded and used to plot the TPR profile. 
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Ethane TPR was conducted in a fixed bed quartz U-tube reactor (I.D. = 1/8 inches). 0.5 g of redox 

catalysts were loaded into the reactor and silicon carbide particles were placed on both sides of the 

reactor to reduce the void space. Prior to analysis, samples were treated at 700 °C for 30 mins and 

cooled to 100 °C under air. The reactor was then purged with Ar for 30 mins and ramped to 700 

°C at 5 °C/min under 10% C2H6 (50 ml min-1, balance Ar). Product profiles were monitored and 

recorded with a downstream QMS. O2-TPD was conducted in the same setup with the same 

pretreatment procedures. After purging with Ar, samples were ramped to 700 °C at 5 °C/min under 

50 ml min-1 of Ar. 

 

4.3.3. Reactive testing  

Reactivity test was conducted in a fixed bed quartz U-tube reactor (I.D. = 1/8 inches). 4.5 to 5 g 

of redox catalysts were loaded into the reactor and silicon carbide particles were placed on both 

sides of the reactor to reduce the void space. 12.5% to 80% ethane (Ar balance) was injected into 

the reactor, with a flow rate of 20 to 80 ml min-1. Product distributions were monitored with both 

downstream QMS and GC. Detailed experimental setup, calculation of catalyst reactivity, coke 

formation and oxygen capacity were described in the supplemental file. 

 

4.4. Results and discussions 

4.4.1. Reactive Performance 

In order to determine the redox catalyst performance, CL-ODH reactions with 12.5% to 80% 

ethane (Ar balance) in the ODH step and 20% oxygen (Ar balance) in the catalyst re-oxidation 

step were tested on LSF substrate and Li2CO3@LSF. The results are summarized in Figure 4.1. It 

is noted that at all conditions, LSF substrate exhibited high ethane conversion (>90%) but very 
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low ethylene selectivity (<5%), with the primary product being CO2. Blank experiments with inert 

α-Al2O3 grid were also conducted, which showed ethane conversion lower than 7% at 700 °C. As 

shown in Figure 4.1(a), Li2CO3 impregnation increases ethylene selectivity significantly and 

ethylene yield at around 50% are obtained at 700 to 750 °C. Reaction temperature effect and 

Li2CO3 loading effects were also tested: higher temperature and lower Li2CO3 loadings lead to 

higher conversion and lower selectivity. In Figure 4.1(b), space velocity effect (240 h-1 to 960 h-1) 

was also studied on 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF. It was discovered that higher space 

velocity corresponds with lower conversion and higher selectivity. LiFeO2@LSF-RP was 

compared as a reference redox catalyst. It was observed that at although LiFeO2@LSF-RP can 

achieve comparable ethylene selectivity and ethane conversion with small ethane processing 

capacity (0.075 mL ethane/gram catalyst), it failed at larger ethane feed step case (6.7 mL 

ethane/gram catalyst) due to the lack of selectivity and the ethylene yields are 50% lower than 

Li2CO3@LSF. This shows that the Li2CO3@LSF redox catalyst is a major improvement in terms 

of enhancing ethylene yield at a much more practical scale. It is also noteworthy that redox catalyst 

performance in the ODH step is dynamic with continuous consumption of active lattice oxygen 

(Figure 4.1c). On 10Li2CO3@LSF redox catalyst, ethane conversion decreased from 85% to 43% 

and ethylene selectivity stabilized at around 90%. This ethane conversion is higher than both the 

experimental thermal conversion (7%) and thermodynamic equilibrium ethane conversion (41%) 

during the entire reduction step. Due to complete combustion of the hydrogen, as confirmed by 

negligible H2 signal from both GC and MS results, CL-ODH is no longer subjected to equilibrium 

limitation of the cracking reaction. Lattice oxygen was actively consumed during the reduction 

step and about 0.42 w.t.% lattice oxygen was removed in the first 6 mins. Although this oxygen 

capacity is still relatively small, it remained high catalytic activity throughout the ODH step. One 
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should also note that selective oxidation consumes much less oxygen amount than total oxidation 

to CO2. To put it into perspective, the 0.42 w.t.% lattice oxygen capacity in CL-ODH would be 

equivalent to 0.92% oxygen capacity for chemical looping combustion of ethane. Thus, the oxygen 

carrying capacity of the redox catalyst, albeit relatively low, fits well with the proposed CL-ODH 

concept. Effects of ethane concentration were tested as shown in Figure 4.1(d). Comparing to low 

concentration cases, high concentration led to lower conversion and higher selectivity. It is noted 

that 50% ethylene yield was still achieved with ethane feed concentration up to 80%. The 

feasibility of using high ethane feed concentration marks the advantage of future industrial 

applications. 30 redox cycles were conducted on 10Li2CO3@LSF and the redox catalyst exhibited 

stable performance (Figure 4.1e). More significantly, minimal coke formation were observed even 

at this high of catalyst activity.  
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Figure 4.1. (a) Temperature effect and Li2CO3 loading effect on Li2CO3@LSF: Space velocity = 

480 h-1. (b) Space velocity effect on 10Li2CO3@LSF (240-960 h-1), with comparison of 

LiFeO2@LSF-RP at different space velocity (480-3000 h-1) and different ethane feed size (0.05 

mL and 30 mL): Temperature = 700 °C. (c) Dynamic reaction performance in an ODH step on 

10Li2CO3@LSF: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 480 h-1. (d) Ethane concentration 

effect on 10Li2CO3@LSF: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 480 h-1. (e) 30 redox cycles 

test on 10Li2CO3@LSF: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 480 h-1 
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4.4.2. Nature of the active oxygen species in LSF 

Besides the high ethylene yield (~50%) obtained, the other advantage of the proposed CL-ODH is 

the ability for a better heat integration. As stated above, CL-ODH is separated into two steps: (1) 

selective ethane oxidation with lattice oxygen from a metal oxide (ODH step) and (2) metal oxide 

re-oxidation with air. Although the overall ODH reaction is exothermic (heat of reaction: -109 

kJ/mol ethylene produced), the CL-ODH step is usually endothermic due to the strong metal 

oxygen bonds. For example, Mn3O4 redox catalysts reacting with ethane is an endothermic step 

and the heat of reaction is about 118 kJ/mol. This is almost comparable to ethane thermal cracking 

(143 kJ/mol ethylene produced). Such a large energy demand in the ODH step would require large 

amount of sensible heat input in the air re-oxidation step, rendering large temperature difference 

between the two steps. This issue in heat integration can be optimized if both ODH step and re-

oxidation step are exothermic. This optimized heat integration was achieved on Li2CO3@LSF. The 

two steps in CL-ODH on Li2CO3@LSF are both exothermic (Figure 4.2b): ODH step produces 

69.5 kJ/mol per lattice oxygen consumed and re-oxidation step produces 40.0 kJ/mol per lattice 

oxygen regenerated. On the other hand, reaction heat of LSF substrate in ODH step is composed 

of two peaks (Figure 4.2a), an exothermic peak and a following endothermic peak. As a result, the 

overall ODH step is almost heat neutral. Meanwhile, the re-oxidation step is highly exothermic 

(207 kJ/mol per lattice oxygen regenerated). The balance of reaction heat in Li2CO3@LSF 

facilitates the heat integration processes in CL-ODH. It is noticed that overall LSF is more 

exothermic than Li2CO3@LSF. This is because LSF is less selective and favors ethane complete 

combustion into CO2 rather than selective oxidation into ethylene and complete combustion 

releases more heat. 
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The transition in reaction heat is closely related with the amount of lattice oxygen released and the 

phase change of redox catalysts. It is noted that Li2CO3@LSF exhibits an oxygen capacity of 

around 0.5 w.t.% while LSF substrate has a much larger oxygen capacity (1.1-1.2 w.t.%). This 

indicates that the degree of metal oxide reduction is much smaller on Li2CO3@LSF. This is further 

supported with in-situ XRD with redox conditions on Li2CO3@LSF and LSF substrate. The major 

peaks shown in Figure 4.2(c) stands for the major peak pattern characteristic of LSF. Reaction 

with ethane shifts the peaks to smaller 2-theta degree, which indicates creation of oxygen vacancies 

by removing lattice oxygen; and re-oxidation with air reverses the peak position, which indicates 

the replenishment of lattice oxygen. Other phases related to reduced and decomposed perovskite 

species were not observed. On the other hand, LSF substrate is decomposed and partially reduced 

to metallic Fe when exposed with ethane at 700 °C. Thus, on Li2CO3@LSF, Fe4+/Fe3+ species are 

reduced only to Fe3+ species; while on LSF, Fe4+/Fe3+ species are reduced to Fe2+ and metallic Fe. 

The lower degree of reduction of Li2CO3@LSF correlates well with the lower oxygen capacity. 

Thus, from the reaction heat measurement, it is discovered that ODH step is exothermic when 

Fe4+/Fe3+ are reduced to Fe3+ and becomes endothermic when Fe3+ is further reduced to Fe2+ and 

metallic Fe. The reason for this decreased degree of reduction will be further explained in Section 

3.3 and Section 3.4. 
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Figure 4.2. Reaction heat and TGA-DSC measurement on (a) 10Li2CO3@LSF and (c) LSF under 

10% ethane/air redox reaction at 700 °C; in-situ XRD on (b) 10Li2CO3@LSF and (d) LSF under 

3% ethane/air redox reaction at 700 °C 

 

4.4.3. Catalyst characterization 

XRD were conducted on LSF substrate, Li2CO3@LSF and a physical mixture of 20 wt% Li2CO3 

with LSF as a reference (Figure 4.3). XRD of the physical mixture showed two distinct phases: 

LSF and Li2CO3. The lower peak intensity of Li2CO3 phase is due to the smaller amount of Li2CO3 

and the lower phase response ratio under XRD. However, after redox cycles at 700 °C ending in 

oxidation step, Li2CO3 phase disappears under XRD and only LSF phase still exists. This indicates 

that Li2CO3 has become an amorphous phase after redox cycles while LSF stays a crystalline 

phase, which will be supported by the following TEM section. In-situ XRD up to 700 °C under air 
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was conducted on 10Li2CO3@LSF to further support this finding under reaction temperature 

conditions. Still, only a crystalline phase of LSF was discovered up to 700 °C (Figure A4.1). 
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Figure 4.3. XRD of LSF substrate, Li2CO3@LSF and a physical mixture of 20 wt% Li2CO3 with 

LSF 

 

In order to further determine the redox catalyst phases and structure, TEM were conducted on 

cycled 10Li2CO3@LSF ending in oxidation. Figure 4.4 showed a typical redox catalyst particle. 

From the TEM image, a core-shell structured particle was formed, with the core material covered 

with an amorphous-like shell with thickness of 10-50 nm. Selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) was conducted on the core and the shell. It is shown that core material is composed of 

mainly crystalline phase characteristic of LSF and shell materials reflects a mainly amorphous 

structure. This is consistent with XRD results, where only crystalline LSF phase was observed. 

XPS, in the following section, will further illustrate that this amorphous shell material is mainly 

composed of Li2CO3. 
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Figure 4.4. TEM and SAD of 10Li2CO3@LSF 

 

XPS were conducted on LSF substrate and Li2CO3@LSF with different loadings. From the surface 

elemental composition analysis, it was determined that both Li2CO3 impregnated samples have 

high surface coverage of Li (80% in 10Li2CO3@LSF and 82% in 20Li2CO3@LSF, oxygen free 

basis). Detailed XPS scan of O 1s and C 1s peaks were further used to illustrate that the surface is 

covered with Li2CO3@rich species. Detailed XPS scan on O 1s showed two peaks: a lower B.E. 

peak at around 528 eV and a higher B.E. peak at around 531-532 eV. The lower B.E. peak is 

ascribed to lattice oxygen species and the higher B.E. peak is ascribed to oxygen in carbonate 
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species. It is clear that higher loading of Li2CO3 shifts the surface oxygen species from a lattice 

oxygen-dominating type to a carbonate oxygen-dominating type. As a comparison, XPS for 

Li2CO3 and SrCO3 were also conducted (Figure A4.2). It is noted that the carbonate oxygen peak 

also shifts from 530.8 eV in LSF to 531.5 eV in 20Li2CO3@LSF. This is due to the surface 

transition from SrCO3 to Li2CO3, as proved by the O 1s peak position in Li2CO3 and SrCO3. 

Detailed XPS scan on C 1s also showed two peaks. The lower B.E. peak at around 284.4 eV is 

from carbon film on the sample grid and the higher B.E. peak is ascribed to carbonate species. It 

was observed that the relative intensity of this carbonate peak increases with Li2CO3 loading, 

indicating a surface coverage of carbonate species. These are consistent with the TEM 

observations. The carbonate peaks shifts from 288.2 eV in LSF to 289.5 eV in 20Li2CO3@LSF 

was also ascribed to a surface carbonate species transition from SrCO3 to Li2CO3. Based on these 

results, it is concluded that Li2CO3@LSF has a core-shell structure, where core material is 

crystalline LSF and shell material is amorphous Li2CO3. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Elemental composition of LSF, 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF; (b) XPS 

scan on O 1s; (c) XPS scan on C 1s 

 

It is also important to determine the physical state of the Li2CO3 amorphous shell at reaction 

temperature. DSC was used to measure the melting point of the amorphous surface layer and 
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Li2CO3 was used as a reference. Two heat adsorption peaks between 600 and 700 °C were observed 

in both 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF while Li2CO3 has a single heat adsorption peak 

around 730 C (Figure 4.6). The lower heat adsorption peaks observed in Li2CO3@Li2CO3 are 

likely to be due to eutectics formation of Li2CO3 and SrCO3, which lowers the melting point of 

pure Li2CO3 (ref: High-Temperature Molten Salt Thermal Energy Storage Systems for Solar 

Applications). This showed that Li2CO3@LSF surface is in a molten phase during reaction 

condition.  
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Figure 4.6. DSC of LSF, Li2CO3 and Li2CO3@LSF 

4.4.4. Effect of the molten carbonate layer  

It was discovered that the presence of a surface molten carbonate layer is very important in 

maintaining a high catalyst activity. Ethane redox cycles were also conducted on Na2CO3@LSF 

and K2CO3@LSF. Ethane conversion dropped from 60% to less than 20% with changing alkali 

promotion to Na or K and selectivity also dropped down to below 50%. This is interesting, as 

usually alkali promoters tend to exhibit similar catalytic properties. The absence of a molten phase 
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could well correlate with this observed phenomenon as Na2CO3 (m.p. = 851 °C) and K2CO3 (m.p. 

= 891 °C) have a much higher melting point comparing to Li2CO3. However, it is noted that a 

eutectic impregnation (50 wt% Na2CO3 – 50 wt% K2CO3) increased catalyst activity and 

selectivity significantly. This catalytic performance effect is due to the much lower melting point 

of the Na2CO3-K2CO3 (m.p. = 695 °C) eutectic, which is a molten phase under reaction 

temperature. This indicates that a molten carbonate layer is essential for the high activity in cyclic 

ethane redox reaction. It is noted that although at similar melting point, the catalytic activity of 

Li2CO3 impregnation is larger than the Na2CO3-K2CO3 eutectic. This is due to the intrinsic nature 

that Li2O2 is significantly more active than Na2O2 or K2O2, as have been reported by Lunsford and 

his co-workers.27 
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Figure 4.7. Reaction performance of Na2CO3, K2CO3 and Na2CO3-K2CO3 co-impregnated LSF 
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With the abovementioned importance of molten carbonate salt, it is important to understand the 

molten carbonate layer interaction with the mixed metal oxide bulk as well as the reasons for the 

exceptionally high catalytic activity. 18O2-exchange experiments were conducted on Li2CO3, LSF 

and Li2CO3@LSF to understand surface molten Li2CO3 effect on surface oxygen adsorption rate 

(Ra) and lattice oxygen incorporation rate (Ri) of LSF substrate (Figure 4.7). These exchange 

experiments were conducted from 500 C up to the melting point temperature of Li2CO3 (730 °C).  

It was discovered that LSF has a much higher overall oxygen exchange rate (R0) than Li2CO3. 

More importantly, Li2CO3 is lattice oxygen incorporation rate limited throughout the temperatures 

investigated, as evidenced by the much smaller Ri than Ra. In comparison, LSF is surface oxygen 

adsorption rate limited from 500 °C to 730 °C. Li2CO3 impregnation on LSF decreased the overall 

oxygen exchange rate. More interestingly, it changes the oxygen exchange rate-limiting step of 

Li2CO3 and LSF: between 500 and 600 °C, Li2CO3@LSF is lattice oxygen incorporation rate 

limited, as Li2CO3; however, at above 600 °C Li2CO3@LSF became surface oxygen adsorption 

rate limited, as LSF. The activation energies calculated from Arrhenius fit for each oxygen 

exchange step are shown in Table 4.1. It was discovered that Li2CO3 has much larger activation 

energy barrier than LSF for oxygen exchange. Li2CO3@LSF has closer activation energy barrier 

range with Li2CO3 at 500 to 600 °C, with R0, Ra and Ri almost equal to each other. However, a 

significant drop in activation energy for lattice oxygen incorporation was observed on 

Li2CO3@LSF with temperature increased to 650 to 730 °C and the calculated Ea (23.12 kJ/mol) is 

closer to that of LSF substrate (42.73 kJ/mol). Meanwhile, activation energy for surface oxygen 

adsorption remains almost at the same value. As mentioned in the DSC section, amorphous Li2CO3 

layer on LSF has a similar melting point temperature from about 600 °C to 700 °C (shaded area). 

These results indicate that the Li2CO3 layer inhibits oxygen exchange rate by inhibiting lattice 
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oxygen incorporation. However, the formation of molten Li2CO3 layer significantly enhances the 

oxygen exchange by increasing Ri. The increase in oxygen exchange rate especially the lattice 

oxygen incorporation rate is probably due to the shuttling of active oxygen species between the 

mixed metal oxide bulk and molten carbonate layer, which will be explained in the following EIS 

section. 
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Figure 4.8. Oxygen exchange rates of Li2CO3, LSF and Li2CO3@LSF obtained by 18O2-exchange 

experiments 

 

Table 4.1. Activation energy calculated for oxygen exchange step of Li2CO3, LSF and 

Li2CO3@LSF (500-600 °C and 650-730 °C) 

Redox catalyst Ea(R0) (kJ/mol) Ea(Ra) (kJ/mol) Ea(Ri) (kJ/mol) 

Li2CO3 142.84 142.27 143.25 

LSF 35.71 34.26 42.73 

Li2CO3@LSF (500-600 °C) 108.98 109.10 108.91 

Li2CO3@LSF (650-730 °C) 92.06 119.52 23.12 
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EIS measurement were conducted to quantify the oxygen ionic conductivity and electronic 

conductivity of pure Li2CO3 below melting point and close to melting point (Figure 4.8). It was 

discovered that oxygen ionic conductivity increased with respect to temperature and about 0.09 

S/cm of oxygen ionic conductivity was obtained at 720 °C. It is noted that a sharp increase of 

oxygen ionic conductivity was observed at around melting point temperature and oxygen ionic 

conductivity increased by 26 folds from 600 to 720 °C. This marks that oxygen ionic conductivity 

is facilitated at around Li2CO3 melting point temperatures. Thus, the trend observed on lattice 

oxygen incorporation rate of Li2CO3@LSF in 18O2-exchange experiments can be explained: 

dissociated oxygen on Li2CO3 surface transferred into LSF substrate in the form of oxygen anions 

and facilitates the following lattice oxygen incorporation step. It is also noted that electronic 

conductivity was minimal from 600 °C to 720 °C. This indicates that Li2CO3 can only conduct 

oxygen ions but is not an electronic conductor. It is also noted that EIS measurement is not specific 

on the type of anionic oxygen species, i.e. conductivity of O2-, O2
-, O2

2-, O-, CO4
2- could all 

contribute to the total oxygen ionic conductivity shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9. Oxygen ionic and electronic conductivity of Li2CO3 observed by EIS measurement: 

Temperature = 600 to 720 °C 

 

4.4.5. Reaction pathway investigation 

As proved in the abovementioned study, Li2CO3@LSF redox catalyst has a core-shell structure. 

One needs to note that the LSF core is a lattice oxygen “carrier” and the Li2CO3 shell separates its 

direct contact with gaseous ethane. This molten physical barrier between ethane and active oxygen 

species in LSF increase the complexity of potential reaction pathways as listed below: 

 

(a) ODH occurs between dissolved ethane molecules and active oxygen species within the molten 

Li2CO3 phase (solution phase reaction); 

(b) ODH occurs at the between dissolved ethane molecules and active oxygen species at the LSF 

surface (reaction at the molten salt – LSF phase boundary); 
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(c) Ethane ODH occurs on the outer surface of molten Li2CO3 shell through oxygen species 

transported from the LSF core; 

 

It is noted that for (B) and (C) to be possible, ethane has to be dissolvable into molten Li2CO3. As 

have been reported by Lercher28, a simple to determine the solubility of a gas into molten salt is to 

conduct a gas switching experiment and observe its product distributions. Gas-switching 

experiments with ethane/O2 were conducted on molten Li2CO3 at 730 °C. Given that cofeed of 

ethane and O2 at this condition produces CO2 (see later section), one would expect CO2 signal to 

show up when switching from ethane feed to O2 feed if ethane could be dissolved into the molten 

salt. However, no CO2 peak signal was detected via QMS during the gas switching (Figure 4.10). 

This shows that ethane is not dissolvable in molten Li2CO3. Based on this result, Hypothesis (B) 

and (C) and both rejected. 
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Figure 4.10. Gas switching from ethane feed to oxygen feed with a 5-min Ar purging in between: 

Product signals monitored with QMS 
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In Hypothesis (c), active oxygen species have to be conducted out from LSF bulk in order to be 

involved in ethane ODH. Thus, it is critical to identify or reject possible active oxygen species. 

Naturally, the active oxygen species has to have an oxygen oxidation state larger than -2 in order 

to oxidize ethane into ethylene. This limits the oxygen species to three possibilities: (c-1) Peroxide 

oxygen (O2
2-) or superoxide species (O2

-); (c-2) Gaseous oxygen (O2) uncoupled from LSF bulk; 

(c-3) Peroxocarbonate (CO4
2-). Hypothesis (c-2) was validated and rejected with O2-TPD 

experiments on LSF and Li2CO3@LSF. No significant O2 peaks were observed in any of these 

redox catalysts (Figure A4.3). Hypothesis (c-3) was validated and rejected with 13C-NMR on 

Li2CO3@LSF quenched from 700 °C (under 100% O2) to RT in D.I. water. Compared with Li2CO3 

reference, no peroxocarbonate peaks were detected (Figure A4.4). Thus, only Hypothesis (c-1) 

remains possible, where active oxygen species is peroxide oxygen or superoxide oxygen. The 

evidence for the active oxygen species will be discussed in the following section. 

 

4.4.6. Probing oxygen evolution and active species 

As is well-established and characterized by Devynck and co-workers29,30, molten carbonate salts 

can react with gaseous oxygen to form peroxide oxygen species. And these active oxygen species 

have been utilized in oxidation of UO2
31 and organic waste32. It is also reported in the same paper 

that no superoxide oxygen species can be produced within molten Li2CO3, probably due to the 

unstable nature of superoxide oxygen. The reaction equation of the peroxide oxygen species 

formation can be written as Eqn. 1, where CO2 is co-produced. 

 

2 2

3 2 2 2CO O O CO                                           Eqn. 1 
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As the proposed Li2CO3@LSF also involves a molten Li2CO3 surface layer, it is possible that these 

peroxide species can also form due to the more active lattice or adsorbed oxygen species in LSF 

reacts with molten Li2CO3, releasing CO2 as a by-product. As proved by Peng et al. in 

electrochemical studies, CO2 can react with lithium peroxide to form back to lithium carbonate.33 

Thus, Eqn. 2 is a reversible reaction and one can anticipate that this peroxide oxygen species 

formation will be inhibited if excess CO2 is intentionally added. In this study, CO2 is intentionally 

co-fed with ethane and reaction performance was monitored to prove the formation of peroxide 

oxygen species in this Li2CO3@LSF system (Figure 4.10). CO2 cofeed experiments were 

conducted on 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF in a redox reaction mode first with CO2 cofeed 

concentration of 10%. These were compared with only ethane feed cases. It was discovered that 

CO2 cofeed doesn’t affect ethylene selectivities by much but obtained much lower ethane 

conversions. This indicates that CO2 cofeed significantly lowers catalyst activity. A more apparent 

comparison was made on (ethane, O2)-cofeed on only Li2CO3, with and without the presence of 

CO2. Reaction performance were monitored with CO2 switching on and off. It was discovered that 

ethane conversion of 25% is obtained in absence of CO2 at 730 °C. However, with CO2 cofeed, 

ethane conversion quickly dropped to less than 5%. This CO2-swiching effect is reversible and the 

ethane conversion resumes to its original level when CO2-cofeed is turned off. TOF of 

Li2CO3@LSF in ethane reduction step and Li2CO3 in (ethane, O2)-cofeed reaction was also 

calculated based on ethylene average production rate, normalized by the number of Li atoms 

(Figure A4.5). These results showed that CO2 presence significantly inhibits the catalytic activity 

of molten Li2CO3 system by inhibiting peroxide oxygen formation. Besides CO2-cofeed 

experiments, H2-cofeed experiments were also conducted. It is considered that H2-cofeed can 

inhibit peroxide oxygen formation by reaction as shown in Eqn. 2. 
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2 2

2 2 2H O H O O                                            Eqn. 2 

Similar to CO2-cofeed experiments, H2-cofeed showed unaffected selectivity but significantly 

decreased catalyst activity (Figure A4.6). These results indicate that peroxide oxygen species is 

potentially the active oxygen species for CL-ODH and the presence of these peroxide oxygen will 

be further reflected with Fe oxidation state as observed with ethane in-situ XRD.  
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Figure 4.11. (a) Ethane reaction performance on 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF with and 

without CO2 cofeed: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 480 h-1. (b) (Ethane, O2)-cofeed 

reaction performance on Li2CO3 with and without CO2 cofeed: Temperature = 730 °C; Space 

velocity = 4000 h-1 

 

The reactivity nature of the peroxide oxygen species were reflected with H2-TPR and ethane TPR 

on LSF substrate and Li2CO3@LSF (Figure. 4.11). In H2-TPR, it was discovered that LSF substrate 

has two reduction peaks below 500 °C. From in-situ XRD observations, these reduction peaks 

correspond with Fe4+/Fe3+ reduction to Fe2+/Fe0. But on Li2CO3@LSF, the reduction peak is a 
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mono-peak above 600 °C. From XRD, this reduction peak corresponds with Fe4+/Fe3+ reduction 

only to Fe3+. It is also noted that although exhibiting different CL-ODH performance, 

10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF have reduction peaks at the same temperature (620 °C), 

which is around the melting point as observed by DSC measurement. These results indicate that 

the molten carbonate layer decreases lattice oxygen reducibility by separating LSF substrate with 

reducible gas and the molten carbonate layer itself acts as an intermediate to shuttle peroxide 

oxygen species. Ethane-TPR also showed that lattice oxygen releases from LSF substrate at a 

lower temperature but the nature of these oxygen species are unselective. 
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Figure 4.12. (a) H2-TPR and (b) ethane-TPR on LSF substrate and Li2CO3@LSF 

 

Based on the experimental evidence listed above, peroxide oxygen species formed within the 

molten carbonate layer is responsible for the observed high selectivity/activity in CL-ODH. In the 

ODH step, peroxide oxygen species are formed via Eqn. 3, where lattice oxygen from LSF 

substrate reacts with molten carbonate and releases CO2. As 18O2-exchange experiments and EIS 

measurement have proved, oxygen ions transportation is facilitated at carbonate melting point 
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temperature. Thus, the peroxide oxygen species are transported to the surface, where it contacts 

with ethane and ODH reaction takes place (Eqn. 4). In a following step, the as-formed O2- from 

Eqn. 4 will recombine with CO2 formed from Eqn. 3 into carbonate and close the ethane reaction 

circle (Eqn. 5).  

 

2 2

3 0.8 0.2 3 0.8 0.2 3 2 2CO La Sr FeO La Sr FeO O CO

 

   (dissolved)               Eqn. 3 

2 2

2 6 2 2 4 2C H O C H O H O                                                                                                 Eqn. 4 

2 2

2 3O CO CO                                                                                                                      Eqn. 5 

 2 6 0.8 0.2 3 2 4 0.8 0.2 3 2C H La Sr FeO C H La Sr FeO H O                                         Overall ODH step 

 

And in the air re-oxidation step, gaseous oxygen can react with molten carbonate layer first via 

Eqn. 1 (listed above) to form peroxide oxygen species. The as-formed peroxide oxide species can 

re-oxidize LSF bulk and replenishes its active lattice oxygen species via the reverse reaction of 

Eqn. 3. Meanwhile, CO2 formed from Eqn. 1 are readily absorbed into the molten carbonate salt 

and recombine with oxygen ions to form carbonate ions. This is reflected with the minimal CO2 

observed by QMS during re-oxidation step, as shown in Figure 4.1(e). The reaction pathways for 

ODHE and re-oxidation steps are illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.13. Reaction pathways for ODHE and re-oxidation steps 

 

4.5. Conclusion 

The current study investigated Li2CO3 impregnated La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 redox catalyst for CL-ODH of 

ethane. While LSF substrate exhibited poor ethylene selectivity, Li2CO3@LSF achieved up to 

52.1% ethane conversion and 87.3% ethylene selectivity at 700 °C with a large ethane processing 

ability (6.7 mL ethane/gram catalyst). More significantly, both ethane ODH step and air re-

oxidation step are exothermic. Particularly, ODH step releases 69.5 kJ/mol oxygen consumed and 

re-oxidation releases 40.0 kJ/mol oxygen regenerated, making the proposed CL-ODH a feasible 

process for fixed-bed operations. Li2CO3@LSF redox catalyst was characterized with ex-situ 

XRD, TEM, XPS and DSC measurement. It was observed that a core-shell structure was 

established, where core material is LSF substrate and shell material is a layer of molten Li2CO3 

under reaction temperatures. Via 18O2-exchange experiments and EIS measurement, it was 

determined that this molten Li2CO3 layer could facilitate lattice oxygen shuttling from LSF bulk 

to the molten carbonate layer surface. Based on literature review and CO2/H2 cofeed experiments, 

it is determined that peroxide oxygen species are mostly likely to be the active species for CL-

ODH. Other hypothesis on active species were rejected with proof-of-concept experiments, 
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including O2-TPD, gas switching experiments and 13C-NMR. TGA measurement and in-situ XRD 

at CL-ODH reaction condition were further conducted to explain the reduction degree of 

Li2CO3@LSF and LSF and it was determined that Fe4+ species reduction to Fe3+ is associated with 

the formation of redox active species. Overall, peroxide oxygen species are formed with the help 

of lattice oxygen reduced from Fe4+ to Fe3+ and these peroxide oxygen species are the active 

species for ethane ODH. Finally, H2-TPR and ethane-TPR indicated the high selectivity of these 

peroxide oxygen species under CL-ODH conditions. These findings not only offer mechanistic 

insights in CL-ODH redox catalyst design, but also resulted in redox catalysts promising for 

commercial fixed-bed applications. 
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Chapter 5  Zeolite-assisted redox oxidative cracking (ROC) of n-hexane using a composite 

of modified zeolite catalyst and metal oxide redox catalyst 

5.1. Abstract 

Zeolite-assisted redox oxidative cracking (ROC) of naphtha utilizes a composite of modified-

zeolite catalyst and a transition metal oxide based oxygen carrier, also known as redox catalyst, to 

catalytically crack naphtha (represented by n-hexane) into olefins under a two-step cyclic redox 

scheme. ROC can achieve autothermal olefin production by selective hydrogen combustion (SHC) 

using a redox catalyst but its olefin yield and propylene to ethylene (P/E) ratio are low. Comparing 

to a standalone ROC, zeolite-assisted ROC achieves higher olefin yields and higher propylene to 

ethylene (P/E) ratios at lower temperatures. This study reports a composite of alkali earth-

exchanged ZSM-5 and Na2WO4@CaMnO3 as an efficient redox catalyst for zeolite-assisted ROC 

of naphtha. Synergistic effects were discovered: both olefin yields and lattice oxygen usage were 

increased with the composite redox catalysts. XRD showed that the composite redox catalyst is a 

physical mixture of zeolite catalysts and Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and alkali earth-exchange does not 

destruct ZSM-5 structures. NH3-TPD discovered that alkali earth exchange decreases acidic site 

numbers but increases acidic site strength and these were correlated with the reactivity 

performance. BET showed that the alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 exhibit mesoporous structures 

and XPS showed that the exchanged alkali earth cations resides in these mesopores. 
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5.2. Introduction 

Light olefins i.e. ethylene and propylene are important building blocks for various polymers and 

petrochemicals. Worldwide ethylene and propylene production in 2014-2015 are 134 and 94 

million tonnes, respectively1,2. Yet, the demand for these olefins are still growing due to rapid 

development of downstream olefin derivative industries. Besides some commercialized on-

purpose olefin technologies (alkane dehydrogenation and alcohol dehydration), steam cracking 

still represents the major process for olefin production.3 Naphtha, which is a flammable oil 

containing various hydrocarbons, is one of the most abundant feedstock for steam cracking, 

especially in Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.4 However, naphtha steam cracking is an energy- 

and CO2-intensive process. In this process, vaporized naphtha and diluted steam (0.4–0.5 kg/kg 

feed) are fed into a radiant tube (700-950 °C) for thermal cracking. The pyrolysis section of a 

naphtha steam cracker alone generates approximately 75 % of the total exergy loss and consumes 

approximately 65 % of the total process energy required.3 As a result, fuel has to be combusted to 

meet with the energy demand, rendering high emissions of CO2 (1.8–2 kg of CO2 emission per 

kilogram of ethylene produced).5 Therefore, novel technologies that address these shortcomings 

of naphtha steam cracking are highly desirable. 

 

Oxidative cracking of naphtha uses cofeed of gaseous oxygen and it represents one of the 

promising alternative approaches to steam cracking.6 The advantages are: (1) in-situ heat 

generation by combusting the by-product hydrogen, rendering an autothermal operation; (2) 

facilitated activation of cracking reactions at lower reaction temperatures. However, gaseous 

oxygen produced from cryogenic air separation is also energy- and capital-intensive. Moreover, 

cofeed of oxygen with hydrocarbons brings in inherent flammability hazard. To address these 
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disadvantages, redox oxidative cracking (ROC) process utilizing an active and selective metal 

oxide (or redox catalyst) were investigated. In ROC of naphtha, naphtha is cracked at above 

thermal cracking temperature (650 °C) and produces hydrogen as a by-product. In the same 

reactor, a redox catalyst is used to selectively combust hydrogen among other hydrocarbon 

products by utilizing its lattice oxygen. The reduced redox catalyst is then re-oxidized with air in 

a following step to replenish its lattice oxygen. Following this scheme, Dudek et al. used Na2WO4 

promoted CaMnO3 or SrMnO3 substrate and achieved higher olefin yield (57%) than thermal 

cracking (41%) at 750 °C with low COx yield (4%). More importantly, H2 produced during 

cracking were mostly combusted (83%).7 Tian el al. selected mixed oxide substrate from the 

hexaaluminate family (BaAl12O19 and Fe-substituted BaAl12O19) and used Na2WO4 as a promotion 

material to increase ROC selectivity. Na2WO4 promotion were considered important to maintain 

a high olefin selectivity. The mechanism was ascribed to the inhibition of Ba migration into the 

near-surface region of hexaaluminate substrate.8  

 

While exhibiting these apparent advantages, there are several inherent shortcomings of a 

standalone naphtha ROC: (1) ROC temperature still needs to be higher than 700 °C to achieve 

satisfactory olefin yield and (2) propylene/ethylene product ratio is limited to 0.5-0.6 (weight 

ratio), due to product distributions in naphtha thermal cracking.9 This low propylene/ethylene 

(P/E) ratio cannot satisfy the increasing demand for propylene production due to the shortage of 

raw materials for propylene derivatives production (e.g. polypropylene and propylene oxide), 

which limits the commercial interest of naphtha ROC. On the other hand, catalytic naphtha 

cracking using zeolite are able to decrease reaction temperature and increase P/E ratio.10–13 

However, the heat requirements associated with naphtha vaporization and pyrolysis are still 
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present. In this study, we focus on zeolite-assisted ROC of n-hexane as a model compound for 

naphtha. A series of composite catalysts were synthesized based on the physical mixture of 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and alkali earth-exchange zeolite catalyst. It was discovered that alkali earth 

exchange can increase P/E ratios but the overall olefin yields decreased. This effect is more 

significant with heavier alkali earth metals, in the order of Ba>Sr>Ca. Zeolite-assisted ROC 

catalysts exhibit synergistic effects. Comparing to standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3, the composite 

catalysts can achieve much higher olefin yields and higher P/E ratios at temperature from 550 °C 

to 700 °C. Moreover, the usage of active lattice oxygen in Na2WO4@CaMnO3 is also significantly 

enhanced. XRD characterizations showed that alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 remained a zeolite 

structure and confirmed that the composite catalyst is a physical mixture of Na2WO4@CaMnO3 

and zeolite catalysts. NH3-TPD revealed that alkali earth promotion decreases zeolite acidic site 

numbers but increases acidic site strength. Overall, larger acidic site numbers and stronger acidic 

site lead to higher P/E ratio but lower olefin yields. BET showed the mesoporous structure of alkali 

earth-exchanged ZSM-5 and XPS indicated that the exchanged alkali earth cations remained in the 

pore structures. 

 

5.3. Experimental 

5.3.1. Redox catalyst preparation 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 was synthesized via a modified Pechini method following a wet-impregnation 

method. The substrate material, namely CaMnO3, was prepared by a modified Pechini method. To 

synthesize CaMnO3, stoichiometric amounts of Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (97% Sigma-Aldrich) and 

Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (99% Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in deionized water with stirring at 50 °C. 

Citric acid was then added to the solution at a 2.5:1 molar ratio to the sum of metal ions (Ca2+ and 
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Mn2+). The solution was stirred at 50 °C for 30 minutes to form a chelating solution. Ethylene 

glycol was then added to the solution to promote gel formation. The molar ratio between ethylene 

glycol and citric acid was 1.5:1. The solution was kept at 80 °C with stirring until a viscous gel 

formed. The gel was then put into a convection oven at 130 °C for about 24 hours. The sample 

was then calcined in a box furnace from 20 °C to 450 °C at a 5 °C/min ramping rate, then hold at 

450 °C for 220 minutes, then 950 °C for 675 minutes. A wet-impregnation method was used to 

synthesize Na2WO4@CaMnO3. This material is composed of CaMnO3 and 20 w.t.% nominal 

amount of Na2WO4. Stoichiometric amounts of Na2WO4·2H2O (99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) was 

dissolved in deionized water. CaMnO3 was then added to the solution. This mixture solution was 

kept at 85C with stirring for about 3 hours until the solution was dried out. After drying, the 

mixture was put into a box furnace at 900C for 6 hours. 

 

HZSM-5 and alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 were synthesized from commercial NH4-ZSM-5 

(Zeolyst) with a Si/Al ratio of 32/1. In synthesis of HZSM-5, NH4-ZSM-5 was sintered at 700 °C 

under air for 3 h for ammonia combustion. In synthesis of alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5, the as-

synthesized HZSM-5 were stirred in solutions of 1 M Ca(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2 or Ba(NO3)2 under 

reflux condition at 50 °C for 8 h. They were then filtered, dried with a convection oven and sintered 

at 700 °C under air for 3 h. The composite of zeolite and Na2WO4@CaMnO3 were prepared by a 

physical mixing method, with a zeolite/Na2WO4@CaMnO3 mass ratio of 3/2. 
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5.3.2. Redox Catalyst Characterization 

XRD was conducted with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer to analyze the crystalline 

phases of redox catalysts. The radiation source was a monochromatic CuKα (λ=0.1542) with an 

operating condition at 40 kV and 44mA. XRD patterns were generated within 2θ=15–80° at a step 

size of 0.05° and a scan step time of 1 s. HighScore plus software was used to process the XRD 

patterns and the database is from International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 

 

XPS was used to determine the near-surface elemental composition and chemical states of bare 

zeolite and alkali earth exchanged-zeolite. The excitation source was a non-monochromatic MgKα 

(1254 eV) and the XPS patterns were recorded using a PHOIBIS 150 hemispherical energy 

analyzer (SPECS GmbH). Before analysis, sample powders were pressed onto a carbon tape and 

outgassed for overnight at 10-5 Torr. CasaXPS software (Casa Software Ltd., UK) was used to 

analyze XPS patterns and C 1s B.E. peak at 284.6 eV was used for calibration. 

 

BET surface areas of zeolites were obtained with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 accelerated surface 

area and porosity system via a multipoint physical adsorption measurement. Before analysis, 

samples were degassed at 200 °C and 10 μm Hg for overnight. Nitrogen at temperature of 77 K 

was used as adsorbate gas. 

 

NH3-TPD were conducted with a ChemBET Pulsar TPR/TPR instrument. TCD sensitivity was 

changed to 180 and the signal attenuation was select at 4. Prior to TPD, sample was treated at 700 

°C for 1 hour under the flow of Ar. It was then cooled to 100 °C and adsorbed with NH3 for 20 

mins. After NH3 adsorption, sample was purged with helium for 30 mins, before it was ramped to 
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700 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min. TCD signals were taken during the temperature ramping stage and 

NH3-TPD were plotted. 

 

5.3.3. N-hexane ROC testing 

N-hexane ROC tests was conducted in a fixed bed quartz U-tube reactor (I.D. = 1/8 inches). In test 

of each material, inert Al2O3 oxide gird were loaded onto each side of the reactor to reduce the 

void volume for n-hexane thermal conversion. In test of Na2WO4@CaMnO3, 0.2 g of redox 

catalysts were loaded into the reactor. In blank test, only inert Al2O3 oxide gird were loaded into 

the reactor tube. In test of zeolite catalyst, 0.3 g of zeolite catalysts were loaded into the reactor 

tube. Zeolite-assisted ROC were tested with a physical mixture of 0.3 g zeolite catalysts and 0.2 g 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 redox catalysts. In the hexane reaction step, n-hexane was flown into the 

reactor by a gas bubbling setup. 50 mL of n-hexane were loaded into a 200 mL bubbler and the 

bubbler was held at 20 °C. 120 mL min-1 of Ar were flown into the bubbler and carried out n-

hexane vapor. Another 30 mL min-1 of Ar were used as dilution gas. The length of the n-hexane 

injection was 60 s. In redox catalyst re-oxidation step, 17 % oxygen (90 mL min-1, Ar balance) 

was used. The length of the re-oxidation was 3 min. 

 

5.4. Results and Discussions 

5.4.1. Reaction performance of zeolite-assisted ROC 

As have been elaborated by Dudek et al., Na2WO4@CaMnO3 exhibited olefin yields higher than 

n-hexane thermal cracking level from 650 to 775 °C. More significantly, satisfactory olefin yields 

were obtained above 700 °C. This study, on the other hand, focuses on a lower temperature range 

(550 to 700 °C) as a low temperature operation is more attractive. Another important parameter 
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considered in this study is the production of propylene over ethylene and this is characterized as 

P/E molar ratio. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 achieved higher 

olefin yield at 650 °C and 700 °C than Al2O3 thermal blank (18% for Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and 11% 

for Al2O3 blank at 700 °C). However, this effect was barely significant at 550 °C and 600 °C and 

ROC olefin yields almost equal the thermal blank yields. Less than 1% olefin yield was achieved 

at 550 °C. These results indicate that a pure n-hexane ROC is not applicable at lower temperature 

(below 650 °C). P/E ratio also decreases with temperatures and is close to or lower than 1 

throughout the temperatures tested.  

 

Un-exchanged HZSM-5 catalyst and alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 catalysts were physically 

mixed with Na2WO4@CaMnO3 redox catalysts to achieve n-hexane ROC with at a lower 

temperature range and with a higher P/E ratio. As is shown in Figure 5.2, zeolite-assisted ROC 

can achieve much higher olefin yields and P/E ratio than thermal blank yields even at 550 °C and 

600 °C. Comparing to a simple ROC, more than ten-fold larger olefin yields were achieved with 

zeolite-assisted ROC. Olefin yield and P/E ratio in zeolite-assisted ROC is a function of reaction 

temperature. It was observed that olefins yields increases with reaction temperature and P/E ratio 

decreases with temperature. Ion exchange also has a significant effect on olefin yield and P/E ratio. 

It was discovered that un-exchanged HZSM-5 with Na2WO4@CaMnO3 exhibits the highest olefin 

yield (43 to 55%) but lowest P/E ratio (1.4 to 1.9) below 650 °C. Alkali earth metal cations were 

selected to exchange with HZSM-5 and reactivity were tested. It was observed that olefin yield 

decreases with heavier alkali earth metal exchanged (in the sequence of Ca, Sr and Ba) but P/E 

ratio increases. On BaZSM-5/Na2WO4@CaMnO3, P/E ratio as high as 4.85 can be achieved at 550 

°C and olefin yield is at 14%. The olefin yields for un-exchanged and alkali earth-exchanged 
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zeolite-assisted catalysts almost converge at 700 °C and the yield value is around 66-67%. N-

hexane conversions and product selectivities for each composite catalyst and temperature were 

plotted in Figure A5.1 (a) to (d). It was observed that the lower olefin yield of heavier alkali metal 

exchanged zeolite is due to the lower n-hexane conversion obtained. The conversions increase with 

temperatures and were almost at 100% at 700 °C for all the zeolite-assisted redox catalysts 

investigated. It was also noticed that COx selectivities were small (<5%) for each of the catalyst 

tested throughout the temperature. The low COx selectivities, coupled with high olefin yields and 

high P/E ratio, marks the excellent performance for zeolite-assisted naphtha ROC. 
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Figure 5.1. Olefin yields and P/E molar ratios of Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and Al2O3 thermal blank 

from 550 to 750 °C 
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Figure 5.2. Olefin yields and P/E molar ratios of zeolite and alkali-exchanged zeolite mixed with 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 from 550 to 750 °C; Al2O3 thermal blank were compared 

 

5.4.2. Synergistic effects in zeolite-assisted ROC 

As have been mentioned above, zeolite-assisted ROC utilizes a composite catalyst: 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and (alkali-exchanged) zeolite. This composite catalyst is bi-functional: 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 achieves selective combustion of hydrogen (SHC) among various 

hydrocarbon products, providing the heat required for n-hexane vaporization and the endothermic 

cracking reaction; meanwhile, zeolite catalysts provide higher conversions at lower temperature. 

The SHC properties and its effect were investigated as shown in Figure 5.3. More than 50% 
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hydrogen produced were selectively combusted on zeolite-assisted ROC catalysts at 550 to 700 

°C. It was also observed that SHC can help to increase olefin yields, especially at lower 

temperatures. Olefin yields with 5% to 12% higher were obtained at 550 °C. The increase in olefin 

yields were ascribed to the increase of n-hexane conversion obtained by comparing to standalone 

zeolite catalysts, as shown in Figure A5.1 (e) to (h). The increase in n-hexane conversion and 

olefin yield indicated that the reaction equilibrium is shifted by combusting by-product hydrogen. 

It was also noticed that the olefin yield increase effect was minimal at higher temperatures (650 

°C and 700 °C), especially for alkali-exchanged zeolites mixed with Na2WO4@CaMnO3. This can 

be explained by the high conversions obtained with standalone zeolite catalysts at higher 

temperatures, which are already close to 100% at 700 °C. Thus, combusting hydrogen cannot 

further shift reaction equilibrium and increase n-hexane conversions. 
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of olefin yield and hydrogen combustion on zeolite/SHC composite 

catalysts and standalone zeolite catalysts from 550 to 700 °C 

 

On the other hand, a simple ROC with standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 shows much lower olefin 

yields, as has been demonstrated in Section 3.1. The lower olefin yields are due to the lower n-

hexane conversions obtained with standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3, as shown in Figure A5.1(i). 

Such a low n-hexane conversion will lead to a low hydrogen production rate. As 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 utilizes its lattice oxygen by selectively combusting hydrogen among many 

other hydrocarbon products, the amount of lattice oxygen extracted from Na2WO4@CaMnO3 will 

then be limited. This renders a low utilization rate of active oxygen species. It is noticed that less 
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than 0.1 w.t.% of lattice oxygen is removed below 600 °C, far below the amount of active oxygen 

available from CaMnO3 at this temperature. The amount of lattice oxygen extract from 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 can be enhanced by the help of the zeolite catalysts. Zeolite catalysts can 

increase n-hexane conversions and produce additional amount of hydrogen. Thus, more lattice 

oxygen can be utilized by combusting these hydrogen. As shown in Figure 5.4, the amount of 

lattice oxygen released increased significantly with the addition of zeolite catalysts. Around 10 

w.t.% lattice oxygen was extracted at 700 °C. As a comparison, standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 

can only extract 1.3 w.t.% of lattice oxygen at 700 °C. Thus, zeolite-assisted ROC marks a 

significant improvement on lattice oxygen utilization from SHC materials. 
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Figure 5.4. Lattice oxygen extracted from standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and zeolite-mixed 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 from 550 to 700 °C 
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5.4.3. ROC catalysts characterization and mechanistic study 

The zeolite-assisted Na2WO4@CaMnO3 is a composite material formed by physically mixing 

zeolite catalysts and Na2WO4@CaMnO3. Zeolite and Na2WO4@CaMnO3 have distinct phases and 

structures. To understand the synergistic effect, it is important to figure out the structures of the 

composite material. XRD were conducted on standalone zeolite and zeolite-mixed 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 composite catalysts after ROC reactions ending in oxidation step. Alkali-

exchange effects were first investigated. It was observed in Figure 5.5(a) that un-exchanged ZSM-

5 and alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 exhibit very similar phases under XRD patterns. This 

indicated that the ion exchange process did not destruct the zeolite structure. Standalone 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and zeolite-mixed Na2WO4@CaMnO3 composite were also investigated in 

Figure 5.5(b). A Na2WO4 and a CaMnO3 phase were observed under XRD. It was indicated by 

Dudek et al. that Na2WO4 could form a layer on CaMnO3 to enhance the SHC selectivity.7 Zeolite-

mixed composite materials show both the phases characteristic of zeolite and phases characteristic 

of Na2WO4@CaMnO3. These indicated that zeolite-mixed composite material is a physical 

mixture of zeolite catalysts and Na2WO4@CaMnO3. 
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Figure 5.5. XRD patterns of (a) un-exchanged ZSM-5 and alkali earth metal exchanged ZSM-5 

and (b) Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and zeolite-mixed Na2WO4@CaMnO3 composite 
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As observed from XRD, un-exchanged ZSM-5 and alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 exhibit very 

similar phases. However, their reactivity in n-hexane ROC cracking are significantly different: 

alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 favors higher P/E ratio but exhibits lower olefin yield, in the order 

of Ba>Sr>Ca. Thus, it is important to understand the underlying mechanism for this phenomenon. 

Zeolite is a typical acidic catalyst and catalyzes alkane cracking via its acidic sites.14,15 NH3-TPD 

were applied to identify/quantify the acidic sites of ROC catalysts investigated in this study. As 

shown in Figure 5.6, all zeolite catalysts exhibited an NH3 desorption peak at around 250 °C. The 

intensity of this peak decreases with ion exchange on the HZSM-5 catalysts and the peak areas 

decrease in the order of HZSM-5>CaZSM-5>SrZSM-5>BaZSM-5. Additionally, the low 

temperature desorption peak on BaZSM-5 shifts to 280 °C, indicating a stronger binding with the 

acidic sites. A higher temperature desorption peak was also observed at 480 °C and this peak is 

usually associated with strong acidic sites. These observations indicated that alkali earth exchange 

decreases acidic site numbers but increases acidic site strength, in the order of HZSM-5>CaZSM-

5>SrZSM-5>BaZSM-5. Based on literature reports, larger acidic site numbers leads to decreased 

cracking activation energy16 and higher alkane cracking activities17. In this study, it was also 

discovered that a larger acidic site numbers leads to higher n-hexane cracking conversions. 

Additionally, it was discovered that stronger acidic sites leads to higher P/E ratios. NH3-TPD were 

also conducted on Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and SrZSM-5 mixed Na2WO4@CaMnO3. No significant 

NH3 desorption peaks were observed. The absence of NH3 desorption peaks in SrZSM-5 mixed 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 is probably due to NH3 oxidation with Na2WO4@CaMnO3, forming N2 and 

water. 
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Figure 5.6. NH3-TPD on un-exchanged ZSM-5, alkali earth metal exchanged ZSM-5, 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and SrZSM-5 mixed Na2WO4@CaMnO3 

 

XPS were also conducted to figure out the chemical states of the alkali earth metal in the alkali 

earth-exchanged zeolites in Figure 5.7. Un-exchanged zeolite was analyzed with XPS as a 

reference. It was discovered that only Si 2p and Al 2p peaks can be observed in alkali earth-

exchanged zeolites and their peak positions match well with un-exchanged zeolite. No significant 

peaks for exchanged elements (Ca 2p, Sr 3d and Ba 3d) were observed. XPS has a depth detection 

limit about 20 nm. As measured by BET, the zeolite catalysts have a mesoporous structure with a 

pore size from XXX to XXX nm. Thus, the exchanged alkali earth cations are possibly to be 

embedded into the pores of zeolites, rather than staying on the surface. These will be further 

investigated with TEM-EDS and ICP-MS. 
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Figure 5.7. XPS of un-exchanged ZSM-5 and alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 

 

5.5. Conclusion 

The current study investigated a composite redox catalyst of alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 and 

Na2WO4@CaMnO3 for zeolite-assisted ROC of n-hexane. While standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 

exhibits low olefin yields and low P/E ratios between 550 and 700 °C, the composite redox 

catalysts achieve much higher olefin yields and P/E ratios. The composite catalysts exhibit 
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synergistic effects: both olefin yields and lattice oxygen usage were increased comparing to 

standalone zeolite catalysts and Na2WO4@CaMnO3. XRD showed that the composite redox 

catalyst is a physical mixture of zeolite catalysts and Na2WO4@CaMnO3 and alkali earth-exchange 

does not destruct ZSM-5 structures. NH3-TPD discovered that alkali earth exchange decreases 

acidic site numbers but increases acidic site strength and these were correlated with the reactivity 

performance. Overall, alkali earth exchange decreases zeolite acidic site numbers but increases 

acidic site strength, leading to decreased olefin yields but increased P/E ratios. BET showed that 

the alkali earth-exchanged ZSM-5 exhibit mesoporous structures and XPS showed that the 

exchanged alkali earth cations resides in these mesopores. The zeolite-assisted ROC represents a 

promising approach to achieve olefin productions from naphtha at a lower temperature range and 

with a higher propylene yields.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Outlook 

6.1. Conclusions 

Active lattice oxygen from a metal oxide can be utilized to convert naphtha and ethane into 

ethylene via a cyclic redox scheme, or so-called chemical looping approach. Comparing to 

oxidative conversion processes that requires the co-feed of gaseous oxygen, chemical looping 

approach is potentially more efficient and cost effective. As thermodynamic calculations point out, 

deep oxidation (into CO and CO2) rather than selective oxidation (into ethylene) is much more 

favored in an oxidative conversion of ethane or naphtha. Therefore, successful development of 

chemical looping processes is tied with rational design and development of active and selective 

redox catalysts. More than 1000 materials have been synthesized for chemical looping processes 

such as chemical looping combustion (CLC) into CO2 and heat and chemical looping reforming 

(CLC) into CO and H2. Few of these materials, however, show selectivity in converting ethane or 

naphtha into ethylene. Therefore, modification of cheap and environmentally benign redox 

catalysts, such as iron or manganese oxide, for selective oxidation reactions is extremely desirable. 

These modifications include tuning the thermodynamic and surface properties of the redox 

catalysts to make them more active and selective.    

 

It is observed that Li promotion can significantly improve the CL-ODH selectivity of 

LaxSr2−xFeO4−δ substrate with Ruddlesden-Popper phase (LSF-RP). While unpromoted LSF-RP 

exhibits poor ethylene selectivity, addition of Li promotion achieves up to 61% ethane conversion 

and 90% ethylene selectivity. This selectivity improvement is ascribed to the formation of a core-

shell structured redox catalyst. It is observed that the core material is LSF-RP substrate and shell 

material is a surface layer enriched with Li. It is believed that the core material provides lattice 
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oxygen and its selectivity is modified when transporting through the shell material. Mechanistic 

studies point out that the surface enrichment of Li increases the resistance for O2- diffusion from 

the bulk and its subsequent evolution into non-selective electrophilic oxygen species. 

 

This “core-shell” design concept is further engineered and optimized to get redox catalysts with 

better selectivity, activity and higher oxygen capacity. Subsequent studies show that other alkali 

metals (Na, K) have similar promotion effect in increasing ethylene selectivity. Moreover, co-

promoting LSF-RP with Li and K renders a redox catalyst with both higher lattice oxygen capacity 

and higher CL-ODH selectivity. The synergistic effects are investigated: K promotion increases 

redox catalyst oxygen capacity by doping into the LSF-RP structure and the CL-ODH selectivity 

is increased with Li promotion.  

 

Further optimization on CL-ODH requires deeper understanding and innovations on oxygen 

carrier substrate material and promotion material. This leads to a molten carbonate salt coated 

La0.8Sr0.2FeO3 (carbonate@LSF) redox catalyst with better redox properties. Alkali carbonate 

including Li2CO3, Na2CO3, K2CO3 and carbonate eutectics are tested and Li2CO3 coating exhibits 

the best redox properties. The Li2CO3@LSF is a significant improvement to the alkali-promoted 

LSF-RP redox catalyst and can achieve up to 87% ethylene selectivity and 52% ethane conversion 

in a much larger(~10 to 30 times) ethane processing capacity. Additionally, the liable oxygen 

species in Li2CO3@LSF facilitate exothermic operation in both redox steps, making it attractive 

in potential industrial applications. The reaction pathways and active/selective oxygen species are 

also systematically studied in the molten Li2CO3@LSF system. It is discovered that peroxide type 
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oxygen species (O2
2-) are formed with the help of lattice oxygen reduced from Fe4+ to Fe3+ and 

these peroxide oxygen species are the active/selective species for ethane ODH.   

 

Besides the “core-shell” design concept, better redox catalysts can be constructed via a bi-

functional composite material. This leads to ethylene and C2+ olefin production via a zeolite-

assisted redox oxidative cracking of naphtha (using n-hexane as a representative). This process 

uses a bifunctional composite material composed of modified-zeolite catalyst and Mn-based redox 

catalyst. The Mn-based redox catalyst is responsible for selectively combust hydrogen among 

other hydrocarbons and zeolite is responsible for better reactivity. It is observed that zeolite-

assisted ROC achieves high olefin yields and high propylene to ethylene (P/E) ratios at lower 

temperatures (550-750 °C) via an autothermal approach. Alkali earth exchanged zeolites are used 

to increase P/E ratios and this trend is associated with decreased acidic site numbers but increased 

acidic site strength. 

 

6.2. Outlook 

6.2.1. CL-ODH redox catalyst with better low-temperature reactivity 

In molten carbonate coated with metal oxide substrate (carbonate@metal oxide) redox catalyst 

system, it is observed that the active species for ethane ODH is peroxide-type oxygen from 

reduction of Fe4+ to Fe3+ inside the metal oxide. Thus, it is potentially viable to intentionally 

increase the amount of metal cation with higher oxidation state to further assist the formation of 

these active/selective peroxide-type oxygen species. As has been reported, various A-site and/or 

B-site dopant into perovskite can introduce more oxygen vacancies, creating more cations with 

higher oxidation state. On the other hand, it is much desirable to lower reaction temperature in CL-
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ODH as it reduces the capital- and energy-intensity. Following this principle, molten salt coated 

Fe-based perovskite with various B-site dopants (including Ca, Sm and Co) were synthesized and 

tested with CL-ODH at 650 °C. Un-doped pristine perovskite was used as reference. As shown in 

Figure 6.1, Co-doped substrate exhibits the highest ethylene yield and this is due to the higher 

oxygen capacity of Co-based mixed metal oxide. 
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Figure 6.1. CL-ODH performance of molten carbonated coated Fe-based perovskite with various 

metal dopant 
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6.2.2. CO2-ODH using a redox cyclic scheme with a CO2-carrier for efficient ethylene 

production and CO2 conversion 

As have been discussed in Chapter 1, CO2-ODH of ethane uses CO2 as a soft oxidant and can 

achieve ethylene production from ethane along with CO2 conversion into CO. However, the main 

challenges are: (1) A pure CO2 source has to be used, which requires expensive air separation unit; 

(2) CO2 conversion is relatively low, leading to increased downstream separation cost. By 

analogous with CL-ODH with active lattice oxygen, these challenges can be resolved with a CO2-

carrier via a cyclic scheme. The CO2 can be carried by either a carbonate or a carbonate-oxide 

composite. The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 6.2. CO2-ODH with cyclic scheme is 

composed with two reactors. The ODH reactor will convert ethane into ethylene and the H2-

byproduct can react with CO2 in the CO2-carrier via a reverse-water-gas-shift (RWGS) reaction to 

form CO and H2O. The CO2-carrier will then be transferred into the CO2 capture reactor, where it 

can directly capture gaseous CO2 from flue gas. Therefore, expensive CO2 separation processes 

are eliminated. Preliminary experiments have shown promising results, with 50% ethylene and 

more than 70% CO2 conversion at 700 to 750 °C. 
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Figure 6.2. Schematic drawing of CO2-ODH of ethane using a cyclic reaction 
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APPENDICES 
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Appendix 1 Supplementary Information for Chapter 2 

This document provides additional information on redox catalyst characterizations and reactivity 

data. 

 

The coexistence of LiFeO2 with Li2O on Li promoted LaSrFe surface is confirmed by detailed Fe 

2p 3/2 XPS scans. As is shown in Figure A1.1, two major peaks are identified on LiFeO2, a lower 

binding energy (B.E.) peak at 710.4 eV and a higher B.E. peak at 712.1 eV. These characteristic 

peaks are entirely consistent with 2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe, indicating that the Fe species in 2.5LiFeO2–

LaSrFe are in the form of LiFeO2. Additional peaks show up with lower amount of Li promotor. 

These additional peaks are characteristic of LaSrFe. We note that a high B.E. shoulder peak around 

715 eV to 716 eV exists for LaSrFe, 0.1LiFeO2–LaSrFe and LiFeO2–LaSrFe. Such shoulder peak 

has been identified as surface low-coordinated Fe species.1 In our case, this shoulder peak is 

characteristic of B-site deficient LaSrFe. These results indicate the LaSrFe surface is gradually 

covered by Li2O and LiFeO2 as the amount of Li promotor increases. 
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Figure A1.1. Detailed Fe 2p 3/2 XPS scan for (a) LiFeO2, (b) 2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe, (c) LiFeO2–

LaSrFe, (d) 0.1LiFeO2–LaSrFe and (e) LaSrFe. Arbitrary blue and red line for major peaks 

characteristic of LiFeO2. Arbitrary black line for high B.E. shoulder peak characteristic of 

LaSrFe. 
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The redox catalysts are reduced in 37.5% ethane (40ml min-1, balance Ar) for 5 minutes in each 

reduction half-cycle. Figure A1.2 shows the XRD patterns obtained on reduced pure LaSrFe, 

LiFeO2–LaSrFe and 2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe. A metallic iron phase appears on all of the reduced 

samples but the B-site deficient LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ phase still remains. This indicates that reduction 

under ethane would not fully decompose the LaSrFe structure. It is noted that no Li-containing 

phase is obtained under XRD. The disappearance of LiFeO2 indicates that such phase is easier to 

reduce than LaSrFe, forming metallic Fe and a Li phase that is not detected by XRD due to poor 

crystallinity and small atomic cross section. The LiFeO2 phase is restored when re-oxidized with 

air. 
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Figure A1.2. XRD pattern of reduced (a) La0.6Sr1.4FeO4 (b) LiFeO2–LaSrFe (c) 2.5LiFeO2–

LaSrFe. : LaxSr2-xFeO4-δ; : Fe 

 

The actual lithium concentrations are examined by using ICP. Table A1.1 lists the summary of 

these redox catalysts and their nominal/measured lithium concentrations. The actual lithium 

concentrations are slightly smaller than the nominal values. This is likely due to some lithium 

vaporization at the 950 °C sintering temperature. Typical ethane conversion profiles for pure 

LaSrFe under a continuous flow mode is shown in Figure A1.3(a). 37.5% ethane (40 ml min-1, 

balance Ar) is used as reducing gas to react with a fixed bed of redox catalysts for a 3 min reduction 
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half-cycle at 700 °C. We observe that C2H4 and CO2 peaks show up within the first minute, i.e. 

redox catalyst is active at the beginning of the half-cycle. The thermal background becomes 

dominant as the active oxygen species are consumed. Such a thermal background can be indicated 

by the similar concentration level of C2H4 and H2 at the end of the reduction half-cycle. Figure 

S3b shows the redox catalyst selectivity/conversion/yield and the oxygen consumption with the 

function of reduction time. Pure LaSrFe shows 160% larger oxygen capacity (0.8 wt%) than 

2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe (0.3 wt%, see results and discussions). Pure LaSrFe is good for ethane 

combustion into CO2 with a low ethylene yield. The typical ethane conversion profiles for 

2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe shows in Figure A1.3(c). The redox catalyst performance over time is included 

in results and discussions. 

 

Table A1.1. Redox catalyst samples and their nominal/actual lithium concentrations 

 

Sample Nominal Li concentration (wt%) Measured Li concentration (wt%) 

LaSrFe NA NA 

0.1LiFeO2–LaSrFe 0.21 0.15 

LiFeO2–LaSrFe 1.65 1.42 

2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe 3.08 2.52 
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Figure A1.3. (a) Conversion profile for LaSrFe under a 3 min reduction half-cycle. (b) 

Instantaneous selectivity/conversion/yield (Left Y-axis) and cumulative oxygen release (Right 

Y-axis) obtained on LaSrFe. (c) Conversion profile for 2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe under a 3 min 

reduction half-cycle: Temperature = 700 °C; Cycle number = 8 

 

Based on H2-TPR results, we propose that bulk O2– conduction is slowed down with the addition 

of Li. This can also be confirmed with oxygen flux calculated from reactivity data and BET surface 

areas. Figure A1.4 shows the oxygen flux for pure LaSrFe and Li promoted LaSrFe. 37.5% ethane 
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(40ml min-1, balance Ar) is used as reducing gas for a 3 min reduction half-cycle at 700 °C. For 

all samples, the oxygen flux have maximum peaks at about 15 s. The oxygen flux fade out within 

2 minutes, indicating a complete consumption of active oxygen. The highest maximum oxygen 

flux value is observed in pure LaSrFe and it decreases with the addition of Li. Such a maximum 

oxygen flux value can reflect the bulk O2– conduction rate. 
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Figure A1.4. Calculated oxygen flux on LaSrFe, 0.1LiFeO2–LaSrFe, LiFeO2–LaSrFe and 

2.5LiFeO2–LaSrFe with the function of reduction time 

 

We note that most of the activity data are obtained from quadruple mass spectrometer 

measurements. Quadruple mass spectrometer data are used throughout the manuscript due to the 

transient nature of the redox experiments and ability to obtain higher temporal resolution with 

quadruple mass spectrometer. Such measurement shows for Li promoted LaSrFe as redox catalyst, 

the product gas mainly consists of C2H4, CO2, unreacted C2H6 and Ar. CO, H2, and CH4 are 
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negligible. Besides quadruple mass spectrometer measurement, we also conducted GC 

measurements, which confirm negligible amount of H2 and CO. Methane selectivity was around 

1% along with small amounts of C3 and C4 products due to small extent of coupling reactions. 

The overall CO2 and ethylene selectivity based on quadruple mass spectrometer and GC analyses 

are consistent.  

 

Blank experiments are conducted by flowing 37.5% ethane (40ml min-1, balance Ar) into U-tube 

loaded with inert aluminum oxide. Product distributions are obtained at 5 different temperatures: 

600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 °C. Figure A1.5 shows the yield of each species at such temperature. 

We observe that CH4 formation is insignificant at all temperatures. Above 700 °C, we see a 

dramatic increase in C2H4 and H2 from thermal cracking.  
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Figure A1.5. C2H4, H2 and CH4 yield obtained from thermal conversion at different temperatures 
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The stability of the redox catalysts are further confirmed by running 30 redox cycles on LiFeO2–

LaSrFe as a model redox catalyst. The redox cycles are in continuous flow mode, with feed 

conditions identical to those discussed in experimental section. Figure A1.6 shows the cumulative 

product species distributions and ethylene yield within the first 30 seconds of each reduction step. 

The redox catalyst performance is stable within 30 cycles. The first redox cycle has slightly lower 

ethylene yield. This is probably due to incomplete phase transition in the as-synthesized redox 

catalyst. 
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Figure A1.6. Product species distributions and ethylene yields obtained on LiFeO2–LaSrFe. 

Cycle number from 1 to 30. Temperature = 700 °C. 
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Appendix 2 Supplementary Information for Chapter 3 

This document provides additional information on experimental details, redox catalyst 

characterizations and reactivity data. 

 

Products from pulse or step reactivity tests were monitored by a downstream quadruple mass 

spectrometer. They were quantified by integrating the characteristic peaks of each species. C2H4 

was calculated by subtracting the contribution of C2H6 to the mass 26 peak based by the 

characteristic ratio of mass 30/mass 26 in a pure C2H6 stream. Coke formation was calculated by 

integrating the amount of CO and CO2 formed during the regeneration step. CO formation was 

calculated by subtracting the contribution of C2H6, C2H4, and CO2 characteristic peaks (Mass 30, 

Mass 26 and Mass 44, respectively) from CO characteristic peak (Mass 28). H2 formation was also 

monitored by the quadruple mass spectrometer. However, the amount of hydrogen formation in 

pulse experiments was negligible, i.e. within the noise level of quadruple mass spectrometer 

measurements. To verify the data obtained from quadruple mass spectrometer, gas 

chromatography (GC, Agilent Technologies, 7890B) with Ar and He thermal conductivity detector 

(TCD) channels was also used to examine the formation of H2, CO and coke. It was observed on 

quadruple mass spectrometer and GC that the amount of CO formation and coke formation were 

negligible for both pulse and continuous flow experiments. Ethane appears to be converted under 

two routes, the selective oxidation from ethane to ethylene and the deep oxidation from ethane to 

CO2. The molar ratio of ethylene and CO2 product formation to redox catalyst active oxygen 

consumption were stoichiometrically estimated to be 1/1 and 1/3.5, respectively. The oxygen 

capacity of redox catalysts were calculated by using such an oxygen mass balance. Ethylene 

selectivities and ethane conversions were calculated from product species distributions. In our 
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experiment, CH4 was tracked with a downstream QMS using characteristic peaks Mass 15 and 

Mass 16. It was determined that the formation of CH4 was negligible. This was reaffirmed by a 

GC via a gas bag, which showed a CH4 selectivity around 1%. Due to the intense overlapping 

peaks in QMS, C3 and C4 products are quantified only by the GC with gas bag. It was determined 

that C3 and C4 products were both negligible. As such, we anticipate around 1% selectivity 

towards hydrocarbons other than ethylene. 

 

Temperature and space velocity effects were studied on K-LaSrFe redox catalyst. The results were 

shown in Figure A2.1(a). In temperature variations, ethylene selectivity increased slightly from 

about 60% to 75% but ethane conversion dropped quickly from about 50% to 30% as temperature 

decreased from 700 °C to 650 °C. The highest ethylene yield was obtained at 700 °C. In space 

velocity variations, three space velocities (1800 h-1, 3000 h-1 and 6000 h-1) were tested on K-

LaSrFe as shown in Figure A2.1(b). While lower space velocity at 1800 h-1 increased ethane 

conversion, the selectivity decreased from about 60% to 50%. Inversely, ethane conversion 

decreased but ethylene selectivity increased as space velocity increased to 6000 h-1. Such a change 

in conversion and selectivity could be explained by the further oxidation of ethylene on redox 

catalyst surface, which would be suppressed at higher space velocities. The highest ethylene yield 

was obtained with a space velocity of 3000 h-1. 
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Figure A2.1. Conversion/selectivity/yields of K-LaSrFe with variation of (a) temperature = 650 

to 700°C and (b) space velocity = 1800 to 6000 h-1 

 

We note that most of the activity data are obtained from quadruple mass spectrometer 

measurements. Quadruple mass spectrometer data were used throughout the manuscript due to the 

transient nature of the redox experiments and ability to obtain higher temporal resolution with 

quadruple mass spectrometer. Such measurement showed for alkali promoted LaSrFe as redox 

catalyst, the product gas mainly consisted of C2H4, CO2, unreacted C2H6 and Ar. CO, H2, and CH4 

are negligible. Besides quadruple mass spectrometer measurement, we also conducted GC 

measurements, which confirmed negligible amount of H2 and CO. Methane selectivity was around 

1% along with small amounts of C3 and C4 products due to small extent of coupling reactions. 

The overall CO2 and ethylene selectivity based on quadruple mass spectrometer and GC analyses 

were consistent.  
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Besides near-surface composition analysis on as-prepared LaSrFe and K promoted LaSrFe, XPS 

was also conducted on cycled LaSrFe and K promoted LaSrFe ending in oxidation (Figure A2.2). 

Similar to as-prepared samples, cycled unpromoted LaSrFe was abundant with surface Sr. 0.1K-

LaSrFe showed similar elemental composition with smaller Sr concentration (59.8%). K only 

consisted a concentration of 1.9%. With increasing amount of K promotion to K-LaSrFe, there 

was a huge increase in K concentration (from 1.9% to 87.8%) and a sharp decrease in Sr 

concentration (from 66.2% to 7.9%). That indicated that the redox catalyst surface has changed 

from being Sr-enriched to K-enriched. 2.5K-LaSrFe showed similar surface composition as K-

LaSrFe, with slightly larger K concentration. These results showed that the redox catalyst surface 

stayed relatively the same after redox cycles ending in oxidation. 

 

 

 

Figure A2.2. Near surface cation concentrations of cycled redox catalysts ending in oxidation 

 

Depth profiling of LEIS uses 1 keV Ar+ source to sputter the redox catalyst surface. While a typical 
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sputtering rate for each element is different based on atomic weight, elemental sputtering yield and 

material density. Generally, the sputtering rate z/t of a surface layer due to ion bombardment is: 

/ / ( )A pz t M rN e Sj    

where M is molar weight of the target, r stands for density of the material, S stands for sputtering 

yield and jp stands for primary ion current density. Besides these calculations, it is also noted that 

the actually sputtering rate is also affected by the actual elemental composition as well as the 

crystallographic structure in the outermost surface region. Therefore, an accurate calculation of 

the actual sputtering rates of each element is difficult to obtain. Hence, we still use 1×1015 keV 

Ar+ sputtering to estimate the removal of one atomic layer based on suggestion from literatures. 

The overall surface oxygen exchange rate 0  can be calculated with oxygen isotope fractions in 

the product pulse. The equation follows as: 

18

,

0 18

,

ln
g i

r g e

fn

S f

 
    

 
 

where 18O isotope fraction was calculated from molar fraction of 16O18O and 18O2 by 

18 36 340.5g g gf f f  . 
18

,g if  and 
18

,g ef  stands for the 18O isotope fraction from the pulse at reactor 

inlet and reactor outlet, respectively. r  stands for the average residence time of the reactor; n  

stands for the total number of oxygen atoms in the gas phase and S  stands for the mixed oxide 

surface area available for oxygen exchange. The oxygen isotope fractions as a function of 

temperature for 2.5K-LaSrFe and unpromoted LaSrFe pulse products are shown in Figure A2.3(a) 

and Figure A2.3(b), respectively. 
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Figure A2.3. Oxygen isotope fractions as a function of temperature of (a) 2.5K-LaSrFe and (b) 

unpromoted LaSrFe. 

 

Long-term redox cycles with continuous ethane flow (ethane/Ar = 15/25 sccm) were conducted 

on 0.5K-0.5Li-LaSrFe as a model redox catalyst to prove its stability. Ethane over-reduced the 

redox catalyst for 5 min and the first two-minute reduction half-cycle were used to quantify 

gaseous product amounts as well as ethylene yield. As is shown in Figure A2.4, catalyst 

performance remained stable during the first 30 redox cycles. The instantaneous 

selectivity/conversion/yield was dynamically changing in the reduction half-cycle due to 

consumption of lattice oxygen. However, the ethylene yield remain around 40% during the first 1-

min reduction half-step (Figure A2.5). 
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Figure A2.4. Product species distributions and ethylene yields obtained on 0.5K-0.5Li-LaSrFe 

with continuous ethane flow during the first 2-min reduction half-cycle. Cycle number from 1 to 

30. Temperature = 700 °C. 

 

 

 

Figure A2.5. Instantaneous selectivity/conversion/yield obtained on 0.5K-0.5Li-LaSrFe with 

continuous ethane flow during the first 1-min reduction half-cycle. Temperature = 700 °C. 
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Appendix 3 Supplementary Information for Chapter 4 

This document provides additional information on experimental details, redox catalyst 

characterizations and reactivity data. 

 

In-situ XRD on Li2CO3@LSF were conducted under air up to 800 °C. Under this condition, the 

Li2CO3@LSF still exhibited only a crystalline phase of LSF. No phases for Li2CO3 were detected. 

This data is shown in Figure A3.1. 

 

Figure A3.1. In-situ XRD on Li2CO3@LSF under air up to 800 °C  

 

XPS were conducted on SrCO3 and Li2CO3 as reference samples for comparison on the O 1s and 

C 1s peak positions. It was observed that the O 1s peak for carbonate species in Li2CO3 is at a 

higher binding energy than in SrCO3. This is consistent with the O 1s peak transition observed 

from LSF substrate to Li2CO3 coated LSF with higher loadings. Similarly, the C 1s peak position 
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is also at a higher binding energy in Li2CO3. This is also consistent with observations in Chapter 

4. 
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Figure A3.2. XPS of SrCO3 and Li2CO3. Detailed XPS scan on (a) O 1s and (b) C 1s were taken. 
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O2-TPD were conducted to evaluate the potential reaction pathway for gaseous oxygen to uncouple 

from LSF substrate and participates in the ethane ODH reaction. The results of O2-TPD are shown 

in Figure A3.3. It was observed that no significant O2 peaks were observed. This indicates that the 

gaseous oxygen uncoupling from LSF substrate is rather weak and ethane ODH is not likely to 

proceed via reactions with uncoupled gaseous oxygen. 
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Figure A3.3. O2-TPD of LSF and Li2CO3@LSF  

 

NMR measurements were made in the Molecular Education, Technology, and Research 

Innovation Center (METRIC) at NC State University. 13C NMR were collected on a 700 MHz 

Bruker NEO or Avance III spectrometer with TCI cryoprobes. The control sample spectrum was 

collected with 1024 scans, while the experimental and mixture spectra were collected with 14000 

scans. It was discovered that observed chemical shift differences between the Unknown and 
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control samples are not due to different molecular species such as CO4
2- and they are more likely 

due to CO3
2- at slightly different pH conditions. 

 

  

 

Figure A3.4. 13C NMR on control (Li2CO3), unknown (dissolved Li2CO3@LSF) and 50:50 

mixture 

 

H2 co-feeding with ethane were also conducted to verify the hypothesis that surface peroxide-type 

oxygen is the active species for ethane ODH. It is considered that H2-cofeed can inhibit peroxide 

oxygen formation by reaction as shown in Eqn. 1. 

 

2 2

2 2 2H O H O O                                            Eqn. 1 
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This, the catalyst reactivity would be decreased. As is shown in Figure A3.5, co-feeding small 

amount of H2 doesn’t change selectivity but decreases ethane conversion significantly. This is 

consistent with the assumption that surface peroxide-type oxygen is the active species for ethane 

ODH. 
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Figure A3.5. Ethane reaction performance on 10Li2CO3@LSF and 20Li2CO3@LSF with and 

without H2 cofeed: Temperature = 700 °C; Space velocity = 480 h-1  
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Appendix 4 Supplementary Information for Chapter 5 

The supplemental document contains the product selectivity distributions and n-hexane 

conversions of composite redox catalysts (Figure A4.1a to Figure A4.1d), standalone zeolite 

catalysts (Figure A4.1e to Figure A4.1h) and standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 (Figure A4.1i). 
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Figure A4.1. Product selectivity distributions and n-hexane conversions of composite redox 

catalysts (a to d), standalone zeolite catalysts (e to h) and (i) standalone Na2WO4@CaMnO3 
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